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Metal additive manufacturing (AM) is having a major impact on the future of production 
processes providing new alternatives to conventional forging, casting, and machining 
processing routes. To aid in industrial adoption, qualification and certification processes, an 
understanding of the effects of the process parameters on the material properties of AM 
material to obtain a balance between repeatable satisfactory material properties and 
productivity is required. This thesis reports on Wire Arc Additive Manufacturing, a Directed 
Energy Deposition process for austenitic Type 316L stainless steel, one of the most 
commonly used stainless steels due to its combination of strength and corrosion resistance. 
This research investigates the effects of deposition rate (0.75 kg/hr and 3.00 kg/hr), heat 
input ( and cooling strategy (60°C and 150°C interpass temperature control, and in-process 
LN2 cryogenic cooling localised to the melt-pool) on the materials characterisation and 
mechanical performance of Type 316L stainless steel produced via WAAM. The addition of 
silicon to the wire composition is also explored. WAAM machine is developed by the author 
to study these effects encompassing a Pulse Metal Inert Gas based setup, advantageously 
feeding the wire coaxial to the welding torch.  
The results showed that the process parameters influenced the solidification mode, 
morphology, δ-ferrite content, texture, grain size, oxide inclusion size and distribution, 
relative density, and substrate distortion. The results from the mechanical analysis showed 
that whilst the yield strength and ultimate tensile strength readily exceed the ASTM 
A240/A240M (2004) specification the process parameters that induce higher cooling rates 
result in a statistically significant increase in tensile strength. Higher deposition rates 
however, reduced ductility, which was below that required by ASTM A240/A240M (2004). 
Relations between oxide inclusion frequency and FeritscopeTM measurements prior to 
deformation with uniform elongation are established, whereas the relative density was found 
to have a negligible effect on uniform elongation. The wire with additional silicon 
composition reduced the oxide number frequency and provided higher tensile strength and 
Young’s Modulus than the Type 316L wire composition at 0.75 kg/hr.  
In-process cryogenic cooling localised to the melt-pool was demonstrated to improve the 
overall performance of the WAAM material whilst eliminating interpass dwells periods. The  
grain size and texture of the low linear heat input, 0.75 kg/hr 316L samples were significantly 
changed in comparison to the large directional columnar grain growth observed for other 
processing conditions. This provided major benefits to Young’s Modulus for which for the 
majority of the experiments was significantly lower than the specification for wrought 
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This research investigates wire arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) for producing austenitic 
Type 316L stainless steel to establish the material properties relative to conventional 
material standards. In this chapter, WAAM is introduced within the field of additive 
manufacturing (AM) together with a description of its advantages compared to other 
directed energy deposition (DED) processes. The effects of the comparatively high levels 
of heat input in WAAM are discussed, highlighting the need for heat management 
strategies. Furthermore, austenitic stainless steel is introduced as a materials category and 
its industrial applications and use in AM are discussed. 
The field of AM is has been subject to many developments and innovations in recent years. 
Early forms of AM for polymers date back as far as the 1960s (Gibson et al., 2010). The 
development of modern commercial metal AM processes for functional parts began in the 
1990s, although the initial application of fabricating whole metallic components additively 
was first patented by Baker (1925). This utilised welding technology to develop example 
parts as shown in Fig. 1.1. Introductory literature on the various additive manufacturing 
technologies is provided by Gibson et al. (2010) and Frazier (2014) provides a more recent 
overview of AM technology challenges, qualification, business aspects. 
 
Figure 1.1 Example parts as demonstrated in a patent assigned to Baker (1925) 
AM at a fundamental level involves the combination of relative motion between a fusion 
source and feedstock. In contrast to polymer AM, the molten pool is typically small in 
metallic AM and subject to much higher temperatures (Milewski, 2017). Combined with 
relatively rapid travel speeds, this produces high cooling rates and large thermal gradients 
(Guan et al., 2014). Depending upon the material or alloy being deposited, these high 
cooling rates can produce unique solidification grain structures and non-equilibrium grain 
structures that are not possible to produce using traditional processing methods (Gibson et 
al., 2010, Frazier, 2014). For further reading, Sames et al. (2016) review the critical aspects 
of the metallurgy and processing science of metallic AM and Bourell et al. (2017) discuss 
the material selection in AM and the implications for process selection. 
In recent years, AM has become an established manufacturing route alongside casting, 
forming, machining, joining and surfacing processes. Defined by BS ISO/ASTM 52900:2015 
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as “a process of joining materials to make objects from 3D model data, usually layer upon 
layer”, AM is often cited as offering direct and decentralized production, with reduced 
dependency on expensive and dedicated tooling. Often greater levels of complexity 
compared to traditional manufacturing is offered. 
Whilst the field of AM has been subject to many technological advancements in the past 
three decades, the high cost (purchase, operation, maintenance, and depreciation) of AM 
machines and materials present major challenges to AM progression (Wu et al., 2017b). 
There has been limited ability to replace conventionally made parts economically, 
particularly large parts. The application of AM has therefore been primarily focused on 
niche, high-value, and technically-demanding parts of small-build volumes, where the 
benefit of greater design freedom can offset the high cost. 
1.1.1 Directed Energy Deposition  
Defined by BS ISO/ASTM 52900 (2015) as an “additive manufacturing process in which 
focused thermal energy is used to fuse materials by melting as they are being deposited”, 
DED may use laser beam (L-DED), electron beam (E-DED) or an electric arc as a thermal 
energy source as outlined in Fig. 1.2 (ASTM F3187-16, 2016). Although not stated in the 
standard, there are examples of where thermal energy sources are also combined 
(Acherjee, 2018).  Powder or wire is used as feedstock, or both may be used concurrently 
(Abioye et al., 2013), and multiple wires may also be used (Martina et al., 2019). The electric 
arc technology can be Metal Inert Gas (MIG), Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG) or Plasma Arc (PA) 
which are discussed further in §1.1.3.  
 
Figure 1.2 DED classified by power source and feedstock 
Unconstrained build volumes mean that DED processes are more suited to the manufacture 
of larger part types than alternative AM approaches such as metal Powder Bed Fusion 
(PBF) which operate within enclosed inert build chambers (Bhavar et al., 2014) with 
















extensively within the literature with a continuously expanding comprehensive 
understanding of defect generation (Khairallah et al., 2016), predictive simulation and 
process monitoring requirements (Grasso and Colosimo, 2017), effects of process 
parameters and material capability and can be considered a more mature AM technology.  
However, in recent years, DED technologies have broadened the applicability of AM beyond 
the scope of PBF by enabling the cost-effective AM of medium to large complexity metallic 
components. As shown in Table 1.1, Binder Jetting processes, also provides a high 
deposition rate for AM, however, limits are placed upon part size due to the need for high-
temperature burn-out of the binder element, whilst part performance is often limited by 
porosity.  
Table 1.1 Typical process characteristics of powder bed fusion, DED and binder jetting. 
A compromise of the high deposition rate in DED is that the as-built surfaces can be uneven 
and of a wider manufacturing tolerance than PBF and conventionally manufactured parts. 
This means that DED processes can often be reliant on post-process finishing to meet 
dimensional and geometric requirements. However, even with post-processing accounted 
for, the substantial raw material (Yilmaz and Ugla, 2016) and cost savings have been 
demonstrated in comparison to CNC machining and forging processes (Martina and 
Williams, 2015). Besides new part manufacture, as a DED process, WAAM can also be 
readily applied to feature addition and repair applications. DED processes usually do not 
require specific tooling, as in casting and forging, therefore, manufacturing costs can be 
significantly lower specifically for low production volumes of conventionally forged parts and 
a significant reduction in cycle time can be expected (Dutta and Froes, 2014).  
The ability to use wire as feedstock in DED offers high-efficiency material deposition, 
eliminates the need for peripheral powder recycling processes (Tang et al., 2015), and 
reduces health and safety concerns. A significant reduction in the price of wire per kilogram 
is often found compared to powder in a range of engineering materials including aerospace 
alloy Ti-6Al-4V (Martina and Williams, 2015), stainless steel and nickel-based superalloys 





DED Binder Jetting 
Feedstock Powder Powder Wire Powder 
Deposition Rate 
(cm3/h) 
5-20 Up to 300 500 - 1300 16-8200 
Roughness Ra 4- Ra 6 Ra 10- Ra 200 Ra 500 - 
Layer thickness 0.02-0.1mm 0.3-1.5mm 1-2mm 0.05 




(Candel-Ruiz et al., 
2015) 






Table 1.2 Cost per kilogram in wire and powder compiled from supplier quotes (2016). 
Feedstock 
Cost per kilogram (£/KG) 
Ti-6Al-4V Inconel 718 Inconel 625 
Stainless Steel 
316L 
Wire 120 58 49 12 
Powder 280 80 80 40 
1.1.2 WAAM  
WAAM is a DED technology that uses an electric arc as a fusion source to melt wire 
feedstock. In principle, any arc welding fusion welding process covered in ISO/TR 25901-
3:2016 can be integrated into a WAAM machine. However, due to the need for automated, 
high-quality deposition (i.e. low contamination and high levels of cleanliness), the following 
arc technologies are commonly applied: 
a) MIG; 
b) TIG; and 
c) PA  
In MIG, the wire is fed co-axially through the torch as a consumable electrode as shown in 
Fig 1.3a. Whereas the wire is separately fed into the melt pool in the non-consumable 
electrode PA and TIG processes as shown in Fig 1.3b and may require re-orientation for 
consistent deposition allowing for changing tool path directions in WAAM.  
 
Figure 1.3 Schematic of a) consumable (MIG/MAG) b) non-consumable (TIG/TAG, PA) arc technologies 
The weldability of materials for each arc technology can differ and guides the selection of 
arc technology for WAAM. The weldability may vary depending on the polarity applied. 
Typically, non-consumable electrode processes (i.e. PA and TIG) use direct current 
electrode negative polarity to avoid overheating and deterioration of torch elements. 
However, for materials that require cathodic cleaning action due to oxides on the surface, 
alternating current and variable polarity might be used for non-consumable electrode arc 
technologies. 
Table 1.3 presents a non-exhaustive list of several commercial WAAM machine 




advertised range of materials available. The aerospace industry, as an early adopter of 
WAAM, has seen the process mature significantly for the production of large titanium alloy 
aerospace components previously conventionally forged and machined. For example, 
WAAM parts produced by Norsk Titanium achieved US Federal Aviation Authority 
certification for the production of WAAM parts for the Boeing 787 Dreamliner in 2015 (Metal 
Powder Report, 2017). Other applications of WAAM have been demonstrated in space 
(Relativity Space, 2019), nuclear (Kussmaul et al., 1983) and marine industries (Huisman, 
2020), as well as in design, architecture (MX3D, 2019) and art (Print Pioneers, 2020). Many 
of the companies referenced have become involved in WAAM within the last decade 
indicating that WAAM is becoming increasingly industrialized, with rapid growth in both 
numbers of end-users and equipment suppliers. 
Table 1.3 Commercial WAAM machine manufacturers and/or service providers categorised by material 
Commercial WAAM machine manufacturers 
and/or service providers 
Materials advertised 
Norsk Titanium AS (2017) Ti6Al4V 
Gefertec (2020) 
Inconel 718, 625, Ti6Al4V, INVAR and range 
of mild steels, stainless steel & aluminium 
alloys. 
Prodways (2017) Ti6Al4V 
Mazak (2020) Not specified 
Glenalmond Group (2020) Ti6Al4V, Inconel 
WAAM3D (2020) Ti6Al4V, Inconel, Aluminium 6213 + more 
AML3D (2020) 
Aluminium 2319, 4043, 5183, 5356, 5087 
Ti-6Al-4V, Grade 5, Grade 23, INVAR, Inconel 
625, Inconel 718, Nickel Aluminium Bronze, 
ER70, ER80, ER90, ER120, Maraging grade 
250, Stainless (316L, 2205) 
Big Metal Additive (2020) Not specified 
1.1.3 Advantages of WAAM 
Compared to electron beam and laser, the use of an electrical arc as a fusion source 
provides several advantages. A major benefit of the WAAM process relates to the low 
capital investment as the components of a WAAM machine may be derived of open 
architecture equipment, sourced from an array of suppliers in the mature welding industry 
(Anzalone et al., 2013). This allows the production of parts with a high level of cost-
effectiveness compared to Laser-based Powder Bed Fusion (L-PBF) and conventional 
forging and CNC machining (Cunningham et al., 2017, Martina and Williams, 2015). 
Meanwhile, with typical layer heights of 1-2mm, surface waviness of 500 μm (Williams et 
al., 2016) and deposition rates up to 10 kg/hr (Martina et al., 2019), WAAM productivity and 
material removal if required is similar to L-DED and E-DED approaches. 
WAAM does not need a vacuum environment to operate as required in E-DED (Milewski, 
2017). As such, prolonged setup and ramp-down times can be avoided which is also 
advantageous in materials that degrade with long-term exposure to high temperatures, for 
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example, over-ageing of precipitate hardened materials (Sames et al., 2017). E-DED 
processes also have increased susceptibility to element depletion and evaporation during 
processing Taminger and Hafley (2003), which can affect final part performance and require 
custom feedstock or additional processing to mitigate the losses.   
In comparison to laser-based methods, the use of the electrical arc offers a higher efficiency 
fusion source (Jackson et al., 2016). This is of benefit from an energy consumption 
perspective, in particular, for reflective metal alloys of poor laser coupling efficiency such as 
aluminium, copper (Gu et al., 2012) and magnesium (Guo et al., 2016).  
1.1.4 The influence of WAAM heat input on part quality 
WAAM has a lower heat source intensity than L-DED and E-DED as shown in Table 1.4 
providing a unique processing characteristic, which influences the residual stresses, 
microstructure, and material properties. 
Table 1.4 Adapted from welding data provided by Lancaster (1987). 
DED fusion source Heat source intensity (W/cm3) 
Laser  1010 -1012 
Electron beam  1010 -1012 
Electric arc 
Plasma arc 5 x 106 - 5 x 1010 
Gas metal arc 5 x 106 - 5 x 108 
WAAM develops lower cooling rates and larger melt pools than L-DED, as the fusion source 
moves more slowly to provide the heat for melting. This cooling rate decreases further, for 
example, with the use of a weaving tool path. Additionally, high current setting and 
continuous deposition without cooling may lead to further reduced cooling rates relative to 
L-DED. In contrast, WAAM typically offers higher cooling rates and lower build temperatures 
than E-DED, due to the limited heat dissipation within the high vacuum environment which 
can lead to substantial heat accumulation during a build.  
Williams et al. (2016) and Ding et al. (2015a) regarded the high levels of residual stress and 
part distortion caused by the high heat input in WAAM a major obstacle to industrial uptake 
of the process. In-process distortion can lead to failure in meeting geometrical properties 
and can affect the stability and accuracy of the weld bead if contact tip distance error occurs. 
Whilst part distortion may be constrained by fixtures during the build, these are often 
required to be robust and the cost can erode the often-cited benefit of tool-less manufacture 
in AM, large distortions can occur upon release from a fixture as shown in Fig. 1.4 (Xu et 
al., 2018a). Heat treatments can be used to eliminate severe distortion, although this 
method cannot be relied upon to remove the distortion completely, particularly for large 
builds. The significant residual stress can also affect the fatigue life (Barsoum and Barsoum, 
2009), and stress corrosion resistance (Toribio, 1998) and introduce microstructural 
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features such as dense dislocation network structures and twin grain boundaries (Pham et 
al., 2017) that differ from conventionally manufactured parts.   
 
Figure 1.4 Structural distortion of a WAAM part due to residual stress (Xu et al., 2018a) 
The thermal conditions of the AM process also strongly affect the process-structure-
property relationship for a given material. The fusion source heat input determines the 
thermal gradient (G) and growth rate (R) in solidification, affecting the solute segregation, 
morphology and scale of microstructural features as shown in Fig. 1.5.  
 
Figure 1.5 Solidification map showing the variation of melt pool microstructures as a function of the 
temperature gradient (G), growth rate (R) (Kou, 2002) 
The thermal conditions in WAAM mean that a fine equiaxed microstructure tends to be 
uncommon, as, beyond an epitaxial growth zone close to the substrate, the high levels of 
heat input promotes a competitive grain growth process in which the total number of grains 
reduces leading to grain enlargement (Kou, 2002) and anisotropic material properties. The 
macroscale textured columnar grain structures that are typical in the microstructure of Ti-
6Al-4V produced by WAAM without any process enhancements to interrupt the competitive 
grain growth, can be seen in Fig 1.6 (Baufeld and van der Biest, 2009). 
The coarse, columnar type of microstructure directly impacts material properties. For 
example, refinement of the grain size improves tensile strength according to the well-known 
Hall-Petch equation (Hall, 1951).  Although a strongly textured microstructure can be 
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beneficial for applications requiring high temperature creep resistance (Murr, 2015), at 
regular operating temperatures it can often provide lower mechanical strength, toughness 
and corrosion resistance compared to a fine equiaxed microstructure (Reed, 2006). Heat 
treatment cannot always be a solution for refining the microstructure as there is a lack of 
driving force in the solidified WAAM deposit for the recrystallisation to occur and generate 
newly refined grains (Collins et al., 2016). The initial morphology can even persist through 
phase transformations, as demonstrated in WAAM of Ti-6Al-4V, where the strong fibre 
texture of the large prior β grains decompose to an undesirable α texture (Donoghue et al., 
2016).  
 
Figure 1.6 Large columnar WAAM grain growth shown in Ti-6Al-4V  (Baufeld and van der Biest, 2009). 
Furthermore, whilst precipitation hardened materials may be solutionised and aged in a 
post-build heat treatment to develop the desired microstructure, processing issues may 
arise during the WAAM process as a result of grain growth and solute segregation during 
deposition leading to defective parts. Solidification cracking is promoted by excessive solute 
segregation, in the presence of high levels of residual stresses and enlarged grain size 
(David et al., 2003, Withers, 2007), both of which are common in WAAM. The crack 
resistance is particularly poor in materials with a high coefficient of thermal expansion and 
extensive solute segregation, such as heat treatable aluminium alloys and materials where 
crystal structure is easily degraded due to the heat-induced grain coarsening, such as in 
ferritic stainless steels (Amuda and Mridha, 2013). 
Instances where the high levels of heat input and build temperatures can be undesirable 
include for Inconel 718 (Baufeld, 2011) and Inconel 625 (Liu et al., 2013), where the 
deleterious Laves phase to develop. Other examples include the sensitization of carbides 
in stainless steels, and prevention of the development of finely dispersed of solid-state 
strengthening precipitates in the WAAM production of the aluminium alloy 2219 (Bai et al., 
2015a). Lower heat input processes may also act to reduce porosity content due to the 
reduction in droplet temperature as well as gas solubility in the weld pool (Pal and Pal, 
2010).  As AM processes have multiple complex thermal cycles, the accumulative effects 
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of the heat input can influence the boundary conditions of solidification characteristic. As 
the heat input is high in WAAM, the cooling rate can vary widely from a relatively high 
cooling rate by conduction at the substrate to low cooling rates later on in the build as heat 
accumulates between layers as heat dissipation becomes less effective and pre-heat is 
usually present from previously deposited material (Wang et al., 2016a). The accumulation 
of heat can also affect the geometry of the weld bead in the build direction, which can lower 
the material efficiency and increase the amount of post-process machining. In the worst 
cases, heat accumulation can cause complete loss of weld bead dimensional control (Lu et 
al., 2017).  
Heat accumulation is also affected by the part design where heat is rapidly dissipated by 
conduction through the build platform for the first layer as shown in Figure 1.7a. Depending 
on a thin wall, or bulk deposition types as shown in Fig 1.7b and Fig 1.7c respectively, the 
path planning strategies and the boundary conditions for solidification can vary locally 
throughout the build. The varied thermal gradient and growth rate can translate to transitions 
in the microstructure. Local variations in material properties have been attributed to different 
microstructures in the top layers in contrast to the middle layers for WAAM deposits in Ti-
6Al-4V (Wang et al., 2012), maraging steel (Xu et al., 2018b) and Al-6.3%Cu (Cong et al., 
2017).  
 
Figure 1.7 Schematic diagram of the heat dissipation modes a) at the beginning of WAAM b) during the build 
of a thin wall part and c) for a part with overlapping weld beads 
Research and developments have allowed the WAAM process to develop production 
capability number of materials where static mechanical properties are close to those found 
in wrought and cast can be produced (Pan et al., 2018). The yield strength (σys), ultimate 
tensile strength (UTS) and elongation of several WAAM materials are shown in Table 1.5, 
and it can be seen that although satisfactory performance is achieved in Ti-6Al-4V with 
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additional inter-layer rolling. In Aluminium 2219 and Inconel 718, the mechanical properties 
are inferior to that of wrought with substantial anisotropy, indicating that further research is 
required to elevate the material properties of WAAM components.  
Table 1.5 WAAM mechanical properties reported in the literature compared to industrial standards 
To be able to leverage the advantages of WAAM for production of engineering components, 
the effects of the high levels of heat input in WAAM require management tailored to the 
material and its physical metallurgy. The heat input can be influenced through the primary 
process selections and path planning strategy. Additional processes may also be used to 
enhance the WAAM process to minimise or mitigate the heat-related processing challenges 
and reduce the post-processing required. This is detailed in Chapter 3, which reviews the 
primary process selections, additional processes and build strategies that may be used for 
heat management in WAAM.  
1.1.5 Austenitic stainless steels  
Since their invention at the beginning of the 19th century, stainless steels have evolved into 
an important class of engineering materials that are widely used in a variety of industries 
and environments. Stainless steels are classified based on the predominant metallurgical 
phase present or ability to form hardening precipitates with ageing heat treatment and 
include martensitic, ferritic, austenitic, duplex or precipitation hardening stainless steels. 
The global stainless steel market size is projected to reach USD 133.84 billion by 2025 with 
the austenitic 300 series worth USD 71.9 billion by 2025 at an estimated compound annual 
growth rate of 5.1% (Grand View Research Inc, 2019). 
Austenitic stainless steels are widely used due to their excellent corrosion resistance and 
because they are readily formed and durable. Out of the austenitic stainless steels, Type 
304 and Type 316 grade stainless steels comprise the first and second most used stainless 
steel alloys globally. The popularity of the Type 316 grade of stainless steel can be attributed 











Ti-6Al-4V Wrought ≥830 ≥900 ≥10 (BS EN 3312, 2012) 
(X-Y) As-built 870±30 920±20 12±5 
(Martina et al., 2013) (X-Y) Rolled 1030±5 1080±15 13±1.5 
(Z) Rolled 990±30 1080±5 13±1 
(X-Y) As-built 868 971 8.6 
(Antonysamy, 2012) 
(Z) As-built 803 918 14.5 




473 ± 6 828 ± 8 28±2 (Baufeld, 2011) 
Aluminium 
2219 
(T851) ≥317 ≥427 ≥8 (SAE International, 2017) 
(X-Y) As-built 114±4.8 263±0.5 18±0.5 
(Gu et al., 2014) 
(Z) As-built 106±0.8 258±2.2 15.5±1 
(X-Y) Special HT 269±28, 418±22 10.24 
(Bai et al., 2017) 
(Z) Special HT 254±28 365±28 7.44 
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face-centred cubic (FCC) crystal structure at all temperatures and the high levels of 
corrosion resistance. Typical applications of Type 316 stainless steel take advantage of its 
combination of relatively high-temperature strength performance and corrosion resistance.  
It is a widely used material within the nuclear industry (Cattant et al., 2008, Yu et al., 1992). 
The first wall panel, an important assembly within nuclear power plants, is a complex 
assembly of type 316 parts (Baldev et al., 2013) manufactured in multiple steps including 
machining, assembling, pre-welding, HIP, post-machining and final heat treatments. Such 
assemblies with multiple manufacturing stages are strong candidates for applications of AM 
where the benefit of part consolidation may prove advantageous (Zhong et al., 2017) and 
WAAM in particular due to the scale of the parts.  For an AM material to replace 
conventionally manufactured products in this industry, minimum standards regarding the 
stress corrosion cracking, corrosion fatigue, and irradiation resistance must be achieved. 
Other applications of Type 316L stainless steel include as a biomaterial for small fixation 
devices such as pins, screws, and plates (Breme et al., 2016), chemical processing 
equipment including pulp and paper and textile processing (Garner, 2017) and parts that 
are exposed to marine environments such as sea-water pump impellers, flash chamber wall 
linings, screens and demisters in multi-stage flash distillation desalination plants, and 
structures (Glover, 1982). The stability of the FCC structure at low temperatures means that 
austenitic grades such as Type 316 stainless steel are also uniquely suited to cryogenic 
applications. 
Whilst Type 316L stainless steel has been broadly investigated in the field of PBF, 
investigations into the capability of WAAM for manufacturing parts of Type 316L stainless 
steel has been comparatively limited. In particular, the interaction of the heat input, interpass 
temperature and cooling strategy on the material properties is not well understood despite 
being able to erode the cost-effectiveness of WAAM, a key driver in its application. This is 
reviewed in Chapter 4, which describes the welding metallurgy and highlights the current 
state-of-the-art and limitations in WAAM of Type 316L stainless steel. 
1.2 Aims and objectives 
This research aims to establish the effects of processing parameters on the materials 
characterisation and mechanical performance of Type 316L stainless steel produced by 
WAAM. The processing parameters investigated include the deposition rate, linear heat 
input cooling strategy by interpass cooling and in-process cryogenic cooling behind the melt 
pool and addition of silicon to the wire chemical composition. 
The main objectives of this research are presented as follows: 
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i. To critically study the process selections, state-of-the-art build strategies and 
additional processes in WAAM, and evaluate their capability with respect to 
addressing WAAM heat-related materials processing challenges. (Chapter 3) 
ii. Review the literature on the welding metallurgy and materials characterisation for 
WAAM of Type 316L stainless steel. (Chapter 4) 
iii. To design, specify and assemble a WAAM research machine capable of 
implementing interpass temperature control build strategies and cryogenic in-
process cooling near the melt-pool. (Chapter 5) 
iv. Investigate the effects of heat input and interpass temperature control build strategy 
with varying silicon wire composition across a range of allowable heat input 
parameters and deposition rates (Chapter 6) 
v. Compare the effects of WAAM implemented with an interpass temperature control 
build strategy and in-process additional cooling with cryogenic LN2 behind the melt-
pool for a range of deposition rates and allowable linear heat inputs. (Chapter 6) 
Based on background and context outlined in Chapter 1, this aim, and the objectives are 
believed to represent a valid research theme that is relevant to the high-value manufacturing 
sector. It is also believed that areas have not been previously investigated, creating an 
opportunity for the creation of new knowledge in the field of AM. 
1.3 Research boundaries 
The research to be undertaken can be considered to be constrained by four major research 
boundaries presented in Fig. 1.8, namely material, welding technology, additional 
processes & build strategies, and part type.  
The welding technology is restricted to high energy density power beam approaches that 
are suited to DED. As described in §1.1.4 WAAM has several benefits compared to L-DED 
and E-DED and is identified as the high energy density welding technology to be 
investigated. Within this category, the pulse-MIG based WAAM approach is investigated 
due to the high deposition rate achievable, and the benefits in terms system and path 




Figure 1.8 Scope of the research defined by the research boundaries 
The material to be investigated is the Type 316L austenitic stainless steel. This is a 
commonly used alloy both conventionally and within AM with major commercial importance 
due to the combination of corrosion resistance, strength and ductility offered as outlined in 
§1.1.6. The part types to be developed with the WAAM system in this research are arbitrarily 
defined as less than 150 mm in any direction, prismatic and comprise of thin wall sections 
only. This size is considered adequate for extracting samples for materials characterisation 
as outlined in §4.5, whilst large enough to be representative of larger parts typically 
produced by WAAM. 
Besides the research boundaries presented in Fig. 1.8, the research is limited by the 
evaluation criteria that are used to characterise the material performance. While the 
dynamic performance and corrosion resistance are also important in the application of AM 
for type 316L stainless steel parts this research focuses primarily on the correlation of the 
microstructural features, texture, phase content & ferrite morphology, oxide inclusion 
diameter and frequency, fracture surface dimple size and frequency, and chemical 
composition analysis to the monotonic mechanical properties (tensile strength, Young’s 
modulus, uniform elongation, micro-hardness) and physical properties (relative density and 
distortion). While the geometry of the WAAM deposit is important to the so-called Buy-to-
Fly ratio in the aerospace industry. This research focuses on the intrinsic physical and 
mechanical properties to understand the process-property relationship with several authors 
showing methods for improving wall waviness (Geng et al., 2018, Yehorov et al., 2019), 
which might be deployed once the region of the process map for desirable performance 
characteristics is identified. 
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1.4 Thesis structure  
This thesis investigates the WAAM process for additively manufacturing (AM) austenitic 
Type 316L stainless steel. The overall thesis structure is presented in Fig. 1.9 and has been 
organised into 7 chapters. Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 reviews the strategies and processes 
for heat management in WAAM and the welding metallurgy and current state-of-the-art in 
WAAM of Type 316L stainless steel, respectively. Chapter 4 outlines the research 
methodology. Chapter 5 presents the experimental testing carried out to further investigate 
the capability of the process, and the impact of the process variables. Chapter 6 discusses 
the experimental results and Chapter 7 draws conclusions from the research and identifies 
areas for potential future work.  
 
















processes for heat 
management in WAAM 




2.1 Introduction  
With the growing acceptance in the market for additively manufactured end-use products, 
the development of strategies and processes to overcome the heat-related materials 
processing challenges in WAAM are of prime importance. This review outlines how the 
heat-related materials processing challenges can be mitigated through considered primary 
process selections and build strategy, and enhancement of the as-built quality through 
additional processes. An overview of the primary process selections, additional processes 
and build strategies that may be used are presented, concluding with a capability framework 
for the heat-related materials processing challenges that may be addressed by the current 
state-of-the-art approaches in WAAM.  
2.2 Primary process selections in WAAM 
The primary process selections include the welding technology, welding process 
parameters, shield gas, wire, motion system and substrate as shown in Fig 2.1. 
 
Figure 2.1 Primary process selections to perform materials characterisation in WAAM 
All primary process selections have the potential to change the heat input and subsequently 
the material processing challenges faced in WAAM. The motion system is also important in 
terms of maintenance of arc length and the relative position of the wire on heat input and 
weld bead dynamics (Wu et al., 2017a). However, a discussion will be omitted in this chapter 
as modern motion systems provide high levels of repeatability and accuracy, leading to a 
minimal influence on the heat-related processing challenges. Furthermore, the welding 
technology that may be used has been covered in §1.1.2, with each electric arc category 
and variants within also covered in detail by Pan et al. (2018). The following sections explore 








2.2.1 Welding process parameters 
The welding parameters, including current (I), voltage (V), wire feed speed (WFS) and travel 
speed (TS) are instrumental to the thermal profile in WAAM and thus the material properties, 
dimensional stability and wettability of substrate (Wu et al., 2017a). The heat input is 




     
Constant specific heat input is represented by the WFS/TS ratio and is one way to ensure 
adjustments of the process parameters will also result in stable deposition. Williams et al. 
(2016) found that a WFS/TS ratio of 30 effectively resulted in stable deposition for PA-based 
WAAM of Ti-6Al-4V. Many welding power supplies include synergic welding programs to 
ensure welding processes are stable for a given material. However, these have been 
designed for single-pass welding processes i.e. cool substrate, synergic programs may not 
remain suitable if heat accumulates during a WAAM build. Due to the narrow processing 
window in WAAM, there is subsequently limited ability to control the heat dissipation 
characteristic to transfer across solidification modes and to modify the microstructure as 
seen in electron beam based powder bed fusion (E-PBF) (Dehoff et al., 2014).    
2.2.2 Shielding gas 
An adequate flow rate of shielding gas is required to flood the area surrounding hot weld 
metal in WAAM to exclude atmospheric gases and prevents the formation of detrimental 
oxides, nitrides and porosity (Lancaster, 1987).  The flow rate affects the heat transfer; 
however, this parameter has a small processing window where high flow rates can introduce 
porosity to the material as turbulence draws in atmospheric gases to the gas column. The 
composition of the shield gas influences the heat transfer in the welding zone (Costanza et 
al., 2016). Argon is commonly used and additions of elements of higher dissociation and 
ionization potential than argon, such as active gases such as carbon dioxide, or helium, 
nitrogen and hydrogen (Murphy et al., 2009) offer the ability to able to raise the temperature 
of the arc (Ebrahimnia et al., 2009). Sequeira Almeida and Williams (2010) were able to 
produce Ti-6Al-4V samples with refined prior β grains due to enhanced cooling rate 
provided by using an argon shielding gas mixture with higher helium content. 
2.2.3 Wire 
The wire gauge and the number of wires fed into the arc for given welding process 
parameters affect the deposition rate, the heat transfer within the melt pool, imparting a 
chilling effect as mass is increased (Wu et al., 2017c). This can lead to lack of fusion defects 
without careful optimisation of the welding processing parameters. It has been shown 
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possible to use multiple wires for in-situ alloying. This is useful for materials of compositions 
that are difficult to obtain in singular wire form such as γ- titanium aluminide (Ma, 2015) and 
iron aluminide (Shen et al., 2015). The wire composition can also affect solidification 
characteristic by addition of inoculants. These can act as heterogeneous nuclei, increasing 
the number of locations from which grains can develop, or increase the level of constitutional 
supercooling. This acts to increase the nucleation of new grains refining weld grain size. 
Inoculation of metals to achieve grain refinement has been effectively demonstrated by 
Bermingham et al. (2015) in Ti-6Al-4V with trace boron additives, Mereddy et al. (2017) 
investigated the addition of silicon to commercially pure titanium, and Haselhuhn (2016) in 
4047 and 4943-based aluminium alloys with additions of magnesium, strontium and titanium 
boride. 
2.2.4 Substrate and fixtures 
The stiffness of the substrate provides resistance to distortion. Mechanical tensioning of the 
workpiece through heavy jigs, fixings, clamps and other technologies, can also restrict the 
possible distortion, however, may increase the formation of residual stresses. (Nitschke-
Pagel and Wohlfahrt, 2002). While these mechanical adjustments might prove effective, 
they require extra financial resources and can restrict the flexibility of changes regarding 
product geometry. The thickness and composition of the substrate are important because 
it determines the efficacy of the heat sink effect from the weld through the substrate by 
conduction. 
2.3 Additional processes  
Additional processes are increasingly implemented in WAAM to improve the performance 
of the WAAM process beyond that provided by the primary process selections and can 
mitigate the detrimental effects of excessive heat input in WAAM. The additional processes 
that may be used in WAAM are shown in Fig 2.2 and are classified by the timing of 
application relative to deposition: in-process, inter- or intra-layer, or post-process, and by 
the overarching process mechanism. 
Besides enabling a part to be built to specification, it is possible that the additional processes 
can augment the capability of WAAM to generate material properties superior to that of 
forged and provide localised ability to manipulate grain size and solidification mode 
throughout the part, providing a route to functionally graded materials. In addition, by 
providing enhanced as-built material properties there is also an opportunity for reducing the 
overall post-processing time and cost for WAAM parts by eliminating post-processing steps, 





Figure 2.2 Classification of additional processes in WAAM (adapted from (Cunningham et al., 2018)). 
Although WAAM post-processes are commonly used, these form costly and often time-
consuming aspects of the process chain. Furthermore, as outlined in §1.6, these 
approaches are often unsuccessful in addressing the heat-based materials processing 
challenges in WAAM. The following sections consequently review the capability of the in-
process and inter/intra-layer additional processes. 
2.3.1 Oscillation-based additional processes  
The oscillation based additional processes that can be applied in WAAM are classified by 
the target of the oscillation or modulation involving the workpiece, wire, torch or electrode 
oscillation and shielding gas or power supply. These processes have been applied in the 
welding industry to improve the quality of welds for a wide range of applications. Oscillation 
based processes can promote melt pool stirring which can lead to fragmentation of 
dendrites from the mushy zone at the rear of the melt pool and grain detachment from the 
partially melted grains at the melt pool sides (Kou, 2002). As these particles are swept into 
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the melt pool, they provide starting points for nucleation events, significantly decreasing the 
Gibbs free energy required resulting in greater nuclei generation. Constitutional 
supercooling and a refined microstructure may also be encouraged due to increased mixing 
experienced within the melt pool (Kou and Wang, 1986). A reduction in the level of solute 
segregation may also occur due to the greater grain boundary area, with associated benefits 
to the material properties and crack resistance during processing, although residual stress 
levels remain unchanged. 
2.3.1.1 Power supply modulation 
Pulsing of the welding power supply current is a widely used technique and is a commonly 
available feature of modern welding power supplies to improve material properties, and 
process stability. This process can decouple the metal transfer process from the baseplate 
heating process, as shown in Fig 2.3  (Pal and Pal, 2010). The low current phase manages 
the arc stability and the high current phase, the droplet detachment. The frequency of pulse 
can excite the melt pool, changing the melt pool oscillations and subsequently the cooling 
rate.  
Examples of pulse current being used to improve material properties include WAAM of 
AZ31 magnesium alloy, where it was found to produce samples with refined equiaxed grains 
of higher UTS and yield strength than the non-pulsed current approach. Maximum grain 
refinement was found at the resonant frequency of the melt-pool, although this reduced 
geometrical accuracy. In pulsed current welding of aluminium 7050, the grain size was 
reduced and precipitates in a uniformly distributed enough to enable direct ageing of the 
material bypassing usually required solution heat treatment to correct the grain growth, 
which is a cost and time-intensive process (Balasubramanian et al., 2007). 
 
Figure 2.3 Schematic current waveform of single pulsed MIG adapted from (Pal and Pal, 2010) 
Double pulse waveforms may also be used where the pulse magnitude and frequency are 
time-dependent as shown in Fig 2.4  (Wang and Xue, 2017). This is reported to reduce 
porosity and refinement compared to standard pulse methods (Wang and Xue, 2017). An 
alternating arc force can also be provided by alternating current or variable polarity 
methods, which are often preferred for removal of oxide layers in light metals. Variable 
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polarity differs from alternating current in that the balance of the two polarities can be 
changed independently (Kishore Babu and Cross, 2012).  
 
Figure 2.4 Schematic current waveform of double pulsed MIG adapted from (Wang and Xue, 2017) 
Wang et al. (2017) combined both variable polarity and double pulse methods in 
autogenous TIG welding of aluminium alloy 2124. The amount of fine equiaxed grains 
increased significantly with a clear reduction of the coarse dendrite grains found with the 
conventional double-pulsed approach as shown in Fig 2.5.  
 
Figure 2.5 Microstructure of the weld zone a) conventional double pulse b) double pulse and variable polarity 
(Wang et al., 2017) 
The electrical arc may also be excited via ultrasonic arc modulation. Hua et al. (2017) 
demonstrated this by superimposing an ultrasonic sinusoidal current of frequency 20 kHz 
to a DC TIG welding power supply current waveform. Grain refinement through violent melt 
pool stirring in nickel filler metal FM-52M. This reduced the detrimental grain boundary 
length with more extensive branching of dendrites, which subsequently reduced the 
susceptibility to ductility dip cracking. In the same study, this technique was also found to 
be advantageous in the reduction of the brittle Laves phase formation through the 





2.3.1.2 Shielding gas modulation 
Discrete periodic supply of two different shielding gases to the welding region leverages the 
beneficial properties of each shielding gas (Ley et al., 2015). Wood (2006) found that with 
this process metal transfer modes could be transitioned from spray transfer, buried arc 
globular transfer, and short-circuiting for a given arc heat input. The arc diameter reduced 
significantly the switching from argon to carbon dioxide indicating a vigorous stirring melt 
pool effect. Ley et al. (2015) found for the same level of heat input to the workpiece, the 
periodic shield gas modulation was able to reduce helium flow, which reduced distortion of 
the workpiece. Chinakhov (2017) found that weld bead droplet detachment could be 
regulated, and frequency increased to reduce workpiece heating time, penetration depth, 
and mean droplet size.  
2.3.1.3 Weld torch or electrode vibration 
Weld torch or electrode vibration causes melt pool stirring by imparting oscillations to the 
melt pool. Fan et al. (2018) demonstrated that the vibration of the welding torch in MIG 
improved the stability of metal transfer.  Biradar and Raman (2012) applied mechanical 
oscillations to the welding torch in the weld travel direction in TIG welding of 6061 plates 
with 4043-filler material and found increased levels of grain refinement and improved 
ductility. In the vibration of the electrode in TIG, higher arc pressure improved the 
penetration compared to conventional TIG (Chen et al., 2017a).  
2.3.1.4  Wire oscillation 
Watanabe et al. (2010) reported improved mechanical properties for ultrasonic wire 
oscillation in TIG of ferritic stainless steel for the same level of heat input, with a columnar-
to-equiaxed transition promoted at the weld centre-line and ductility improved significantly 
as shown in Fig 2.6. Wu and Kovacevic (2002) found wire oscillation initiated more rapid 
and stable droplet transfer, improving the surface finish, and increasing deposition rate. 
With this approach, the minimum current could be reduced by 10-20% compared with 
pulsed-current welding, showing that ultrasonic wire oscillation can allow a reduction in heat 
input whilst maintaining stable metal transfer, as well as directly impact the melt pool 
dynamics for grain refinement.  
Cold Metal Transfer (CMT), an advanced MIG process developed by Fronius GmbH 
(Fronius, 2020) in the 1990s, combines wire and pulse oscillations to synchronise short 
circuit-controlled bead transfer. This process is effective in joining of dissimilar materials. 
CMT pulse showed improved hardness in a Cu-Al alloy compared to standard pulse MIG 
(Queguineur et al., 2017). Sequeira Almeida and Williams (2010) found the large columnar 
prior β grain were refined in Ti-6Al-4V. Further improvements were found for variable 
polarity CMT using Al-6Mg filler wire, where a columnar to equiaxed transition was made 
and UTS was maximised compared to pulse CMT (Zhang et al., 2018a). Cong et al. (2017) 
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found that the porosity was reduced in the aluminium alloy (6.3%Cu) using CMT variable 
polarity pulse. Ola and Doern (2014) by measuring the secondary dendrite arm spacing of 
CMT welds of Inconel 718 inferred that the cooling rate could be increased to levels 
expected of laser-based welding. 
 
Figure 2.6 Fracture elongation of samples vs. travel speed, with and without ultrasonic wire oscillation adapted 
from Watanabe et al. (2010) 
2.3.1.5 Workpiece oscillation 
The workpiece oscillations can be imparted by a periodic external force on the build volume 
or melt-pool directly. A typical approach is shown in Fig 2.7 by Wen et al. (2015) in which a 
2 kW transducer drives a tapered horn resonator and frame, although oscillation may also 
be generated by piezoelectric effect or by electromagnetic vibration. Thavamani et al. 
(2018) were able to refine the microstructure and hence reduce the hot cracking 
susceptibility of Inconel 718 and improve solute distribution through the ultrasonic oscillation 
of the build plate for TIG. Multiple researchers have investigated this for welding 
applications; however, investigation for WAAM has been limited perhaps due to the 
extensive energy requirement for oscillation of large parts. 
 
Figure 2.7 Schematic of build plate oscillation (Wen et al., 2015) 
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Kou and Le (1985) directly modified the grain structure and solidification cracking tendency 
of welds using the electromagnetic approach where a magnetic field is produced parallel to 
the welding electrode by single or multiple magnetic oscillators (Yuan et al., 2016b). The 
electromagnetic stirring produces a Lorentz force, which leads to rotation of the molten 
metal in the melt pool (Bai et al., 2013, Kou and Wang, 1986). This process is most effective 
applied in the circular or transverse direction relative to the weld. Improvements to cracking 
resistance were found with this approach for nickel-based filler metal FM-52 (Yu et al., 
2013b). The effectiveness of the mechanism is attributed to the ability to force columnar 
grains to reverse their orientation at regular intervals obstructing the progression of a crack 
propagation site as shown in Fig 2.8. 
 
Figure 2.8 Schematic of crack path obstruction due to the circular electromagnetic oscillation of the arc (Kou 
and Le, 1985) 
Yuan et al. (2016b) reported that lower frequency operation was more effective for grain 
refinement as this allows enough time for the solidifying portion of the melt pool to be 
reheated and providing more dendrite fragments. Mousavi et al. (2003) reported an 
intermediate frequency was most appropriate for grain refinement as at lower frequencies, 
columnar grain growth become more established and at higher frequencies, the ripples 
overlap and counteract each other. Matsuda et al. (1986) noted that the stronger the 
magnetic field correlated with improved grain refinement; however, this was 
counterbalanced by increased surface roughness and burn-through.  
Placement of a high-temperature ultrasonic probe into the mushy zone of the melt pool also 
oscillates the melt pool directly. This has been found to induce significant levels of grain 
refinement for difficult-to-weld magnesium alloys AZ31 and AZ91 (Yuan et al., 2016a). The 
improvement was attributed to the dendrite fragmentation within the mushy zone. This 
approach has the advantage of reducing the power requirement compared to build volume 
oscillation; however, due to the probe offset from the arc, it leaves an unrefined zone at the 
end of deposits as shown in Fig 2.9, which would have to be considered in WAAM path 





Figure 2.9 Weld bead of AZ31 Mg, showing where the ultrasonic probe is dipped into the melt pool and 
unrefined zone due to probe-torch offset (Yuan et al., 2016a) 
2.3.2 Heat transfer-based additional processes  
The following sections introduce the heat transfer-based additional processes that may be 
applied in-process (interacts with melt-pool directly) or inter-layer or intra-layer (interacts 
with melt-pool indirectly) to change the total heat flux to the part during the AM build.  
2.3.2.1 Cooling localised to the melt pool  
Li et al. (2018a) demonstrated the effects of cooling relative to the melt pool in WAAM of 
aluminium alloy 2325 with a thermo-electric cooling device. It was shown that this was an 
effective way of maintaining stable heat dissipation characteristics without reducing the heat 
input and WFS. For equivalent welding processing parameters, this changed the weld bead 
geometry, increasing weld bead height meant that fewer deposition passes were required. 
It was shown that microstructure could be refined, and although an interpass dwell was still 
required, this was reduced by 60.9% compared to without in-process cooling. This was used 
to establish a similar thermal boundary condition at the substrate and multilayer position, 
compensating for the poorer heat dissipation at the multilayer level. 
There have also been multiple publications investigating continuous cooling for welding. 
Wells and Lukens (1986) investigated the effects of forced convective cooling behind the 
welding torch in autogenous TIG welding of Ti-6Al-4V. They developed a cooling device in 
which helium gas, cooled by a surrounding water-cooled manifold is discharged through 
multiple holes in an impingement plate. The method was found to be effective in refining 
the microstructure of Ti-6Al-4V welds, by reducing time at transformation temperature and 
changing the shape of the melt pool.  
Van der Aa (2007) using a similar device applying solid CO2 behind the melt pool found that 
this approach could significantly reduce residual stress in single pass butt-welding Ti-6Al-
4V and Type 316L stainless steel. The distance from the cooling source to the melt pool 
was found to be critical to the efficacy of this process as the mechanism of stress reduction 
was dependent on influencing the melt pool shape and thermal field. To position the device 
close enough to the arc, whilst preventing turbulence, a physical shield was required, which 
offset the point of cooling to a minimum distance of 25mm. For this reason, microstructural 
refinement was only found in materials of high thermal conductivity, as the critical portion of 
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cooling is otherwise passed by the time that the cooling jet impinges. The buckling of thin 
sheets could be eliminated with this approach as shown in Fig 2.10 indicating a significant 
reduction in residual stress.  
Kala et al. (2014) found with cooling localised to the melt pool with liquid nitrogen that the 
process was also limited by severe arc disturbance. In this instance, an argon curtain was 
used to protect the arc, however, the extended distance from cooling jet to arc limited the 
efficacy of the process with regards to residual stress. Elimination of hot cracking and 
reduction in mechanical strain was possible in aluminium alloy 2024 with the use of a trailing 
heat sink of liquid nitrogen (LN2) (localised to the melt-pool) discharged from a spray nozzle, 
indicative of a reduction in residual stress (Yang et al., 2000).  
 
Figure 2.10 Distortion found in a) conventional butt welding and b) Dynamically Cooled – Low-Stress Low 
Distortion of 1.5mm thick Type 316L sheet (2007) 
2.3.2.2 Heating relative to the melt pool 
Heating processes can occur in the front or behind the melt pool at the centreline and with 
a parallel offset from the travel path. Bai et al. (2015b) investigated the effects WAAM set 
up with symmetric induction coils mounted positioned ahead of and behind the welding torch 
as shown in Fig 2.11. Both positions were shown to reduce residual stresses by causing 
the distribution of heat to be more evenly distributed throughout the build. Norsk Titanium, 
a WAAM machine manufacturer and supplier to the aerospace industry produces parts by 
pulsed plasma arc-based WAAM with preheat applied by another plasma torch ahead of 
the deposition weld torch (Norsk Titanium AS, 2017). Qian et al. (2008) investigated the 
effect of using a laser as an assisting heat source in plasma arc deposition. The shielding 
gas used in plasma arc deposition absorbed the laser energy and ionized gas molecules to 
improve the energy density of the plasma arc and arc diameter. This corresponded to 
improvements to a minimum resolution of the process and part accuracy. 
 
Figure 2.11 Induction pre-heating ahead of the melt pool (Bai et al., 2015b). 
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2.3.2.3 Heating of the wire 
Systems that provide pre-heating of the wire are widely available in the welding industry for 
TIG. The primary benefit from a welding perspective is that the energy from the arc can melt 
a greater volume of wire compared to cold wire, which subsequently increases deposition 
rates and productivity. Typically the wire feeder resistively heats the incoming wire feed 
(Hori et al., 2003). Silwal and Santangelo (2018) investigated hot-wire TIG dynamics and 
found that for the same welding parameters the droplet detachment occurred at a higher 
velocity and frequency, and smaller bead width compared to the cold wire approach. This 
resulted in a greater cooling rate and with greater melt pool mixing. This approach thus 
demonstrates the potential for grain refinement for WAAM as evidenced by Li et al. (2019) 
for titanium alloy.  
2.3.2.4 Cooling of the build volume 
Substrate cooling is a commonly applied approach in WAAM to achieve in-process cooling 
of the build volume. Approaches have included the use of conformal cooling channels and 
thermally conductive backing plates. Lu et al. (2017) embedded a pipe through a copper 
backing plate in MIG based WAAM combining both approaches and was able to prevent 
the loss of geometrical control with heat accumulation Fig 2.12. 
 
Figure 2.12 WAAM deposition (a) without (b) with water cooling of the base of the substrate (Lu et al., 2017) 
In contrast, Haselhuhn (2016)  found that WAAM implemented with water-based conformal 
substrate cooling negatively affected print quality by causing an increase in weld arc to 
wander, more weld spatter, increased deposit minimum resolution and diminished surface 
finish, indicating that process parameters require updating to the new thermal boundary 
condition.  Whilst shown to be effective in the example provided by Lu et al. (2017) cooling 
of the build volume via the substrate is highly dependent on conduction. The effectiveness 
of this approach in terms of heat management may be limited for components of larger size 
and lower thermal conductivities. 
Several types of cooling gases have been investigated for intra-layer convective cooling of 
the build volume for WAAM of mild steel cylindrical pipe structures (Henckell et al., 2017). 
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It was found that this process was effective in improving the stability of the layer geometry 
and mechanical properties through grain refinement. Application of the cooling gases was 
found to be more effective when positioned closer to the welding torch with a cooling gas 
mixture of nitrogen with 5% H2. However, a possible disadvantage of gas mixtures is the 
possibility of adsorption of the additional gas, which in some cases can be detrimental e.g. 
nitrides and hydrogen cracking. Whilst use of argon would overcome this issue, according 
to the flow rates reported by Henckell et al. (2017) use of this gas would increase 
consumption from 15 L/min to 45 L/min compared to WAAM without additional convective 
cooling. Argon gas consumption is a key cost driver in WAAM (Cunningham et al., 2017), 
therefore this increase in flow rate may reduce cost-effectiveness.  
Wu et al. (2018a) investigated inter-layer cooling using compressed CO2 gas in WAAM 
production of Ti-6Al-4V using the set up presented in Fig 2.13. This process was able to 
reduce the oxidation of the specimens produced as well as refined microstructure, improved 
hardness, and enhanced strength. The improvements to geometric repeatability and 
accuracy were attributed to the careful regulation of the interpass-temperature, which was 
made possible by this additional process. 
 
Figure 2.13 Active interpass cooling configuration of equipment adapted from (Wu et al., 2018a) 
2.3.3    Cold-work based additional processes  
High-pressure rolling has been developed as a process for WAAM at Cranfield University 
in recent years. Applied vertically, this has been shown to effectively induce recrystallisation 
for grain refinement, and reduce anisotropy and residual stresses in an aluminium alloy 
(Colegrove et al., 2017), steel (Fu et al., 2017), and titanium alloy (Donoghue et al., 2016) 
and Inconel 718 as shown in Fig 2.14 WAAM parts (Xu et al., 2018c). By deforming the 
material the geometrical properties of the weld bead can be made more repeatable (Martina 





Figure 2.14 Grain refinement and reduction in anisotropy for WAAM of Inconel 718 with interpass rolling (Xu et 
al., 2018c) 
Using equipment shown schematically in Fig 2.15, the process may be carried out 
immediately behind the welding torch, although the efficacy of the process is affected by 
the temperature at rolling. The greater thermal conductivity in aluminium alloy 2024 allowed 
rolling immediately behind the welding torch for grain refinement (Colegrove et al., 2017). 
However, the optimum interpass rolling temperature for Ti-6Al-4V was found to be 40°C 
necessitating an interpass dwell period  (Donoghue et al., 2016). Whilst side rolling 
(Hönnige et al., 2017) was found to be significantly more effective than rolling vertically in 
terms of residual stress and distortion, there is a requirement for re-fixturing or additional 
tooling to support the opposing side in thin-wall deposits which may otherwise deflect. In 
addition, further research is required into effective depth, as woven tool paths may be too 
wide to allow full recrystallisation within the microstructure.  
 
Figure 2.15 Schematic of trailing high pressure rolling in a TIG based WAAM process adapted from 
Donoghue et al. (2016) 
Mechanical and energy-based peening methods are also possible and may include the use 
of electron, laser, ion, and fluid jet (Tian et al., 2018). Well adopted methods in the welding 
industry include shot and hammer peening and according to Coules (2013), needle 
ultrasonic, and laser shock peening have become more widespread in recent years. In the 
past, such peening processes were primarily related to surface treatments to improve 
fatigue life. However, as emphasised in the review paper by Sealy et al. (2018), peening 
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processes are now an integral method for influencing properties throughout the part in 
hybrid AM.  
Significant improvements in material properties were achieved with laser shock peening in 
WAAM (Sun et al., 2018a). Side rolling and machine hammer peening reduced porosity in 
aluminium alloys and an increase of surface hardness by 50-70% was achieved by peening 
and 20% increase was achieved by side rolling with 150 kN load, as compared to as-
deposited condition (Machado Santos Carvalho Neto, 2017).   The use of peening, as an 
additional process, is particularly promising because of the lower forces applied compared 
to rolling were costly and robust motion system axes are required to impart the rolling forces 
which tends to limit applicability of the solution to 2.5D designs and high value parts.  
2.4 Build strategies for heat management in WAAM  
To minimise the effects of heat accumulation in WAAM the following heat-management 
build strategies can be used: 
• A time-based interlayer dwell period; 
• A temperature-based interlayer dwell period; 
• Progressive reduction of the heat input from the welding torch; 
• Tool path planning strategies 
These build strategies are covered in the following sections. 
i. A time-based interlayer dwell period 
A time-based interlayer dwell period is widely used to limit build temperatures and has the 
benefit of being readily implementable. However, with increased distance in build height 
from the substrate or changes in tool path length, a time-based dwell interlayer dwell period 
leads to inconsistent thermal boundary conditions as the heat dissipation rate varies as 
discussed in §1.1.5.  
ii. A temperature-based interlayer dwell period 
A temperature-based interlayer dwell period overcomes this issue (Montevecchi et al., 
2018), however, implementation requires temperature monitoring, which according to Ríos 
et al. (2018) can be difficult to accurately control with reported temperature variations up to 
100 °C. Depending on the material requirements, a shorter or longer dwell period may be 
specified. Considerations that influence the dwell period temperature or duration include the 
phase transformations, the relationship between residual stresses and temperature, 
benefits of pre-heat and severity of grain coarsening. 
A major goal of specifying a dwell period is to limit heat accumulation to allow the 
development of a consistent bead geometry to build the part geometry according to the path 
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plan. Experimentally, this steady-state deposition is identifiable by a constant melt pool size. 
However, appropriate dwell periods can often be based on resource-intensive trial and error 
to determine the time interval or interpass temperature with few systematic approaches 
proposed to date (Geng et al., 2017) to ensure that the dwell period is optimised for 
manufacturing efficiency as well as quality. 
Implementing an interlayer dwell can provide consistent thermal conditions and limit 
anisotropy. However, the effectiveness of a dwell period approach in ensuring homogeneity 
throughout materials sensitive to time at temperature is also limited to sections of consistent 
heat dissipation rates i.e. simple geometries. Thicker sections dissipate heat more slowly 
increasing total “time at temperature” and varying the microstructural development 
compared to thinner sections. Meanwhile, time-based or temperature based dwell periods 
inherently reduce the productivity of WAAM machines, especially where time cooling is high 
compared to time depositing (Wu et al., 2017a, Ding et al., 2011, Guo et al., 2016) which 
disproportionately affect parts of smaller size and low thermal conductivity. 
iii. Progressive reduction of the heat input from the welding torch 
An alternative to introducing a dwell period is the introduction of varying heat input process 
parameters as the build proceeds (Cooper, 2016). This is commonly applied within layer 
sections generated by segmentation, to minimise heat-related geometry variations along 
the layer as shown in Fig 2.16 (Michel et al., 2019), where the sections process parameters 
have been determined to mitigate the humping and sloping of the weld bead at the start and 
stop of the deposition, respectively. However, all sectional process parameters may also 
shift to lower power levels in the build direction to limit heat accumulation, with stable 
deposition with the lower heat input process parameters made possible by the higher 
interpass temperatures compared to the start of the build.  
 
Figure 2.16 Variation of process parameters within a layer (Michel et al., 2019) 
A limitation of this approach is that for co-axially fed consumable electrode welding 
processes, heat input is proportional to the WFS which reduces productivity (Li et al., 
2018a). Furthermore, the adjustment of the heat input process parameters is highly 
constrained by the weld bead geometry, providing a limited processing window in which 
required improvements to the microstructure and residual stresses may be accomplished, 
without compromising the geometrical performance measures.  
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iv. Tool path planning strategies 
Tool path planning strategies have shown to be highly effective at maintaining layer height 
and in-fill accuracy to produce WAAM parts to specification with minimal post-process 
machining (Ding et al., 2015c, Michel et al., 2019). Tool path planning also has the potential 
to limit heat accumulation without reducing the productivity through the application of certain 
in-fill strategies and parallel working between parts and sections within parts to achieve a 
desired thermal profile (Michel et al., 2019). This is evidenced by various properties of welds 
with weaving and parallel path deposition strategy and those performed at various interlayer 
temperatures. However, the use of lower heat input in-fill strategies to limit heat 
accumulation, such as the parallel path deposition instead of weaving, may not suit the 
deposition path profile, where discontinuities, sharp turns, and overlaps can contribute to 
an unstable deposition that, layer after layer, can lead to catastrophic failure (Ding et al., 
2015b, Ding et al., 2016). The lengths of the tool path within each section as shown in Fig 
2.17 may be too long to achieve the desired cooling rate necessitating the need for 
additional heating. Parallel working between sections or parts to limit heat accumulation, on 
the other hand, introduces start and stop discontinuities which may not be compatible with 
the overall aim to avoid build error accumulation (Wang et al., 2019c). In addition, the 
parallel working activities between sections if not fully balanced may also result in non-value 
added time waiting for sections to cool before recommencing deposition. 
 
Figure 2.17 Segmentation of input layer into sections of different tool path and process parameter strategies. 
2.5 Critique and research gaps 
From this review, it has been established that excessive heat input and the variation in the 
thermal profile during WAAM comprises significant materials processing challenges in 
WAAM. The heat can detrimentally affect the microstructure refinement, obstruct the 
desired phase transformations, and precipitate distributions. Residual stresses are high due 
to the extreme thermal gradients and repeated thermal cycles, which distorts the part 
geometry. Local variations in the thermal profile cause location-dependent variations in 
phases and microstructures, scatter in material property measurements and ultimately 
inhomogeneous material performance. In this chapter, primary process selections, 
additional processes and build strategies that may be used in WAAM to manage the effects 
of heat in WAAM have been reviewed. This has revealed the enormous capabilities of 
additional processes for enhancing the quality of WAAM parts depending on their heat 
management requirements. It has been demonstrated that it is possible to overcome, or at 
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least mitigate the heat-based effects to satisfactory levels to produce high-performance 
engineering components.  
However, the appropriate selection of primary processes, additional processes and build 
strategies depends entirely on the processing requirements and priorities of the given 
material. For example, higher heat input process parameters, additional heating processes, 
or shortened dwell periods promote high bulk build temperatures temperature and can limit 
the impact of the thermal cycles and development of local inhomogeneities if that is 
important. For example, in materials in which the cooling rate is considered too high, such 
as with the difficulty in developing precipitates e.g. in PH stainless (Abd‐Elghany and 
Bourell, 2012) or for mild steel in which the temperature between 800-500°C must be 
greater than 30 seconds to avoid martensitic transformation (Sridharan et al., 2018). 
However, in some materials, the heat input from WAAM can result in over-ageing of 
precipitates (Sakhawat et al., 2014), excessive grain growth (Amuda and Mridha, 2013), 
and undesirable phase transformations (Asala et al., 2017).  
It is possible to classify the additional processes by the WAAM heat-related processing 
challenges that they address, as shown in Table 2.1, which has been generated by the 
author based on the references reviewed within this chapter. Additional processes applied 
in-process, can directly influence the nucleation rate of new grains within the melt pool which 
can significantly reduce average grain size and interrupt the competitive columnar grain 
growth that leads to anisotropic properties. Processes such as cooling localised to melt-
pool, power supply and shield gas modulation, are particularly beneficial due to the ability 
to affect the dynamics of the melt-pool, as well as reduce the heat input. 
Power supply modulations of the heat input from the welding torch are the most 
commonplace additional process implemented in WAAM as a common feature of most 
welding power supplies. In recent years, power supply modulation additional processes 
have become more advanced and able to meet the requirements of WAAM. For example, 
with the use of advanced pulse and wire oscillation based methods such as CMT (Cong et 
al., 2017, Selvi et al., 2018, Zhang et al., 2018a) and variable polarity approaches (Zhang 
et al., 2018a, Wang et al., 2017), which are becoming increasingly popular compared to the 
standard pulse welding processes. The efficacy of CMT, a combination of power supply 
modulation and wire oscillation is indicative of the power of synergistically combining 




Table 2.1 Effect of additional processes on the WAAM heat-related material issues (✓✓ = highly effective, 
✓=can be effective, =not effective). 
However, it is not clear if these methods can match the grain refinement achieved by 
oscillation based techniques such as of torch/electrode vibration, build volume vibration 
direct melt pool stirring, wire oscillation, which directly affect the nucleation rate through 
melt pool stirring and can be more useful in processing materials of high crack susceptibility. 
Moreover, power supply modulation is unable to affect the heat accumulation as drastically 
as additional cooling processes, which may also be required for where low build 
temperatures and efficient WAAM production is required. 
As shown in Table 2.1, with the implementation of cold-working based processes it is 
possible to address many of heat-related materials issues in WAAM. However, due to the 
need for cooling of the build before rolling for effective residual stress relief and grain 
refinement, this is incompatible with a high interpass temperature build strategy that is 
sometimes preferred to minimise dwell periods and extend the ‘time at temperature’. A 
significant amount of non-value adding time may be added, especially as the interpass 
 
WAAM HEAT-RELATED MATERIALS CHALLENGES 
Phase changes 
















































































































































































































































Torch/electrode vibration  ✓✓ ✓      ✓✓  
Build volume vibration  ✓✓ ✓      ✓✓  
Direct melt pool stirring  ✓✓ ✓      ✓✓  
Wire oscillation  ✓✓ ✓      ✓✓  
Cooling localised to the 
melt pool ✓✓ ✓✓ ✓ ✓✓ ✓ ✓   ✓✓ ✓✓ 
Cooling of build volume ✓✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓     ✓ 
Power supply modulation ✓ ✓✓ ✓ ✓✓ ✓ ✓   ✓ ✓ 
Shield gas modulation ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   ✓ ✓ 
Heating localised to melt 
pool ✓✓ ✓✓  ✓✓ ✓ ✓    ✓ 
Heating of build volume ✓✓ ✓  ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

















Heating  ✓   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   ✓ 
Cooling ✓   ✓ ✓ ✓    ✓ 
Material removal           
Cold work  ✓ ✓  ✓   ✓ ✓✓  
BUILD STRATEGY  
Interlayer dwell ✓   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ 
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rolling temperature may be well below the interpass temperature necessary for build 
stability. This compounded by the need for rolling to be carried out typically on a layer-by-
layer basis. Further considerations include the cost of the robust rolling motion axes, 
effective deployment of the roller for complex or bulk deposits and, roller slipping and wear. 
By implementing a cooling process localised to the melt pool, all of the mechanisms that 
can address the heat-related materials challenges covered in Table 2.1 are active, while 
improving productivity by eliminating the need for an interlayer dwell period or parallel 
working and complex path planning strategies to enhance productivity. The “time at 
temperature” can be limited and grain growth hindered leading to improved material 
properties (Queguineur et al., 2017).  Furthermore, continuous cooling processes can be 
tailored to the material requirements by cooling capacity, flow rate etc., to provide more 
extensive control over microstructure and phase transformations. Application localised to 
the melt pool not only can limit heat accumulation and reduce local differences in the thermal 
boundary conditions as for cooling applied inter/intralayer but also actively influences the 
melt-pool dynamics. As well as the possibility of grain refinement by constitutional 
supercooling and additional generation of nuclei, the steady-state shape of the melt pool 
thermal profile may be modified with a significant reduction to peak and amplitude values 
of residual stresses as demonstrated in conventional welding (van der Aa, 2007). 
There may be several effective routes for managing the effects of the WAAM heat input, as 
shown by the separate approaches taken by Norsk Titanium with high-temperature 
processing (Norsk Titanium AS, 2017), Cranfield University with inter-layer rolling for 
producing high-quality Ti-6Al-4V components.  In these cases, the cost, ease of 
implementation, and flexibility of the additional process will determine its selection. In-
process cooling near to the melt pool shows potential for addressing the heat-related 
materials challenges in WAAM, all the while sustaining high volumes of deposition per hour. 
In comparison to inter-layer cooling and in-process substrate cooling, greater control over 
the thermal profile during WAAM builds is provided. However, research of cooling localised 
to the melt-pool has primarily focused on improvements to build geometry stability and 
single-pass welding. The comparative capability in terms of material properties and cost 
compared to the more commonly implemented interpass-temperature control build strategy 





A review of the welding 
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3.1 Introduction  
This chapter reviews the welding metallurgy of austenitic Type 316L stainless steel. This 
provides the underpinning knowledge of the factors that influence the material and physical 
properties of engineering components made by WAAM. The research relating to the AM, 
and in particular WAAM of Type 316L austenitic stainless steel is reviewed, with the current 
state-of-the-art and limitations highlighted.  
3.2 Chemical composition 
Stainless steel categories can be considered relative to the base 18Cr–8Ni system type 304 
austenitic alloy by addition or subtraction of alloying elements as shown in Fig 3.1. The Type 
316L stainless steel investigated in this research substitutes approximately 2% Mo for a 
nearly equal amount of Cr to improve pitting corrosion resistance (Lippold, 2005).  
 
Figure 3.1 Composition of the ferritic, duplex, precipitation hardened, martensitic and other austenitic stainless 
steels relative to the base 304 austenitic grade adapted from (Davis, 2001) 
The high corrosion resistance of type 316 stainless steel alloy can diminish upon exposure 
to temperatures in the range of 700-900°C. This is because the inter-granular interfaces 
become reactive to a chemical attack in a process termed sensitisation, where chromium 
and carbon combine to form carbides (Weiss and Stickler, 1972). The carbides precipitate 
at grain boundaries as shown in Fig 3.2 due to the limited solubility of carbon within 
austenite at room temperature. Sensitisation is considered a detrimental phenomenon as it 
depletes the available chromium, which provides the high levels of corrosion resistance in 
stainless steel and results in the congregation of carbides at grain boundaries and elevated 
susceptibility to inter-granular corrosion. The carbides (C) often take the form of M23C6 
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where Chromium (Cr), Iron (Fe), Manganese (Mn), or Nickel (Ni) represent M. The presence 
of molybdenum can cause the precipitation of η, an M6C carbide, where M represents Fe, 
Mo, and Cr (Padilha and Rios, 2002).   
 
Figure 3.2 Schematic showing the precipitation of M23C6 carbides (ASM International, 2008). 
For high-temperature applications and processes such as welding, to avoid the effects of 
sensitisation, lower carbon composition alloys have been developed such as Type 316L as 
shown in Table 3.1, where there is insufficient content to cause sensitization. This can also 
be achieved with the addition of strong carbide formers or stabilising elements such as 
niobium or titanium, which competitively react with the carbon to prevent chromium carbide 
formations at the grain boundaries, however, this increases the alloy cost. To improve the 
wettability or flow of material during welding, a high silicon (Si) and low-carbon type alloy, 
Type 316LSi stainless steel was also developed of chemical composition as shown in Table 
3.1. Si additions are also well known for enhancing the oxidation resistance of stainless 
steel. As an interstitial element, proof strength also increases as a result of solid solution 
strengthening by 23 MPa/wt.% (Eliasson and Sandstrom, 2000).  
Table 3.1 Chemical composition (wt %) of austenitic stainless steel bare electrodes, bare rods, tubular metal-
cored electrodes, and strips from AWS A5.9 and (BS EN ISO 14343, 2017). 
The following sections outline the modifications to the chemical compositions as presented 
in Table 3.1 by adsorption of atmospheric gases. Adsorption of atmospheric elements to 
the melt pool can be caused by incomplete shielding, typically, by welding torch shielding 
with inert argon gas or mixes. Losses due to vaporisation may also occur with Mn shown to 
be the most volatile element in Type 316L stainless steel (Mukherjee et al., 2016). For laser-
powder AM it was calculated vaporisation would result in 0.22 wt.% loss. As an austenite 
promoter any Mn vaporisation acts to increase the δ-ferrite content (see §3.3.1). 
Chemical 
Composition 
Cr Ni C S Mn P Si Mo N 
Type 316 
Min 16 11.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.3 2.0 - 
Max 18 14.0 0.08 0.03 2.5 0.03 0.65 3.0 - 
Type 316L 
Min 18.0 11.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.3 2.0 - 
Max 20.0 14.0 0.03 0.03 2.5 0.03 0.65 3.0 - 
Type 316LSi 
Min 18.0 11.0 0.0 0 1.0 0.0 0.65 2.0 - 
Max 20.0 14.0 0.03 0.03 2.5 0.03 1.0 3.0 - 
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The austenitic crystal lattice contains approximately 35 wt.% of alloying elements. 
Incorporating foreign atoms with radii different than that of iron into the iron lattice modifies 
the interatomic distances within the lattice and the elastic modulus changes (Münstermann 
et al., 2014).  
For austenitic stainless steel, Cr, Ni, Mn, Si result in substitutional solid solution 
strengthening, whereas N can result in interstitial solid-solution strengthening. The solubility 
of O in austenitic stainless steels is limited due to the large atomic radius relative to the 
austenite lattice and strong affinity to alloying elements such as chromium, manganese, 
and silicon which preferentially results in the formation of secondary phases (Kitchener et 
al., 1953). The presence of δ-ferrite or σ-phase within the γ-austenite matrix also results in 
solid-solution strengthening. 
The amount of solid-solution strengthening in a metal alloy can be determined by applying 
the classic equations developed by Labusch (1972) and Nabarro (1977) using an 
expression that encompasses a lattice strain parameter term due to the particular solute 
atom and the solute content. However, due to high numbers of alloying elements and 
complex interactions, several effective empirical terms have been developed to account for 
solid solution strengthening. An empirical equation relating the composition of alloying 
elements, grain size and δ-ferrite developed by Pickering et al. (1969) is as follows: 
Δ𝜎𝑦𝑠 = 354𝐶 + 493𝑁 + 3.7𝐶𝑟 + 20𝑆𝑖 + 2.9𝑁𝑖 + 0.25𝑑𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
−0.5 + 2.5𝛿 (4.1) 
The elemental contents are computed in wt (%), d represents the average grain size in m, 
and 𝛿 is in area fraction (%). 
3.2.1 Adsorption of nitrogen 
Additions of nitrogen can strengthen stainless steel by interstitial solid solution 
strengthening. Besides entering solid solution, nitrogen introduced may also combine to 
form nitrides in the form of MN, where M represents Zirconium, Titanium, Niobium, or 
Vanadium, or M2N where M represents Cr or Fe respectively (Padilha and Rios, 2002). 
Rayaprolu and Hendry (1988) noted that precipitation of chromium nitride during heat 
treatment caused embrittlement, but ductility was not affected when nitrogen is retained in 
solid solution. As an interstitial solid solution element, nitrogen provides greater 
strengthening than other interstitial elements such as carbon and boron, whilst retaining 
high levels of fracture toughness and ductility. The reduction in δ-ferrite can improve the 
pitting corrosion resistance (Huang 2009) and also the galling resistance (Lippold, 2005).  
For these reasons, 316LN and 316N alloys have been developed with the intentional 
addition of nitrogen up to 0.20 wt. %. The addition of nitrogen increases the σys of the low-
carbon (316L) grades to match that of the standard grades, improve hardness and minimise 
the δ-ferrite formation in its role as an austenite promoter. According to Harish et al. (2012), 
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Type 316LN stainless steel often is welded autogenously, with Type 316L the more 
commonplace welding filler. Cui et al. (2019) recently developed 316L powders of increased 
nitrogen content for L-PBF to improve the corrosion resistance and mechanical properties 
of Type 316L stainless steel further. Nickel is primary cost component of type 316 stainless 
steel, therefore developing low nickel or nickel-free austenitic stainless steels by nitrogen 
addition is of commercial interest, as well as addressing the drawbacks related to human 
allergenic reactions (Yang and Ren, 2010). 
Nitrogen can be introduced to the weld metal in several ways: diatomic N2 molecules can 
dissociate at the melt-pool gas-melt interface and adsorb into the melt as atomic nitrogen. 
Alternatively, nitrogen can be introduced from the raw material production process or 
inserted directly into the liquid slag or metal via alloying additions (Simmons, 1996). 
Although the solubility of nitrogen in iron is only 0.04% wt.% at 1600°C  and atmospheric 
pressure, additional elements such as Cr, Mn with an electron deficit strongly increase the 
nitrogen solubility (Stein and Hucklenbroich, 2004). The solubility of nitrogen in Fe-Cr-Ni-
Mn-Mo base alloy at atmospheric pressure in traditional steel making follows Siewert’s Law 
where solubility is proportional to the square root of the pressure (Wada and Pehlke, 1977).  
However, as stated by several authors (Galloway et al., 2011, Zhao et al., 2013, Sato et al., 
2000, Palmer and Debroy, 2000), arc welding is a complex dynamic process for which 
Siewert’s Law fails to predict weld nitrogen content with accuracy. Nitrogen solubility in the 
austenitic stainless steels decreases with increasing melt temperature as shown in Fig 3.3.  
 
Figure 3.3 Nitrogen solubility in FeCr-alloys at 1 bar pressure (Stein and Hucklenbroich, 2004) 
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The solubility of nitrogen is low within the δ-ferrite region materials due to the irregular shape 
and limited size of the octahedral interstitial sites which results in local, tetragonal lattice 
distortion upon interstitially dissolving of nitrogen (Aufrecht et al., 2008). Shankar et al. 
(2003) showed that it was possible to introduce nitrogen to Type 316L by the addition of 
nitrogen to the shielding gas as shown in Fig 3.4, although nitrogen is not typically included 
in welding shielding gas compositions for Type 316L stainless steel. Reed (1989) compiled 
a summary of the contribution to yield strength by nitrogen addition and the base alloys that 
are most similar to Type 316L are presented in Table 3.2.  
 
Figure 3.4 Weld metal nitrogen (wt.%) as a function of nitrogen in argon (vol%) (Shankar et al., 2003) 
Table 3.2 Nitrogen solid solution strengthening contribution to yield strength for base alloys similar to Type 316L 
adapted and updated from (Reed, 1989). 
Contribution to Yield Strength (MPa/wt.%) 
Base alloy Test temperature 295K Reference 
Fe-19Cr-10Ni 500 (Reed and Simon, 1988) 
Fe-18Cr-10Ni 710 (Irvine et al., 1961) 
Fe-Cr-Ni 440 (Pickering et al., 1969) 
Fe-18Cr-14Ni-3Mo 310 (Norström, 1977) 
316L  693 (Ganesan et al., 2013) 
The values for contribution to strength reported indicate that for the levels of nitrogen 
adsorption reported by Shankar et al. (2003) of up to 0.125wt.%, 40-88MPa contribution to 
yield strength may be provided, which corresponds to 20%-43% of the wrought yield 
specification (ASTM A240/A240M, 2004). Smith et al. (2019) identified 0.08 wt.% nitrogen 
composition in L-DED material and its presence was cited for the increase in strength of 
~40 MPa (based on 630 MPa/wt%) compared to wrought material. Moreover, it was found 
that the nitrogen content introduced during laser-welding was significantly lower than arc 
welding (Sato et al., 2000).  For high nitrogen steel the effects of shielding gas content and 
welding heat input was also investigated (Zhao et al., 2013) showing that at higher heat 
inputs and higher nitrogen shielding gas contents that the nitrogen increased, although if 
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the shielding gas did not contain additional nitrogen the higher heat input resulted in greater 
de-adsorption losses. The multi-layer nature of WAAM results in slower cooling rates than 
welding, which means that greater nitrogen adsorption and solid solution strengthening may 
be possible. This is expected to be higher than that found for L-DED by referring to the 
results of Sato et al. (2000) for laser and arc welding, however, the contribution to strength 
and the effect of heat input and interpass temperature have not yet been determined. 
3.2.2 Adsorption of oxygen 
 The dispersion of ultra-fine and stable oxide particles throughout a metal matrix to reduce 
grain coarsening and grain boundary sliding is known as oxide dispersion strengthening 
(ODS) (Klueh et al., 2005). In the past, ODS has been used to improve the creep resistance 
and void swelling resistance of austenitic stainless steels (Raman et al., 2016). Higher 
levels of hardness and tensile strength can also be achieved with ODS stainless steels as 
the oxide inclusions can act as effective barriers against dislocation motion during tensile 
deformation. Austenitic ODS steels are typically produced through the powder metallurgy 
(PM) route, with multiple extrusion and annealing steps (Maier et al., 2019). Oxide powders 
such as Y2O3 are often used in the mechanical alloying process to combine with the 
stainless steel powder using ball milling (Miao et al., 2015). The size of the inclusions are 
typically on the nanometre scale with diameters of ~50 nm (Wang et al., 2013) and ~5 nm 
(Miao et al., 2015) reported. These inclusions act to significantly increase the tensile 
strength of stainless steel, however at the expense of ductility, which was only restored with 
additional forging and hot rolling processes after solidification as shown in Fig 3.5 (Wang et 
al., 2013).  
 
Figure 3.5 a) Ultimate tensile strength and b) elongation of ODS 304 at the various stages of the production 
process (Wang et al., 2013) 
AM could provide a potentially cost-effective route to ODS by producing the oxides in the 
process without additional processing and expensive alloying additions. Atmospheric 
oxygen can be introduced to the melt-pool by insufficient inert-gas coverage due to the high 
temperatures experienced during welding and AM (Saeidi et al., 2015). Besides oxygen in 
the atmosphere, oxygen might also be introduced by the shielding gas. Ar-2.5%CO2 
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shielding gas is recommended for use in welding of Type 316L, however, as identified by 
Baune et al. (2000) the CO2 can decompose under the high temperature of the welding arc, 
providing another source of oxygen to the melt-pool. The exposure of the melt-pool to 
oxygen can lead to the development of Si, Mn, and Cr oxide inclusions throughout the 
austenitic metal matrix, with SiO2 inclusions commonly found in additively manufactured 
316L stainless steel as shown in Fig 3.6 due to the high levels of oxygen affinity. 
 
Figure 3.6 TEM elemental mapping of 316L stainless steel manufactured by L-PBF (Saeidi et al., 2015) 
Eo et al. (2018) identified oxide inclusions in the microstructure of L-DED processed 316L 
and found the mean diameter varied within the range of 0.31-0.49 µm. The frequency of the 
inclusions correlated to the σys as shown in Fig 3.7.  
 
Figure 3.7 Relationship between inclusion number density and tensile yield stress for L-DED of 316L 
(Eo et al., 2018). 
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The frequency of oxide inclusions was found to depend greatly on the intensity of the laser 
beam rather than the travel speed, although the travel speed was shown to influence oxide 
size. Ziętala et al. (2016) investigated the mechanical properties and corrosion resistance 
of 316L produced also produced by L-DED; however, no oxides were identified in the 
microstructure. In contrast to strengthening found by Eo et al. (2018) several authors have 
found the strengthening effects to be negligibly small (<10MPa) for L-PBF (Wang et al., 
2018c) despite the smaller scale of the inclusions of less than 50 nm. Lou et al. (2018) found 
oxide inclusions in L-PBF promoted early initiation of micro-void formation and reduced the 
impact toughness. Examination of a large area of the fracture surface showed that in most 
cases, oxide inclusions were found in the dimples, which suggested that the presence of 
oxides served as initiation sites for micro-void formation leading to reduced toughness. Yu 
et al. (2013a) also identified oxide inclusions within the dimples of the fracture surface. The 
size of the inclusions was also found to be dependent on the part build orientation relative 
to the substrate. 
Eo et al. (2018) studied the effect of oxidiser additions finding that additional Si and Mn 
content reduced the oxygen content overall within the part. This effect was attributed to the 
formation of a protective oxide slag layer, which affected the kinetics of oxide development 
within the molten metal resulting in a higher frequency distribution of smaller inclusions. The 
effects of Si content and its effect on ODS, however, have not been studied for WAAM 
where investigation of ODS in Type 316L stainless steel has been limited. While several 
researchers have identified the presence of oxide inclusions in WAAM processed material, 
in some cases, these may have been misidentified as pores (Haden et al., 2017). Elmer 
and Gibbs (2019) found an increase in oxygen content in type 309 from 0.007 wt.% to 
0.041wt% in the as-deposited material indicating that the increase in oxygen can be 
substantial in WAAM. However, the oxide inclusion size, distribution and possible 
contribution to strength have not been systematically investigated.  
3.3 Phase composition  
In this section, the δ-ferrite to γ-austenite phase transformation, δ-ferrite to intermetallic 
sigma phase which may be present in the as-built WAAM material are discussed. Twinning 
induced plasticity (TWIP), which can introduce α’-martensite phase upon plastic 
deformation is reviewed in § 3.5.2. 
3.3.1 Ferrite to austenite phase transformations  
Stainless steel Type 316L alloy is an austenitic stainless steel and upon cooling consists 
primarily of the FCC γ-austenite phase as shown in Fig 3.8. Depending on the exact 
chemical composition and manufacturing cooling rate, some additional body centred cubic  




Figure 3.8 Face centred cubic (FCC) γ-austenite structure (Callister, 2003). 
 
Figure 3.9 Body centred cubic (BCC) δ-ferrite structure (Callister, 2003). 
The ratio of γ-austenite to the δ-ferrite phase is important for several reasons: δ-ferrite in 
large volumes can be detrimental to the corrosion resistance of the weld metal, due to the 
formation of Cr-depleted zones of reduced corrosion resistance and passivity. The presence 
of δ-ferrite may also have to be minimised for applications requiring low magnetic 
permeability, high toughness at cryogenic temperatures, and resistance to media that 
selectively attack δ-ferrite. However, small amounts of δ-ferrite are usually planned in 
welding to prevent hot cracking. Small volumes of δ -ferrite can also be strengthening due 
to associated reduction in austenite grain size as the ferrite progressively sub-divide the 
austenite grains and act as dislocation barriers. The decrease of δ-ferrite, however, can 
lead to higher angular distortion due to welding (Lin and Chen 2001) and also increase the 
risk of solidification cracking (Kou, 2002).  Yılmaz and Tümer (2012), found that toughness 
is directly related to the amount of ferrite with Read et al. (1980) also reporting a drop in 
impact toughness from 203 to 143 MPa√𝑚 with an increase in Fe(%) at 76K from 0.1 to 
8.5.  Padilha and Rios (2002) showed that the increase in the volumetric fraction of δ-ferrite 
leads to a higher value of hardness.  Attainment of satisfactory material properties in 
additively manufactured materials requires understanding and control of the phase 
transformations.  
The solidification process of Type 316L stainless steel can be understood in relation to the 
alloying elements as shown in Fe-Ni-Cr ternary diagram shown in Fig 3.10, which shows 




Figure 3.10 Iron-chromium-nickel ternary diagram with a projection of a) liquidus b) solidus surface as 
isothermal contours (Davis, 1998) 
For constant Fe content, Fe–Cr–Ni pseudo-binary phase diagram can also be developed 
as displayed in Fig 3.11. As shown, solidification may complete entirely as δ-ferrite (F) for 
high Creq/Nieq alloys, or secondary γ-austenite may be introduced as the alloy cools (FA) 
and may be completely transformed to γ-austenite during cooling. For Creq/Nieq ratios lower 
than 18Cr–12Ni, solidification commences with primary γ-austenite (A). Although secondary 
δ-ferrite (AF) can exist at high temperatures under equilibrium conditions, this is entirely 
transformed into γ-austenite as δ-ferrite becomes unstable during cooling. 
The phase transformations that occur depend on the alloying elements, which can be 
classified as austenite or ferrite stabilisers depending on whether they act to promote the 
development of austenite or ferrite, respectively. Austenite is promoted by greater volumes 
of C, Mn, and Ni, whereas ferritic phase transformations are promoted by greater volumes 
of Al, Cr, and Si. An established way of summarising the ratio of ferrite to austenite 
promoting alloying elements within stainless steel comprises of the equivalent chromium 
(Creq) to nickel equivalent (Nieq) ratio. For Type 316L stainless steel the Creq/Nieq is such 
that the triple-phase triangular region which contains liquid, δ-ferrite and the γ-austenite 
region is entered upon solidification. 
The Fe–Cr–Ni pseudo-binary phase diagram presented in Fig 3.11 is valid for equilibrium 
cooling conditions; however, during welding and AM, the deposited metal can experience 
rapid cooling resulting in substantially different phase contents than that predicted by the 
pseudo-binary Fe-Cr-Ni phase diagram for equilibrium cooling. The difference is caused by 
the prevention of the solid-state diffusion-controlled reaction that transforms δ-ferrite to γ-
austenite by rapid cooling. As a consequence, for compositions of AF solidification mode 
as highlighted by the annotated region in Fig 3.11 some metastable δ-ferrite can be retained 





Figure 3.11 Fe–Cr–Ni pseudo-binary diagram at 70% constant iron showing possible phase compositions for 
equilibrium cooling conditions (Lippold, 2005) highlighting the compositions where δ-ferrite may be trapped 
under non-equilibrium rapid cooling conditions. 
The dynamics of the welding process also result in high levels of elemental segregation 
within the solidified material which can also cause deviation from phase contents predicted 
by the pseudo-binary Fe-Cr-Ni phase diagram (Lippold, 2005). Localised regions of non-
nominal composition are present which results in an inhomogeneous phase transformation 
decomposition throughout the material. Regions of comparatively high Creq/Nieq ratio may 
be present, for example within grain cores of 316L produced by powder L-DED (Zumelzu 
et al., 1999). Due to their high ferrite stabiliser content, greater retained δ-ferrite is present 
in these regions compared to those nearer to nominal composition.  
There have been efforts over the years to predict the phase content of weld metal using 
empirically derived constitution diagrams. An early example, the Schaeffler diagram, was 
published in 1949, has been extensively used for estimating the ferrite content of stainless 
steel weld metals based on the Creq to Nieq ratio. Incremental improvements have been 
implemented over the years, the DeLong diagram, published in 1956, included the effects 
of nitrogen as an austenite stabiliser and improved accuracy of the reading, albeit for a more 
limited range of Nieq and Creq ratios, the 300 series austenitic stainless steel. The 
development of the WRC 1988 diagram combined the aspects of the Schaeffler and 
DeLong diagrams to improve the accuracy of predictions and for a wider ferrite range. Later, 
the WRC-1992 constitution diagram shown in Fig 3.12 was issued which also accounted 
for the effects of copper as an austenite stabiliser (Kotecki and Siewer, 1992). 
Phase transformation 
region in which δ-ferrite 






Figure 3.12 WRC-1992 constitution diagram for ferrite number prediction in stainless steel weld metals 
overlaid with the Cr/Nieq range of Type 316L (Kotecki and Siewer, 1992). 
Whilst constitution diagrams are useful for obtaining estimates of the δ-ferrite content of the 
weld metal, the mode of solidification also depends on the thermal gradient and the grain 
nucleation rate (Inoue et al., 2013). The use of high energy density welding approaches 
such as electron beam and laser beam approaches are known to cause a shift in primary 
solidification mode in materials of equivalent composition (Fu et al., 2013, Elmer et al., 
1989a). The ferrite content and the morphology of DED additively manufactured austenitic 
stainless components may deviate strongly from that predicted by weld constitution 
diagrams for advanced pulse arc welding technologies that have resulted in cooling rates 
similar to power beam welding. 
The cyclic re-heating in multi-pass welding and AM re-heating can result in a significantly 
reduced ferrite number in the reheated areas. Repeat welding has been shown to reduce 
the percentage of δ-ferrite in the heat-affected zone (AghaAli et al., 2014). In the same way, 
heat accumulation during the build could additionally cause deviation of phase 
transformations and precipitates development in AM. The kinetics of δ-ferrite in austenitic 
stainless steel relates to the fraction of δ-ferrite transformed to austenite, 𝑥 to the time, t, 
and temperature, T, as follows: 




(4.2)      
This relationship is shown graphically in Fig 3.13 showing that at high temperatures 
decomposition of δ-ferrite can occur rapidly and within AM timescales. Passes of higher 
heat input resulted in greater δ-ferrite decomposition in multi-pass welding (Gowrisankar et 
al., 1987) as a result of the greater re-heat distance and peak temperatures initiated. This 
contrasts with δ-ferrite decomposition in single-pass welding where secondary dendrite arm 





spacing and diffusion time effects compensate to result in similar δ-ferrite decomposition 
for low and high heat input welds (Elmer, 1988).   
 
Figure 3.13 Transformation fraction of δ-ferrite with time for holding temperatures 600-850°C. 
3.3.2 Intermetallic sigma (σ) and other phases 
Due to the high temperatures and extended timescales required, precipitation of Fe-Cr 
intermetallic σ-phase as shown in Fig 3.14 is relatively uncommon in single pass welding. 
However, σ-phase can appear if subject to prolonged elevated temperatures and is 
occasionally observed in multi-pass welding (Moslemi et al., 2015) and after annealing 
(Kozuh et al., 2009). Chemical analysis of bulk-extracted precipitates was 44 wt.% Fe, 29.2 
wt.% Cr, 8.3 wt.% Mo composition in 316L stainless steel (Lai, 1983). The σ-phase 
precipitates sequentially beginning at grain boundary triple points as shown in Fig 3.15, then 
after longer times at higher temperatures also at incoherent twin boundaries, and finally 
nucleating on oxide inclusions (Weiss and Stickler, 1972). The volume fraction of σ-phase 
increasing with heat-treatment duration (Kozuh et al., 2009). 
Intermetallic sigma (σ) phase formation occurs much more rapidly in δ-ferrite than austenite, 
and slow cooling and post-weld heat treatment are recommended to be avoided for 
austenitic welds containing some ferrite to prevent σ-phase formation (TWI, 2020).  The 
volume of σ-phase is typically sought to be minimised due be an adverse effect on impact 
energy, corrosion resistance and ductility (Kozuh et al., 2009). The σ-phase can lower the 
strength of austenite by consuming the solute elements like Cr and Mo and enhances the 
strength of the weld by distributing non-deformable particles in a ductile matrix. Gill et al. 
(1989) reported that σ-phase affects ductility and toughness more than it does any other 
mechanical properties. Other phases that may be developed during prolonged exposure to 
high temperatures, include Chi (χ), and Laves (η), Fe2Mo, although these have not been 




Figure 3.14 Fe–Cr–Ni pseudo-binary diagram at 70% constant iron (Lippold, 2005) 
 
Figure 3.15 Formation of σ-phase from δ-ferrite located at grain boundary triple points 
(Weiss and Stickler, 1972). 
For WAAM of Type 316L stainless steel, Chen et al. (2017b) identified sites of σ-phase 
precipitation as shown in Fig 3.16. Although the samples were annealed at 300 °C for one 
hour to relieve the residual stresses, σ-phase precipitation requires lengthy iso-thermal 
holding cycles of hundreds and sometimes thousands of hours at 550–900 °C (Padilha and 
Rios, 2002). It can be assumed even with WAAM reheating cycles that this time limit was 
not approached, and its presence cannot be explained by the existing kinetics theory for 




Figure 3.16 σ-phase identified in an ESBD micrograph of WAAM produced 316L. (Chen et al., 2017b) 
3.4 The microstructure  
The microstructure of Type 316L stainless steel produced by L-PBF has been extensively 
studied, revealing a hierarchical microstructure presented in Fig 3.17 for L-PBF. The 
hierarchal structure comprised of melt-pool boundaries, grain boundaries, sub-grains, and 
cellular structures. At the cell boundaries, dislocations accumulated which are discussed 
further in §3.6. For E-PBF, Zhong et al. (2017) also identified cellular sub-grains noting that 
they appeared to strengthen Type 316L whilst maintaining ductility and toughness. The long 
colonies of cells that crossed melt-pool boundaries smaller were believed to act as a “rope” 
requiring larger stress to shear the strengthened boundaries with long colonies. The fine 
grains and the associated Hall-Petch strengthening (Hall, 1951)  has often been cited as 
the reason for the improvements in UTS and σys in AM Type 316L stainless steel compared 
to wrought material (Bartolomeu et al., 2017).  
 
Figure 3.17 a) A SEM image, revealing fusion boundaries, high-angle grain boundaries (HAGBs), and 
solidification cellular structures. The inset shows the cellular structure at a higher magnification b) a TEM image 
of solidification cells c) high-angle annular dark-field scanning TEM image of the solidification cells shown in b) 
(Wang et al., 2018c). 
Previous attempts to link the grain size to tensile strength, however, have not always 
followed the typical Hall-Petch equation: Larger grain size was linked to higher σys (Wang 
et al., 2018c) and several researchers concluded that strength of L-PBF Type 316L 
stainless steel is mainly determined by its sub-grain cellular structures rather than the usual 




number of high-angle grain boundaries. The inverse of the solidification cell diameter has 
been found to scale to the tensile strength in L-PBF (Trelewicz et al., 2016, Zhong et al., 
2016). The contribution to σys via this strengthening mechanism was shown to be 
substantial, contributing 516 MPa and 446 MPa to 590 ± 5 MPa and 450 ± 10 MPa, 
respectively. In contrast to the cellular microstructure reported for PBF technologies, Type 
316L weld-metal often contains dendritic δ-ferrite of lacy and/or vermicular morphology (Xu 
et al., 2017) as depicted in Fig 3.18 (Koseki and Flemings, 1996).  
 
Figure 3.18 Schematic representation of solidification modes in austenitic stainless steel 
(Koseki and Flemings, 1996). 
The heat input of DED processes is higher than that of L-PBF processes and subsequently, 
a different process-structure-property relationship is developed. A typical WAAM 316L 
microstructure is shown in Fig 3.19a, highlighting the lacy and vermicular δ-ferrite 
developed within the austenite matrix. A typical cold-rolled wrought 316L microstructure is 
shown in Fig 3.19b, in contrast to the WAAM sample, an equiaxed microstructure is present 
accompanied by horizontal δ-ferrite stringers with identifiable grain boundaries present. 
Furthermore, compositional partitioning has also been reported within the cellular 
solidification structure with Cr enrichment at the solidification boundaries within the dendritic 
weld metal microstructure (Wenkai et al., 2015) and for WAAM as shown in Fig 3.20 (Wen 
et al., 2020). Compositional segregation was associated with a higher heat input processing 
condition. Birnbaum et al. (2019) noted, however, that compositional segregation has been 
reported inconsistently within the L-PBF literature, from which it was reasoned that it cannot 





Figure 3.19 a) Lacy morphology of δ-ferrite in MIG based WAAM of 316L (Chen et al., 2017b) b) 
Microstructure of the cold-rolled wrought 316L stainless steel (Xue et al., 2007). 
 
Figure 3.20 SEM-EDS line analysis results of the studied steel for low heat input and high heat input 
processing condition (Wen et al., 2020). 
Chakkravarthy and Jerome (2020) identified large columnar grains 150-200 µm several 
millimetres in length aligned with the build direction in CMT based WAAM of Type 316L 
stainless steel. Ma et al. (2017) also found that the reduced cooling rate in L-DED produced 
coarser columnar grains, reducing the tensile strength, and increasing the ductility. This 
was supported by results by Zhang et al. (2014) where the σys and UTS decreased with 
increasing laser power and decreasing scanning speed also for L-DED. However, an 
increase in elongation was not found as may be expected according to the Hall-Petch 
relationship. 
Limited attempts have been made to link the scale of the microstructural features to tensile 
strength or elongation. Qin et al. (2019), however, found that the grain size was proportional 
to the mean diameter of the tensile fracture surface dimples, indicating that the scale of the 
microstructural features can be related to the material ductility as shown in Fig 3.21. 
Sanchez-Tovar et al. (2011) showed in micro-plasma arc welding of stainless steel 316L 
that the corrosion current density was higher in the heat-affected zone compared to the 
base metal, indicating that the solidification structure can worsen corrosion properties. In 
terms of pitting corrosion resistance, the weld zone presented the worst resistance followed 








the corrosion properties of Type 316L for naval applications produced by CMT based 
WAAM with an interpass temperature of 100°C. The WAAM material performed worse than 
the control sample, with corrosion potentials of − 280 mV/ECS and − 393 mV/ECS reported, 
respectively. Pitting corrosion resistance was also shown to be reduced relative 
conventionally produced samples for L-DED of Type 316L, which was attributed to the 
presence of chromium-rich ferrite areas (Ziętala et al., 2016).  
 
Figure 3.21 Correlation of fracture surface dimple mean diameter and a) grain size b) uniform elongation (Qin 
et al., 2019) 
3.5 Texture & competitive grain growth  
The directional thermal gradients and rapid cooling rates in AM can result in a strongly 
textured microstructure (Bahl et al., 2019) and anisotropic material properties. Nucleation 
of new grains is energetically favourable at the melt-pool outer boundary because of the 
low temperature and pre-existing solid-liquid interfaces. The heterogeneous nucleation of 
new grains in this location represents epitaxial growth, shown schematically in Fig 3.22 
where the new grain grows in the same crystallographic direction as the previous grain. 
Grain boundaries can be difficult to identify from the fine cellular/dendritic microstructure of 
etched Type 316L stainless steel. Therefore, X-Ray Diffraction or Electron Back-Scatter 
Diffraction (EBSD) is often used rather than micrographs (Kestens and Pirgazi, 2016) 
The <100> direction as shown in Fig 3.22 is an “easy growth” direction in both BCC and 
FCC metals as solidification proceeds most efficiently along with these directions (Kou, 
2002). Depending on the thermal conditions, the easy-grain growth direction can dominate 
in a process called competitive grain growth. The crystallographic texture of grains strongly 
influence the material properties including Young’s Modulus (E) (Bohlke and Bertram, 
2001), σys, (Wang et al., 2019b) and fatigue and creep resistance.   
The cubic geometry of both the fcc crystal structure, the number of independent 
components can be reduced to three directions <111>, <110> and <100> directions. For L-





~40% respectively, for the <110> textured microstructure compared to the more common 
<100> textured microstructure aligned to the build direction. This was attributed to a nano-
twinning mechanism that was significantly more activated in the <110> textured stainless 
steel 316L samples during plastic deformation (Sun et al., 2018b). Wang et al. (2019b) 
found greater strength and ductility for  <110> and <111> compared to <100> due to greater 
twinning frequency. 
 
Figure 3.22 Epitaxial and competitive grain growth relative to the melt-pool (Kou, 2002) 
Modification of the thermal conditions in AM can adjust the texture with several examples 
of tailoring of the texture in L-PBF (Andreau et al., 2019, Niendorf et al., 2013). 
Chakkravarthy and Jerome (2020) found that higher heat input process parameters 
favoured the growth of austenite towards <111> direction as shown in Fig 3.23. This has 
also been confirmed by Silva et al. (2009) for application of higher heat in welding of Type 
309MoL-16. For the FCC unit cell structure, this direction has the least surface energy and 
it was suggested the higher heat input parameter could be used to engineer a pronounced 
increase in corrosion resistance (Murray and Clare, 2012).  In contrast, Bouche et al. (2000) 
found that most of the grains were strongly orientated towards <001> direction in welded 
joints of 316L because of the higher cooling rates. The as-built texture may also be modified 
by heat treatment. Yadollahi et al. (2015)  longer local found powder L-DED, recrystallized 




Figure 3.23 a) Orientation map of WAAM 316L material with a) lower heat input process parameters b) higher 
heat input process parameters 
3.6 Deformation behaviour 
The motion of dislocations determines the plastic deformation behaviour of materials  
(Callister, 2003) and the strength of the metals can be improved by hindering dislocation 
motion. The dense network of dislocations in L-DED austenitic stainless steel has been 
shown to comprise of mainly geometrically necessary dislocations (GND’s), which are 
introduced to accommodate the strain gradient in the AM process (Sun et al., 2018b). 
Dislocation strengthening has been shown to comprise a major strengthening component 
of 316L L-DED stainless steel with mechanical properties such as hardness shown to be 
directly proportional to the GND density. The GND’s are found to be representative of the 
overall dislocation density in additively manufactured material (Smith et al., 2019) with σys 
proportional to √𝐺𝑁𝐷 (Bailey and Hirsch, 1960) as shown in Fig 3.24. However, zones of 
high dislocation density can detrimentally affect corrosion resistance (Solomon and 
Solomon, 2010). Most hardening mechanisms that hinder dislocation movement such as 
those enabled by solutes by solid dislocations, and precipitates, albeit leading to high 
strength, often reduce ductility (Raabe et al., 2013). 
In L-PBF of Type 316L, a dense dislocation location network has been observed at the 
cellular walls (Birnbaum et al., 2019, Wang et al., 2018c) as shown in Fig 3.17. This type of 
dislocation network is not present in conventionally produced type 316L stainless steel. The 
gathering of dislocations at the cellular walls indicates a strong dislocation trapping and 
retention mechanism, which usually are only present at the high-angle grain boundaries in 
conventionally produced material. According to Liu et al. (2018), the dislocation network in 
AM 316L stainless steel material slows down but does not entirely block the dislocation 
motion, resulting in superior strength and ductility. This outlines the importance of the 
cellular solidification structure concerning the as-built properties of AM produced Type 
316L. The dislocation network present in L-DED of type 304L has been also shown to 
require additional energy to initiate recrystallization compared to forged 304L (Smith et al., 
2018) indicating that strength can be retained at higher temperatures than conventionally 
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produced material. The additional hardness provided non-recrystallised samples also 
outlines the importance of the microstructure in the hardness for L-DED. 
 
Figure 3.24 Relationship between hardness and GND (Smith et al., 2018) 
Twinning induced plasticity (TWIP) and Transformation induced Plasticity (TRIP) behaviour 
can also improve strength and ductility as discussed in §3.6.1 and §3.6.2. These are notable 
mechanisms, as other strengthening mechanisms of work hardening, solid solution 
strengthening, precipitation hardening, grain boundary strengthening act to reduce ductility 
with an increase in strength (Lu et al., 2009). 
3.6.1 Twinning induced plasticity (TWIP) 
Twinning induced plasticity (TWIP) steels are a class of austenitic steels that can deform by 
both glide of individual dislocations and by mechanical twinning (De Cooman et al., 2018). 
This results in a dynamic grain refinement process and the introduction of new crystal 
orientations. The twins increasingly decrease the mean free path for dislocation glide, thus 
increasing the flow stress leading to an increasing work hardening capacity and superior 
ductility (Rahman, 2013). This can lead to combinations of high strength (ultimate tensile 
strength up to 800 MPa) and ductility (elongation to failure up to 100%) based on a high 
work-hardening capacity (Gutierrez-Urrutia and Raabe, 2012). 
Mechanical twinning is promoted by higher stacking fault energy between 15 and 30 mJ/m2 
(Lu et al., 2016). TWIP steels generally achieve this stacking energy by having high contents 
of Mn above 20% in wt.% and C, N, Cr, Ni, Si, Mn, and Mo act to increase the stacking fault 
energy of the austenite (Angel, 1954).  The Type 316L stainless steel, however, contains 
low wt%. of Mn and C, and twinning is rarely observed in material processed through 
conventional manufacturing routes (Mishra et al., 2013). Despite this, strong deformation 
twinning has been observed in the AM of 316L (Pham et al., 2017, Liu et al., 2018). Nitrogen 
can lead to the disassociation of dislocations deformation twinning and the nitrogen addition 
in AM material, especially where an inert atmosphere of nitrogen gas used during 





Pan and Chen (1995) found that deformation twinning was rarely observed in a non-
restrained plate butt joint welding in contrast to the restrained experiment. The 
crystallographic texture has also been found to promote a higher degree of twinning activity 
(Shamsujjoha et al., 2018, Sun et al., 2018b, Wang et al., 2019b). It can be seen in Fig 3.25 
that twinning activity is much more common in the <111> crystallographic directions. Whilst 
TWIP behaviour has been commonly identified in materials produced by PBF(Pham et al., 
2017, Shamsujjoha et al., 2018, Wang et al., 2019b), it has only been observed in for L-
DED material and it is yet to be identified as an active deformation mechanism for WAAM 
produced Type 316L. 
 
Figure 3.25 EBSD micrographs showing twinning locations (a,b) and frequency with orientation (c,d) in Type 
316L produced by LB-PBF (Sun et al., 2018b). 
3.6.2 Transformation induced plasticity (TRIP) 
At sufficiently low deformation temperatures, the dissociation tendency of the dislocations 
in Type 316L stainless steel enables the formation of the ferromagnetic α’-martensite phase 
to which the transformation-induced plasticity (TRIP) effect is attributed. This has been 
observed by several authors in cold deformed Type 316L (Nakada et al., 2010). In contrast 
to TWIP, the lower the stacking fault energy and the less stable the γ-austenite, the higher 
the susceptibility to martensite formation. The transformation of austenite-to-martensite 
involves a volumetric expansion. This increases the dislocation density and generates the 
hard martensite phase in the soft austenite matrix. This can increase the strain hardening 
rate and delay the onset of localized necking (Grassel et al., 2000). 
The volume fraction of martensite can be controlled through the steel chemical composition, 





lower deformation temperatures and greater strain as shown in Fig 3.26, which shows that 
this can occur in strained commercial bar stock of Type 316L. Strain-induced martensite 
formation is also dependent on grain size. For coarse-grained Type 316L structure, at a 
similar level of tensile elongations (Misra et al., 2018, Gutierrez-Urrutia and Raabe, 2012) 
deformation proceeded only by TRIP compared to fine-grain material, which favoured TWIP 
and thus can be expected to be more likely to form in WAAM Type 316L of large grain sizes. 
The α’-martensite transformation has been shown to become pronounced below 100°C, 
whereas for temperatures above 250 °C the steel glide deformatio0n dominates and below 
250 °C strain-induced twinning replaces the glide deformation at temperatures with the 
increasing strain  (Kovalev et al., 2011).Greater strengthening is provided for greater levels 
of pre-strain and untransformed α’martensite as illustrated in Fig 3.27. Hong et al. (2019) 
found very low levels of α′ martensite in the L-PBF of Type 316L sample at 300K, however, 
this increased with reducing temperature. The lower volume of α′ martensite relative to 
conventional annealed material found for L-PBF of Type 316L was attributed to suppressed 
dislocation slip and deformation twinning during deformation, decreasing α’ martensite 
nucleation sites, however, this can also be attributed to the refined grain size. 
  
Figure 3.26 Evolution of α’ martensite volume fraction at three different deformation temperatures for Type 316L 
fabricated from commercial bar stock with the tensile axis in the extrusion direction (Spencer et al., 2013b) 
 
Figure 3.27 Temperature dependence of untransformed austenite in 316L stainless steel and un-tempered 
martensite in Fe– 21Ni–C alloy (Spencer et al., 2013a). 
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The introduction of α’-martensite by cold deformation and subsequent reversion by 
annealing produces soft recrystallized domains of lamellar coarse grains that are 
surrounded by hard nanograins/nano-twins (Li et al., 2018b). This microstructure was 
produced by 85% cold rolling and annealing at 750°C for 5–25 min. This unique 
microstructure has been shown to generate desirable combinations of strength and ductility 
in Type 316L alongside the TRIP mechanism (Kheiri et al., 2019). 
3.7 Physical defects 
Physical defects that occur in DED include lack of fusion, cracks, pores, stop/start flaws, 
and surface flaws (Seifi et al., 2017). Residual stress and inclusions may also be considered 
a defect if the effects on material properties or geometry are detrimental. For DED, a 
relatively new manufacturing technology, the effects of these defects are still being 
understood. For qualification purposes, efforts are being made to establish defect tolerance 
limits, where the acceptability of the defect depends on part design and application 
criticality.  
For Type 316L stainless steel welding, the presence of lack of fusion voids and cracks 
depends on the heat input selected, as shown in Fig 3.28. These regions can serve as crack 
initiation sites under mechanical stress due to the less integral metallurgical bonds formed 
(Wenkai et al., 2015). Pores may also be introduced during the additive process or originate 
from the feedstock (Ryan et al., 2018).  
 
Figure 3.28 a) Average number of non-fusions detected (b) Average number of solidification cracks detected 
in ten entire cross-sections of each welded samples (Wenkai et al., 2015). 
Porosity has been cited as a cause of reduced ductility in L-PBF samples. Studying the 
effect of heat input on pore distribution and mechanical properties, Jost et al. (2019) found 
that lower levels of heat input or energy density resulted in the lowest average pore area 







Figure 3.29 Correlation of a) Elongation, b) yield stress and c) average pore area with energy density 
(Jost et al., 2019). 
Yadollahi et al. (2015) found that porosity was more prevalent in locations further upward 
from the build plate due to reduced laser penetration depths. The porosity and, lack of fusion 
between layers particularly longer inter-layer time intervals because the presence of intra-
layer oxides was considered to have contributed to the observed ductility of 12-20% 
elongation.  
For WAAM, there has been limited investigation regarding porosity and lack of fusion 
processing defects and their effect on mechanical properties. However, it has been noted 
that because of the high toughness of austenitic stainless steel, lack of fusion or porosity 
defects do not result in as severe early life failure cracks compared to other metal alloys 
such as Ti-6Al-4V (Leuders et al., 2014, Gordon et al., 2018). The monotonic material 
properties are reported to be maintained even with relatively high porosity for Type 316L L-
PBF (Zhang et al., 2017). The low levels of porosity and lack of fusion defects reported for 
WAAM of stainless steel (Wu et al., 2018b), indicate that the material performance may not 
be as greatly affected by relative density as it is for example compared to microstructural 
features, which have been subject to a greater research effort. 
3.8 Residual stresses and distortion 
During solidification in the FA mode, which is typical for welding, primary δ-ferrite transforms 
to γ-austenite in a very short time. The γ-austenite phase has low levels of thermal 




















































































levels of distortion when welding compared to other stainless steel grades, as a result of 
the phase transformation and thermally induced contraction welding. This can impart 
significant work hardening and residual stresses (Jiang et al., 2015). The residual stress-
induced distortion, whilst not reported by the authors, was evident for WAAM of 316LSi as 
shown in Fig.4.30.  
 
Figure 3.30 Scale of substrate distortion in MIG-based WAAM of Type 316L (also showing notch orientations 
parallel to the deposition layers (Z–X) and perpendicular to the layers (X–Z) for fatigue testing) adapted from 
(Moore et al., 2019) 
Investigations into the effect of laser power and speed reveal that as the energy per unit 
length increased, residual stress-induced deflection upon sectioning is decreased (Wu et 
al., 2014). Experimental observations made for Inconel 625 L-DED builds show that the 
accumulation of distortion occurs with a consistent trend throughout the builds and both 
distortion and residual stress levels decrease with increasing dwell times from 0 to 40 s. On 
the other hand, changes in dwell time for the Ti6Al4V laser deposited builds have a 
significant impact on the accumulation of distortion, with shorter or no dwell times 
minimizing the distortion accumulation and even reducing it over a range of build heights 
(Denlinger et al., 2015). Greater levels of plastic deformation can increase dislocation 
density and mechanisms that affect deformation behaviour such as TRIP and TWIP as 
discussed in §3.6. 
3.9 Mechanical properties of Type 316L stainless steel produced by AM 
The mechanical properties of Type 316L stainless steel have been widely explored for L-
PBF (Casati et al., 2016, Zhong et al., 2016, Khairallah et al., 2016, Wang et al., 2018a, 
Rännar et al., 2017, Pace et al., 2017, Pham et al., 2017). These studies report mechanical 
tensile strengths significantly higher than those provided by as-cast and wrought material. 
However, the high strength has been achieved with a large variation in ductility. Elongation 
values of below 15% (Saeidi et al., 2017) and above 70% have also been reported for L-
PBF (Bartolomeu et al., 2017, Saeidi and Akhtar, 2018, Liverani et al., 2017). The high 









microstructures that provide higher tensile strength are usually associated with a trade-off 
in ductility. Attempts to explain this relationship have been made by several authors 
(Nguyen et al., 2019, Shamsujjoha et al., 2018, Wang et al., 2018c, Sun et al., 2018b) with 
major contributors to this result including the dislocation structure and TWIP as introduced 
in §3.4 and §3.6.1, respectively.  
To date, several studies have demonstrated that WAAM can achieve a UTS, σys, and 
elongation higher than that of cast material, and in the region of that provided wrought and 
annealed material. The mechanical properties reported within the literature for Type 316L 
produced by a range of WAAM process types are highlighted in Table 3.3. The horizontal 
specimen orientations refer to those extracted aligned to the torch travel direction and the 
vertical represents those extracted in an orientation aligned to the build direction.  
















Fixed dwell –  
2 min 
533±23 235±6 48±2 





Fixed dwell - 
unspecified 
547.0± 7.9 336.9 ± 1.7 42.0±3.7  
Horizontal 577.3± 4.0 364.3± 13.9 43.4±4.7  
MIG-CMT 
pulsed 
Vertical 536.0± 15.3 331.7± 5.4 45.6±16.7 
(Rodriguez et 
al., 2018) 
Horizontal 588.0± 5.7 374.0± 11.2 45.1±3.5  
TIG3-TopTIG 
Vertical 539.9± 14.7 322.2± 2.7 43.1± 6.9  
Horizontal 590.3± 3.6 365.5± 8.7 42.3± 2.7  
MIG-CMT 





al., 2017) Horizontal 551.0 369.0 
MIG –  
Speed Pulse 
MIG –  
Speed Arc 
Horizontal Fixed dwell – 20 s 550.0 ± 6 418.0 - 
(Wang et al., 
2019a) Horizontal Fixed dwell – 20 s 553.0 ± 2 417.9 - 
MIG 
Vertical Fixed dwell – 10 s 619.5±13.1 344.3±10.8 - 
(Wu et al., 
2019a) 
Horizontal Fixed dwell – 10 s 547.9±32.3 340.7±8.7 - 
Vertical Fixed dwell – 15 s 614.4±17.6 361.4±11.5 - 




Vertical Max. 400°C 
interpass 
temperature 
- 283-289 - 
(Moore et al., 
2019) 




Vertical Max. 400°C 
interpass 
temperature 
- 324-331 - 




Horizontal Not specified 
480.19 ± 6.5 237.09 ± 3.3 49.89 ± 4.5 
(Wu et al., 
2019b) Double wire 
MIG-CMT+P 
5 m/min 
458.52 ± 7.6 238.13 ± 7.5 48.63 ± 5.7 
Wrought 
(annealed) 












It can be seen from the results reported that mean UTS and σys achieve the minimum 
standards for the wrought material. The ductility, however, is often below the uniform 
elongation specified for wrought material, containing high levels of scatter. High levels of 
variation in elongation were also found for plasma-based WAAM of 309L (Feng et al., 2018). 
In many instances the tensile samples have been significantly below the ASTM E8 sub-size 
sample recommendation, for example, a gauge length of 12 mm × 3 mm × 1.5 mm for Wu 
et al. (2019b) with strain rates up to 2mm/min which is significantly above that 
recommended by BS EN ISO 6892 (2016). This makes extracting meaningful relations 
between process parameters and mechanical properties from the published literature 
difficult. 
The Young’s Modulus is less commonly reported in the literature. Pham et al. (2017), 
however, found the E to be 183 GPa±12 GPa for L-PBF, slightly less than the E for 
conventional Type 316L, which was attributed to the presence of porosity in the AM sample. 
Joosten (2015) also identified below specification E values for unmachined WAAM samples 
ranging between 100-200GPa. Below specification values of E were also identified in 
powder L-DED, however, these were significantly lower than previously reported, averaging 
3.5 GPa (de Lima and Sankaré, 2014). It was noted that many defects such as pores and 
cracks were present in the tested specimens, which may have influenced the result. The 
spread in E is an important aspect to consider when designing a structure. Lower means 
appreciable deformation in the beginning without significant values of stress (Riza et al., 
2014). This can lead to alternative load paths being engaged and overloading of stiffer 
structures. In addition, light-weighting often requires stiffer, denser materials as wall 
thickness is reduced (Münstermann et al., 2014), meaning that it is important that additively 
manufactured materials can provide at least the minimum specification of E in the chosen 
material for these applications.  
Limited data is available for additively manufactured 316LSi stainless steel, however, Akbari 
and Kovacevic (2018) investigated wire L-DED of this material for block specimens and 
thin-walls as shown in Table 3.4. The thin-wall horizontal specimens showed higher mean 
uniform elongation and reduced scatter compared to the vertical specimens. 
Table 3.4 Mechanical properties of wire L-DED 316LSi stainless steel (Akbari and Kovacevic, 2018). 
Part type  
Specimen 
orientation 













629-635 430-440 36-40 
Horizontal-Along 
tool path 
593-600 415-425 30-37 
Thin wall  
(See Fig 3.31b) 
Vertical 
25s 
484-522 220-270 32-40 
Horizontal 516-546 260-300 39-42 
Overall, fatigue performance for the as-built specimens was comparable to or exceeded 
conventional wrought 304L and powder L-DED in the as-built condition (Gordon et al., 
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2018). This contrasts strongly to L-PBF where fatigue strength has been reported to be 
significantly lower than conventionally produced material due to physical defects. As 
discussed in §3.5, an increase in the WAAM heat input improved the corrosion resistance 
by modifying the texture of the microstructure (Silva et al., 2009). The water-cooled cladding 
of stainless steel 316L with Inconel 52M the corrosion resistance of the water-cooled 
specimen is lower than that of the non-cooled specimen since the higher cooling rate 
induced in the TIG process prompts a larger volume fraction of grain boundaries and greater 
residual stress (Lin et al., 2017). Repeated weld repair process prompted a greater 
transformation of the lathy ferrite phase to short ferrite precipitates, decreasing pitting 
corrosion resistance (AghaAli et al., 2014). The greater sensitivity of the repaired material 
is the result of the higher grain boundary energy induced by the repeated welding repair 
process. However, the uniform corrosion resistance increased due to the overall reduction 
in the δ-ferrite phase. 
3.9.1 Anisotropy and location-dependent properties  
Rodriguez et al. (2018) and Akbari and Kovacevic (2018) showed that horizontal wire DED 
specimens can provide slightly greater levels of ductility than vertical specimens. Alsalla et 
al. (2018) also identified greater levels of ductility in horizontal specimens for L-PBF, with 
41%±1.9 reported in contrast to 35%±0.6 in the vertical direction. Guo et al. (2017) attributed 
the lower levels of elongation and σys in the vertical direction to weak metallurgical bonding 
between layers for L-PBF. Some indication anisotropy in the mechanical strength 
(Rodriguez et al., 2018, Queguineur et al., 2017), with samples stronger in the horizontal 
direction, is shown, although this was not supported by Wu et al. (2019a). Overall, there is 
limited data is available in terms of the anisotropy for WAAM specimens, with many studies, 
presenting an average of the tensile properties so that anisotropy or degradation in 
properties with build height cannot be identified. For powder L-DED, conversely, greater 
levels of ductility in the vertical build orientation have been found as shown in Table 3.5. 
Shamsujjoha et al. (2018) found a similar trend for L-PBF, vertical samples showed higher 
levels of uniform elongation (77%) compared to the horizontal direction (49%). The overall 
high levels of ductility and anisotropy of the L-PBF samples was attributed to higher twinning 
activity in the vertical samples because of the prevalent texture. Chemical analysis revealed 
N content to be 0.049%wt and below the ASTM A240M specification of 0.1%wt maximum, 
suggesting that the nitrogen atmosphere was not a factor in promoting twinning activity.  
Table 3.5 Difference in yield strength and elongation in powder L-DED for 316L 
Horizontal Vertical 
Reference 
σys e σys e 
495 51 275 62 (Yu et al., 2013a) 
558 21 352 46 (Zhang et al., 2014) 
593 30 448 66 (Griffith et al., 2000) 
580 6.5 415 4 (Guo et al., 2017) 
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Several authors have also observed location-dependency within the material properties 
concerning the build-height. Yu et al. (2013a) found variation in σys and hardness from 
bottom to top of the build, with micro-hardness varying from 205 ± 10 HV and 174 ± 10 HV 
respectively, which was also reflected in the dendrite arm spacing. Skiba et al. (2009) found 
that for TIG based WAAM of 308L that the micro-hardness and elongation reduced with 
build-height. Zhang et al. (2018b) also found lower values of micro-hardness. The lower 
micro-hardness at the top of the build was attributed to the lower cooling rate due to heat 
accumulation.  Akbari and Kovacevic (2018) found that samples extracted closer to the 
substrate for parts as shown in Fig 3.31a as opposed to thin-wall specimens as shown in 
Fig 3.31b resulted in improved material properties detailed previously in Table 3.4. This 
result was also confirmed for powder L-DED 304L (Smith et al., 2019).  
 
Figure 3.31 Deposition strategy where specimens were extracted a) close to the substrate in a flat block 
sample b) further away from the substrate in a thin-wall sample for wire L-DED (Akbari and Kovacevic, 2018). 
In contrast, however, higher levels of hardness were observed close to the surface at 
maximum build-height for L-DED, and micro-hardness varied periodically with dendrite 
refinement as shown in Fig 3.32 (Li et al., 2016, Xu et al., 2017). This periodic variation is 
similar to that found in welding, heat-affected zone (HAZ), and base metal as shown in Fig 
3.33. However, whether the periodicity in micro-hardness and fine grain zone is 
distinguishable depends on the final microstructure after the re-heat cycles. AghaAli et al. 
(2014) noted that micro-hardness increases after the first cycle of repair welding due to 
recrystallisation, however, decreases in the second and third repairs due to grain growth. 
As a consequence of the location-dependency of the micro-hardness, the machinability and 
ease of post-processing of the material can be affected. Guo et al. (2017) found that the 
CNC cutting force in building direction was much higher because of the higher hardness 
compared to samples machined in the welding torch travel direction. This resulted in greater 




Figure 3.32 Periodic variation in hardness for the fine and coarse grain zone for L-DED 316L (Li et al., 2016) 
 
Figure 3.33 Typical Vickers microhardness values vs. distance from the welding axis (Mirshekari et al., 2014) 
3.10 WAAM primary process selections, process parameters, and additional 
processes  
The overall heat flux and thermal history of a WAAM build is determined by the primary 
process selections, the process parameters, and additional processes outlined in chapter 
2. Principles of design for AM can also be applied to influence the heat flux and thermal 
history (Lockett et al., 2017) and residual stress profile (Denlinger and Michaleris, 2015); 
rotation of build orientation or part re-design can influence factors such as layer length, 
surrounding geometry and overall build time.  
The process parameters directly affect the heat flux during the build and thermal history. 
Heat input may be changed by modifying the arc power supply or adjusting travel speeds. 
For WAAM, Wang et al. (2019a) investigated two different welding power supply pulse 
technologies. The lower heat input pulse technology resulted in higher tensile strengths, 
which was attributed to the finer solidification structure. Shorter interpass dwell times 
resulted in a coarser microstructure, lower strength, and higher elongation to failure. This 
was attributed to the lower cooling rates because of the increased bulk temperature in the 





Furthermore, Wu et al. (2019a) only varied the interpass dwell period between 0-15s for 
which signification differences in microstructural development might not be expected. The 
lack of phase transformations in welding after solidification mean that an interpass 
temperature is not often specified, although some authors have limited interpass 
temperature to around 100°C-150°C (Costanza et al., 2016, Mirshekari et al., 2014). 
Feng et al. (2018) also explored the effect of heat input on the properties of stainless steel 
308L with plasma-based, single, and dual wire-feed WAAM with an interlayer dwell period 
of two minutes. While the UTS remained relatively constant across the heat inputs 
investigated, a significant change in grain size, associated with a 10.2% increase in UTS 
was found as shown in Fig 3.34 for the dual-wire feed approach. This was attributed to the 
rapid cooling caused by the introduction of another wire to the melt pool. 
 
Figure 3.34 Variation in average grain diameter with single wire feed (SWF) and dual wire feed (DWF) 
plasma-based WAAM of type 309L at various travel speeds (Feng et al., 2018). 
3.11 Critique and Research Gaps  
In comparison to L-PBF and E-PBF applications, the exploration of the material 
characteristics has been comparatively limited for WAAM and the current lack of 
comprehensive understanding of the process-property-microstructure means that the 
causes of the scatter are not well understood. Aspects of the Type 316L microstructure that 
have not been investigated for WAAM include nitrogen solid solution strengthening and 
ODS. Studies investigating the mechanical properties of WAAM austenitic steel have shown 
that the wrought specification can be exceeded in terms of UTS and σys (Chen et al., 2017b, 
Rodriguez et al., 2018, Wang et al., 2019a, Wu et al., 2019a). However, these characterise 
Type 316L WAAM material only for authors chosen set-up (welding power supply, fixed 
parameters). The investigations of the performance of WAAM of Type 316L have yet to 
study the variable processing conditions such as heat input, deposition rate and interpass 
temperature control. In addition, the effects of additional processes introduced in Chapter 2 




One of the main challenges in the continued adoption of AM by industries is the uncertainty 
in the structural properties of their fabricated parts (Yadollahi and Shamsaei, 2017), as 
predictable and high-quality production is required for certification and qualification 
purposes. Therefore, for WAAM of Type 316L, the scatter in reported the mechanical 
properties (Chen et al., 2017b, Rodriguez et al., 2018, Wang et al., 2019a, Wu et al., 2019a) 
is concerning, especially for elongation. An understanding of how the variable processing 
conditions such as heat input, deposition rate and interpass temperature control affect the 
mechanical properties is required to aid the uptake of the process.  
Whilst it has been shown that the texture can be changed by different levels of heat input 
to improve corrosion resistance (Chakkravarthy and Jerome, 2020), the impact of the 
texture changes on the mechanical properties and anisotropy remains uncertain. 
Meanwhile, residual stresses remain a significant obstacle to effective production, 
particularly for parts for which it is difficult to apply heat treatment such as the production of 
parts of large sizes or feature addition applications. Interpass dwell periods influence the 
overall heat flux during a build and comprise a non-value adding component of production. 
However, the research into the effects of interpass temperature is limited (Yadollahi et al., 
2015) (Wu et al., 2019a) As oxidation is prevented and phase complete temperatures below 
800°C, hotter interpass temperatures may be possible whilst remaining within specification 
and possibly enabling more homogenous material properties and reduced residual stresses 
to be developed.  
Besides causing a lack of certainty regarding the material properties, an understanding of 
the process-property-microstructure is also problematic considering the demanding 
process-planning requirements for WAAM, where low production cost and high deposition 
rate are expected. However, until a more in-depth understanding of the material property 
evolution is understood for the range of heat inputs and interpass temperatures possible in 
WAAM, process parameters development will be highly dependent on trial and error, 





















4.1 Introduction  
This research aims to provide a clear understanding of the effects of heat input, deposition 
rate, and cooling strategy including interpass temperature control and additional cooling for 
WAAM of 316L type stainless steel. This research also aims to quantify the effect of 
additional silicon content with heat input and interpass temperature. To achieve these aims, 
the overall research methodology presented in Fig 4.1 is applied with the primary activities 
consisting of Design of Experiments, materials testing and statistical analysis. These 
activities are described within this chapter, and an overview of the specification and 
integration of the WAAM platform, the experimental preparatory activities, the experimental 
design, the experimental procedure, and the experimental data collection activities is 
provided. 
 
Figure 4.1 Outline of the overall research methodology applied in the investigation of WAAM of Type 316L 
stainless steel. 
4.2 Specification and integration of a WAAM system 
4.2.1 Specification of requirements  
A specification of requirements for the WAAM system is developed for equipment 
procurement purposes based on the research aims and objectives detailed in Chapter 1. 
The requirements specification is categorised according to the functional needs of each 
sub-system including welding power supply, welding torch, enclosure and local exhaust 

























D H 1.1 • Negligible EMF interference with motion system electrical 
drives at arc initiation or shielding to be provided 
D H 1.2 • 100% duty cycle at the maximum deposition rate 
D H 1.3 • Pulse current for reduced heat input and spatter 
W L 1.4 • Deposition rate >=3 kg/hr 
W L 1.5 • Welding program storage 







TJ-MC04  28 pin digital I/O connector with 12 inputs, 8 outputs  
• Digital I/O’s available for the following functions: 
Input: Arc On/Off 
Input: Robot Ready/Quick Stop 
Output: Arc Stable 











D H 2.1 • 100% duty cycle at the maximum deposition rate 
D H 2.2 • MIG based welding technology 







• Shielding gas routed through the torch 

































• Located behind the inert shielding gas, with an adjustable 
position relative to the welding torch (X, Y, Z , pitch, yaw) 
• Must not disrupt the integrity of protection provided by the 
shielding gas through the welding torch  





































• Sealed line entrances to the enclosure  
• Shield personnel against spatter and optical radiation 
• Protect electrical drives and connections from 
cooling/heating cycles  
• Local Exhaust Ventilation System from build chamber or 
access to outdoors for the exhaust line 
• Noise <80dB to avoid PPE requirement  
• Shielding gas to be contained in build chamber and 


































• Monitoring of interpass temperature range 60°C -150°C 
• Interpass temperature spot size 3-4mm 
• Peak temperature behind melt-pool spot size 1-2mm 
• Distance to target > 50 mm to avoid radiation heating and 
damage from spatter 












D H 6.1 • Minimum Z-axis stroke length of 100 mm 
D H 6.2 • Minimum X-axis stroke length of 180 mm to allow for 
deposition length and interpass temperature monitoring 
position offset length as per §4.5 
D H 6.3 • Travel speeds up to 2.32 mm/s to 16.10 mm/s as per §4.3.5 
D H 6.4 • Minimum 20 µm position repeatability 
D H 6.5 • Payload 5 kg to accommodate welding torch, additional 
cooling, and temperature sensor 
D H 6.6 • Interface to motion system controller TJ-MC04 to carry out 




4.2.2 Welding power supply and torch 
The welding power supply selected is the Aristo 4004i pulse system (ESAB, Sweden) as 
shown in Fig 4.2. The equipment is to be used in the MIG set up so that the wire feed is 
coaxial to the welding torch to increase deposition rates and simplify path planning. The 
selected is the Aristo 4004i pulse system fulfils the requirements specification by offering 
the following functions: 
• Pulse power supply (16-400A), this reduces heat input and minimises spatter 
compared to non-pulse power supplies 
• Synergic lines for welding stainless steel  
• Water-cooler to allow 100% duty cycle 
• Stores up to 250 welding programs 
• Compatible with standard commercially available wire spools 
 
Figure 4.2 Aristo 4004i pulsed welding power supply and wire feeder 
4.2.3 Motion system  
A Cartesian, 3-axis servo-drive based motion system is used to coordinate motion between 
the workpiece and welding torch. The servo-drives are configured as shown in Fig 4.3, 
which shows the servo-drive configuration before assembly, and once it has been installed 
within the enclosure. Trajexia software, proprietary to the servo-drives, allows motion 
instructions to be sent to a controller (Omron, Cambridgeshire UK) using the BASIC coding 
language. The welding torch is located on the third stage of the motion system, labelled as 
the Z-axis as shown in Fig 4.3. Moving the welding torch rather than the baseplate enables 
the servo-drives positioned away from the additional cooling fluid when in use and is more 
suited to a maximum payload of 5 kg of the servo-drive. Wire entrapment due to the moving 
torch cable in this motion system configuration is reported to unlikely for welding torch cable 





Figure 4.3 a) Three-stage XYZ motion system before integration (b) Assembled motion system within the 
partially assembled enclosure. 
4.2.4 Enclosure and local exhaust extraction 
A particularly harmful product of welding fume produced from stainless steel wire is 
hexavalent chromium and volume must be kept below 5 μg/m3. As can be seen in Table 
4.2, 0.08 g of hexavalent particle is produced every hour for MIG welding. To ensure Cr (VI) 
is kept to safe levels by air dilution in an open environment, a flow rate of 5350 m3/hr would 
need to be provided by the extractor to provide the required number of air changes per hour. 
To reduce the power and cost of the extractor, an alternative and recommended approach 
involves the capture of the fume direct at source or enclose the welding activity.  
Table 4.2 Fume emission rates and hourly production of Cr(VI) for a 3 kg/hr deposition rate (Kimura et al., 1979) 
Overall fume 
emission rate per 
mass deposit (mg/g) 






Mass of Cr (VI) particle 
produced per hour (g) 
6.86 0.39 % 3 0.08 
The enclosure of the welding activity allows a Kemper SmartMaster extraction filter unit of 
a flow rate of 950 m3/hr to be selected as shown in Fig 4.4. This has IFA-Certification and 
is W3-Approved which means it is suitable for welding high alloy steel including Type 316L 
stainless steel. The air velocity the extractor can pull at the furthest distance away from the 
inlet is important. The funnel of the extraction hose is removed, and a flexible hose 
connected directly to the rear of the enclosure wall at the baseplate fixture level. Below 0.5 
m/s suction fume cannot be reliably captured, however, this limit is achieved by the 
mounting position and positive pressure within the enclosure additionally prevents the 










Figure 4.4 Kemper SmartMaster with Extraction Hose (3m hose length) 
4.2.5 Interpass Temperature sensor 
To monitor the interpass temperature a non-contact infrared temperature sensor 
(Pyrocouple PC21HT-X) supplied by Omni Instruments is positioned in front of the welding 
torch and along the central axis in the direction of travel. The interpass temperature is 
monitored after a weld bead has been deposited through a rapid travel move that returns 
the sensor to the start of the deposition position point as discussed in §4.5. 
4.2.6 Sub-system integration 
The sub-systems were assembled and integrated as shown in Fig 4.5. A key element of the 
integration was the interface between the motion system controller and the ‘manual’ welding 
power supply, which allowed for automatic welding. Several digital inputs (DI) and digital 
outputs (DO) available for writing and reading on the Trajexia motion system controller were 
connected via an automatic welding interface unit as shown in Fig 4.6. The automatic 
welding interface unit is supplied alongside the welding power supply as a customised item 
(Wellington Welding Ltd, UK).  
 




Figure 4.6 Automated welding interface connections of power supply equipment. 
The welding torch, motion system stages and interpass temperature sensor were 
configured within the WAAM enclosure as shown in Fig. 4.7, showing the welding torch 
during deposition and in the interpass temperature monitoring position, Further details on 
the experimental procedure relating to the thin-wall deposition can be found in §4.5. 
 
Figure 4.7 Welding torch, motion system stages and interpass temperature sensor configuration showing a) 
deposition and b) interpass temperature monitoring. 
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4.3 Experimental preparatory activities 
4.3.1 Calibration of an infrared temperature sensor 
To calibrate the output of the infrared temperature sensor, the microampere output of the 
infrared temperature interpass temperature reading is calibrated to the readings of a contact 
K-Type thermocouple in degrees centigrade (°C). The K-type thermocouple was manually 
positioned directly adjacent to the infrared temperature sensor focal spot on the top surface 
of the weld bead using a Pico TC-08 data-logger (Pico technology Cambridgeshire, UK). 
To allow a relationship to be developed for the full range of interpass temperature levels 
(specified in §4.3.6), several test weld beads are superimposed in succession to accelerate 
the heat accumulation for the calibration procedure. The infrared temperature sensor output 
data in mA was fitted to the thermocouple data in °C by applying least squares regression 
to multiple cooling curves to obtain a first-order gain function. An example of the final fit of 
the pyrometer data to the thermocouple data over the temperature range of 40 °C-170°C is 
shown in Fig 4.8. 
 
Figure 4.8 Non-contact infrared thermometer data calibrated to a contact K-Type thermocouple measurement. 
4.3.2 Wire selection 
The chemical composition of the Type 316L and Type 316L wire and Type 316L substrate 
used in this research is shown in Table 4.3 alongside the BS EN ISO 14343 (2017) standard 
values. Both types of austenitic stainless steel are of reduced carbon content relative to the 
parent Type 316 grade to prevent sensitization with the Type 316LSi grade containing 
additional silicon content to improve weldability by enhancing the filler material wettability.  
Table 4.3 Chemical composition wire and substrate relative to standard (BS EN ISO 14343, 2017) 
 Cr Ni Mo C Mn S Si N Cu Fe 
Wire - 316L 18.437 12.249 2.553 0.015 1.602 0.007 0.408 0.0340 0.069 Bal. 
Wire - 316LSi 18.250 12.070 2.530 0.008 1.600 0.0110 0.790 0.0320 0.083 Bal. 
Substrate  316L 17.010 10.107 2.152 0.023 1.232 00049 0.460 0.0507 - Bal. 
BS EN ISO 14343 





- 0.75 Bal. 
20.0 14.0 3.0 2.5 0.65 
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4.3.3 Fixed process parameter selections  
To limit the number of variables investigated, the contact tip distance (CTD), argon flow 
rate, welding angle, wire diameter, and welding pulse type and frequency will be controlled 
to nominal values shown in Table 4.4. 





4.3.4 Selection of deposition rates 
The WFS is directly proportional to the deposition rate in WAAM, and in this research, 2 
m/min and 8 m/min are selected as the lower and upper levels to be investigated. These 
values corresponding to a theoretical deposition rate of are selected 0.75 kg/hr to 3 kg/hr 
respectively. The present range is selected as representative of the current state-of-the-art 
capability for single-wire feed WAAM systems, and typical commercial WAAM deposition 
rates. 
4.3.5 Identification of heat input levels  
The heat input from the electrical arc determines the stability of the WAAM deposition and 
the ability to meet the required volume of material. The heat input in arc welding is estimated 




(4.1)   
Where 𝜂 is arc efficiency, V is voltage, 𝐼 current and TS in m/min. 
The ESAB welding power supply controller described in §4.2.2 provides synergic lines that 
specify the current and voltage according to WFS as shown in Fig 4.9 and Fig 4.10, 
respectively. As shown in Fig 4.9,  𝐼 is proportional to the WFS allowing substitution into 





To identify the upper and lower heat input levels, experiments are conducted over a range 
of heat inputs. As the WFS levels are fixed as outlined in §4.3.4 the heat input is varied by 
TS parameter. The TS’s that result in a stable deposition for minimum and maximum WFS 
of 2 m/min and 8 m/min respectively are investigated. 
 
Parameters Values 
Contact tip distance 7.5 mm 
Shielding gas flow rate 20 L/min 
Shielding gas composition 97.5%Ar/2.5%CO2 
Welding angle  0° 
Wire diameter 1 mm 
Pulse-type Primary 




Figure 4.9 Synergic line current provided by ESAB for 1mm wire of composition Type 316L and 97.5% Argon 
2.5%CO2 shielding gas. 
 
Figure 4.10 Synergic line voltage provided by ESAB for 1 mm wire of composition 316L and 97.5% Argon and 
2.5% CO2 shielding gas. 
By manual welding, a stable combination of WFS and TS of 3 m/min and 4 mm/s 
respectively, equivalent to 0.39 kJ/mm was identified. Fixed ratios of WFS to TS result in 
stable bead geometry (Williams et al., 2016), allowing this value to be used a starting point 
for one-factor-at-a-time experimentation to establish the limits of acceptable TS’s for the 
upper and lower WFS levels. The stability of the TS for each WFS is determined 
experimentally by deposition onto a baseplate at room temperature and the weld bead 
geometry qualitatively evaluated. Discontinuous beads or humping of the weld bead as 
shown in Fig 4.11 is indicative of too high of a TS relative to WFS or too low heat input 
(Adebayo, 2013). Conversely, a built-up weld bead is indicative of an excessively slow TS 
for the given WFS, or too high heat input.  







































Figure 4.11 Characteristic humping phenomena incurred at high a travel speed in WAAM (Nguyen et al., 
2013) 
The experimentally determined TS for each high heat input (HHI) and low heat input (LHI) 
levels for each WFS is shown in Table 4.5. 
Table 4.5 Adjusted boundaries of wire feed speed and travel speed combination to avoid welding defects 
The HHI and LHI heat input boundaries are also shown graphically in terms of the WFS and 
TS as shown in Fig 4.12. It can be seen that the range of acceptable TS is wider a higher 
WFS’s due to the greater heat input available at higher WFS and reduced sensitivity to 
process disturbances. 
The surface quality of the first layer of the deposition is known to be of great importance to 
the subsequent surface waviness of the wall (Geng et al., 2017). As defect severity 
accumulates with an increase in layers, uneven first layers can affect the ability thin-wall 
build to proceed to completion. To ensure stable deposition, the upper and lower limit of TS 
was moved inward of the stable processing region by 10%. This also limits the heat 
accumulation, preventing a thermally induced collapse of weld bead geometry with 
increasing layers as layers due to the pre-heat effect of the previous layers and as the 
conductive effect from the substrate becomes less effective. 
Further, for constant WFS/TS deposition, a reduction in the width of the deposited weld-
bead occurs with increasing TS. This is triggered by the reduction in the material as it is 
being deposited per unit time with a smaller amount of heat input from the arc to the weld 
pool, and this decreases the weld pool temperature. Moreover, the decreased temperature 
gives rise to the viscosity of the weld pool, increasing the constricting melt-pool surface 
energy. This reduces the impact of the arc pressure and aerodynamic forces on the molten 
metal and results in a narrower weld (Adebayo, 2013). 










High heat input (HHI) 
2 0.75 
2.32 0.47 
Low heat input (LHI) 4.09 0.26 
High heat input (HHI) 
8  3.00 
9.11 0.47 




Figure 4.12 Process map showing nominal and boundary limits for the WFS to be investigated 
4.3.6 Identification of interpass temperature levels 
This section identifies the interpass temperature levels which are investigated in this 
research. A pre-heat temperature is not often specified for austenitic stainless steel as no 
phase transformations are expected to occur after solidification (Callister, 2003). It is 
expected that the higher build temperature will result in different microstructural and residual 
stress development compared to the low interpass temperature build strategy. The low 
interpass temperature (LIT) level was specified as 60°C. This is closer to ambient room 
temperature and represents a process with thermal boundary conditions more closely linked 
to welding where heat accumulation is limited. 
For the high interpass temperature (HIT) level, the interpass temperatures are sustained 
passively without additional heat input processes. To allow a comparison of effects the 
upper interpass temperature limit must be possible to maintain for all heat input conditions 
for the experimental deposition length. As the LHI builds have the highest cooling rates, the 
upper interpass temperature level was established for this heat input. To do so,  interpass 
temperature monitoring data is collected from a test wall build, with the deposition was 
restarted by the operator after every layer as soon as reasonably possible. A dwell period, 
however, was always necessary to allow travel time for the motion system to return the 
welding torch to the deposition start point and for operator reaction times. The calibration 
and set up for this pyrometer used to collect this data is described in §4.3.1. 
It can be seen in Fig 4.13 that the continued successive deposition resulted in the ability to 
recommence deposition at 155°C by the 11th layer. There was no further passive increase 
in interpass temperature by the 12th layer and no thermal breakdown of the weld bead so 




Figure 4.13 Pyrometer measurement showing the increase in interpass temperature for continuous deposition 
WFS 2m/min and TS 4.09 mm/s between layer 7-12. 
4.4 Design of Experiments 
This section introduces the experimental design that is employed to establish the 
performance of WAAM Type 316L stainless steel. To determine the effects of the deposition 
rate, heat input, and cooling strategy, a 2231 full factorial experiment is developed as shown 
in Table 4.6. The heat input and interpass temperature levels are defined as discussed in 
§4.3.5 and §4.3.6, respectively.  
Table 4.6 The 2231 full factorial design of experiments, investigating the effects of deposition rate, heat input, 
and temperature control strategy. 
 
For each experiment, a thin-wall is generated with the thin-wall dimensions and the 
deposition procedure is detailed in §4.5. The effects of silicon content, interpass 
temperature, and heat input are investigated in a 23 full factorial experiment as shown in 

































 1 316L 0.75 HHI 60°C 
A 
2 316L 0.75 HHI  150°C 
3 316L 0.75 LHI  60°C 
4 316L 0.75 LHI 150°C 
5 316L 0.75 HHI Additional cooling 
6 316L 0.75 LHI Additional cooling 
B 
7 316L 3.00 HHI  60°C 
8 316L 3.00 HHI 150°C 
9 316L 3.00 LHI  60°C 
10 316L 3.00 LHI  150°C 
11 316L 3.00 HHI Additional cooling 











Table 4.7. To minimise confounding errors due to procedure, the run-order is randomised 
for each of the experimental groups. 
Table 4.7 The 23 full factorial design of experiments investigating the effects of Si content with heat input and 
interpass temperature. 
4.5 Experimental procedure 
Substrates of 50 mm × 200 mm × 6 mm are used for the experimental thin-wall builds and 
are prepared for deposition by grinding and cleaning with acetone. The deposition and 
interpass temperature monitoring travel paths in Fig 4.14. These paths are repeated for 
each layer. 
 
Figure 4.14 Deposition and interpass temperature measurement travel paths. 
The temperature is continuously monitored 30 mm ahead of the welding torch by the 
interpass temperature infrared temperature sensor introduced in §4.2.5. The interpass 
temperature measurement travel-path returns the welding torch to behind the deposit so 
that the temperature sensor monitors the temperature at the start of the deposit. Once this 
has reached the specified temperature, the deposition program is restarted, moving the 
welding torch moves back to the deposition start position and restarting the deposition. A 











1 316L 0.75 HHI  60°C 
2 316L 0.75 HHI  150°C 
3 316L 0.75 LHI  60°C 
4 316L 0.75 LHI 150°C 
C 
1 316LSi 0.75 HHI 60°C 
2 316LSi 0.75 HHI 150°C 
3 316LSi 0.75 LHI 60°C 
4 316LSi 0.75 LHI 150°C 
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z height of the welding torch the welding program is manually updated every layer with the 
measurement layer height by a Vernier calliper to offset the addition of material. 
4.5.1 In process cryogenic cooling localised to the melt-pool set-up 
For the in-process cryogenic cooling (CRYO) localised to the melt-pol was implemented 
with LN2 from a 3 bar Dewar as shown in Fig 4.15a. This was connected by a vacuum 
jacketed pipe to a nozzle mounted to the machine z-axis (see Fig 4.15 b-d).  
 
 
Figure 4.15 a) Overall WAAM platform set up for CRYO experiments b) CRYO nozzle mounted to z-axis c) 
Magnified view of the location of CRYO nozzle mounted to z-axis d) In-process CRYO showing the LN2 jet 
striking the WAAM deposit surface. 
The nozzle outlet as shown in Fig 4.15d was directed trailing the electric arc and opposite 
to the travel direction to ensure that the liquid LN2 and the expanding gaseous N2 struck the 
surface of the WAAM deposit without disrupting the arc. The nozzle outlet was placed to be 
a few millimetres above the building height in the YZ plane allowing the LN2 to contact the 











4.6 Data collection and material testing 
This section describes the equipment and procedures that are used in the experimental 
data collection activities post-deposition. An outline of these activities and the order in which 




Figure 4.16 Outline of the data collection procedure. 
For the analysis of mechanical properties, following finish machining of samples and tensile 
testing. Statistical analyses were carried out to identify significant effects and interactions 
via Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) tests using Minitab® 18 software. The factors considered 
were the cooling strategy (interpass temperatures or in-process cryogenic cooling localised 
to the melt-pool), heat input (quantitative factors). The data is also checked for violations of 
normality and equivalence of variance, and outliers as required for performing ANOVA. For 
a p-value less than 0.05, the null hypothesis that no statistical difference exists between the 
means is rejected allowing the conclusion that significant main effects and/or interactions 
exist. 
4.6.1 Baseplate scanning to capture distortion 
The distortion of the substrates following release from the build fixture is captured using a 
ROMER Absolute scanning arm (Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence, UK) and Geomagics 
Wrap software (3D Systems Inc). The point cloud is imported to Matlab and processed to 
obtain the profile of maximum deformation in the XZ and YZ planes as shown in Fig 4.17a. 
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The imported point cloud is unregistered to the Matlab coordinate axis, so singular value 
decomposition is used to identify the direction of maximum variance. Subsequently, a rigid 
transformation is performed to rotate and align the imported point cloud with the x-axis of 
the Matlab coordinate system (Lorsakul and Suthakorn, 2007, Arun et al., 1987). Once 
aligned, the section of maximum distortion is identified and point cloud filtered to eliminate 
points greater or less than 0.5 mm from the section of maximum distortion, as shown in Fig 
4.17b which also shows the maximum Z-point is set to zero and inverted to align with the 
build direction. The smoothing spline function within the Matlab Curve Fitting Toolbox was 
used to report the maximum plane of distortion. 
 
 
Figure 4.17 a) Graph of the imported and transformed baseplate scan with the maximum distortion centreline 
highlighted. b) Filtered point cloud showing the section of maximum distortion centre-line set to zero and 
inverted to align with the build direction. 
4.6.2 Extraction of samples for chemical analysis 
For chemical analysis, a square sample of dimension 20 x 20 mm was extracted from each 
experimental wall in the location shown in Fig 4.18. To identify the elemental composition 
of Ni, Cr, Si, Mn, Mo, C, P, S and N of the samples and wire in wt.% Optical Emission 







Figure 4.18 Location of the 20 x 20 mm samples extracted from each wall for chemical analysis 
The LECO combustion analysis, which employs inert gas fusion technique was used to 
calculate the wt.% for O. The sample was extracted by water jet cutting at the same height 
above the transition zone. This allowed a between-sample comparison regarding the 
chemical composition to be made independent of heat accumulation effects. Samples were 
ground to remove the surface contaminants and ultrasonically cleaned before testing to 
remove contaminants. 
4.6.3 Preparation of samples for microstructural analysis and micro-hardness 
testing 
To analyse the microstructure throughout the build height of the experimental thin-walls, a 
4 mm thick section is extracted from the location shown in Fig 4.19a, using a conventional 
band-saw. This is subsequently sectioned into upper, middle, and lower section by a 
Buehler abrasive cutting machine as shown in Fig 4.19b to allow efficient mounting, grinding 
and polishing for microstructural analysis. The samples were sectioned, mounted and 
polished according to standard procedures described in ASTM E3 (2011). 
 
Figure 4.19 a) Location of 4mm thick section extracted from each wall for microstructural analysis and 
hardness testing b) Subsequent sectioning into three sections for metallurgical preparation. 
These sections are ground mechanically with SiC from grit number 400 to 4000 and 








Diffraction (EBSD) a final stage of 0.2 μm diamond suspension polishing was carried out to 
obtain a mirror finish. To determine GND for each sample an approximation was made using 
the TSL OIM Analysis 8 software based on the 50x magnification images, covering 
1279x994 pixels. This magnification and step size minimise the sum of the dislocation 
densities of individual types, the rationale being that this will reflect the stored energy and 
is less susceptible to local inhomogeneities (Wheeler et al., 2008). For the CRYO samples, 
the GND values were extrapolated from the 2000x magnification IPF’s. 
4.6.3.1 Imaging and analysis of oxide inclusions to evaluate ODS 
To characterise the fine, spherical oxide inclusions distributed throughout all of the built 
material, optical micrographs covering a 306 µm by 224 µm area are captured at 4000x 
magnification and using Keyence VHX-6000. Images were made along the centreline of 
each of the three polished sections extracted from each wall in the unetched condition. 
Three repeats were made at the top, middle and bottom region of each section to obtain 
representative results. An example micrograph displaying oxide inclusions is presented in 
Fig 4.20a. ImageJ was used to prepare the micrographs and to automatically count the 
number of particles. ImageJ is a public domain Java image processing program (Rasband, 
2012). The ‘Inter-modes’ Auto Threshold function and binary transformation are applied as 
shown in Fig 4.20b. The ‘Analyze Particles’ function is applied to particle size range in pixels 
of 0-2000 and circularity of 0.55-1.00. The results included each identified particle area and 
circularity as well as overall particle count and volume fraction. An example of the processed 
micrograph is shown in Fig 4.20c.  
The radius (RC) extracted from the ImageJ analysis represents that of a random cross-
section through each oxide sphere. This can be related to the real mean radius (Rm) of the 





ODS occurs based either Orowan dislocation bypassing or dislocation shearing depending 
on which occurs at lower stress and initiates first. The Orowan bypassing mechanism 
dominates when the coherent particle size exceeds a critical value or when the particles as 
shown in Fig 4.21 (Wang et al., 2018b), whereas the dislocation-shearing mechanism is 







Figure 4.20 a) Example of optical micrograph before processing b) Optical micrograph with Auto Threshold 










Figure 4.21 Variation of Orowan and shearing yield stress contribution with inclusion size 
(Wang et al., 2018b). 
The contribution of yield strength by dislocation bypassing mechanism caused by ODS to 
be determined via the oxide inclusion radius (rc) and spacing of inclusions (𝜆), the shear 
modulus (G), the Burgers vector (b), and the mean orientation factor (M), and poisons ratio 











Where 𝜆 is estimated from the rm and volume fraction (f): 
𝜆 = 2𝑟𝑐 (√
𝜋
4𝑓
− 1) (4.5) 
The parameters used in the contribution to strength calculations are shown in Table 4.8.  
Table 4.8 Parameters used in the calculation of oxide contribution to the strength 
Parameter Symbol Value Units Reference 
Mean orientation 
factor 
M 2.449 Dimensionless 
(Clausen, 1997) 
Shear modulus G 77 GPa (Hibbeler, 2008) 
Burgers vector 𝑏 0.255 nm 
Calculated from lattice parameter 
(Dahm and Dearnley, 2000) 
Poisson ratio 𝑣 0.3 Dimensionless (Youtsos et al., 1989) 
4.6.3.2 Metallographic etching, imaging, and analysis of microstructure 
A metallographic chemical etch was applied using Marble’s reagent solution (4g CuSO4, 
20ml HCl, and 20ml H20) was performed for up to 15 s to provide contrast between the γ-
austenite and δ-ferrite phases. The YZ surface of the lower and upper sections was 
examined at the layer interface using an optical microscope at 5x and 20x magnification.  
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For imaging of the sample texture, a central region of the middle section was scanned with 
a Jeol JSM-IT500 InTouchScopeTM with Electron Back-Scatter Diffraction (EBSD) capability 
at 50x and 2000x magnification. The 50x and 2000x magnification images covered an area 
of 1933 by 2488 µm (step size 4.00 µm) and 62 by 48 µm (step size 90 nm) respectively. 
The TSL OIM Analysis 8 software was used to analyse the results of the EBSD scans. 
4.6.3.3 Micro-hardness testing 
The variation in micro-hardness throughout the build height was established using a Leco 
M400 Vickers micro-hardness tester. The upper sections were tested, starting with an 
indent 0.25 mm from the top of the final layer, with subsequent indents made in increments 
of 1 mm in the reverse of the build height direction. Following BS EN ISO 6507-1 (2018) a 
load of 500 g was applied for 10 s, with the first indentation located 3 mm inwards from the 
bottom surface of the substrate and at the centreline of the WAAM layers. Following the 
indentation, the micro-hardness was calculated as follows: 
𝐻𝑉 = 1.8544𝐹𝑑2 (4.6)  
Where 𝐹 is the load used in kgf, and 𝑑 is the average of the two measured diagonal lengths 
in millimetres. 
4.6.3.4 FeritscopeTM testing 
An FMP300 FeritscopeTM (Fischer Technology Inc., Windsor, CT, USA) was used to 
measure the ferromagnetic content within the fractured tensile samples and the upper and 
lower metallurgical specimens. A non-destructive magnetic method, the 
Feritscope measures the relative permeability of a material in the alternating magnetic field 
of its probe. As γ-austenite is not magnetic, it indiscriminately measures the δ-ferrite or α’-
martensite content. The surface finish can affect the probe-to-surface contact and influence 
the Feritscope measurements. However, the difference in surface finish between a CNC 
machined and the metallurgically prepared sample is not reported to result in any statistical 
difference in ferrite measurement by Feritscope (Lundin et al., 1999). The Feritscope was 
calibrated in accordance to the standard specified within AWS A4.2M (2006) and was used 
at a distance more than 2 mm from the sample edge and for sample thickness greater than 
3.3 mm. For the fractured tensile samples, three repeat measurements were obtained along 
the gauge length, and for the metallurgical samples, five repeat measurements were made 
along the lower and upper sections. 
4.6.4 Extraction of samples for tensile testing and relative density measurement 
Tensile specimens were extracted by water jetting cutting or wire Electro-Discharge 
Machining (EDM) in the locations shown in Fig 4.22. The tensile sample dimensions were 




Figure 4.22 Tensile sample dimensions and positioning within WAAM experimental thin walls. 
According to this standard, the tensile specimens should have a gauge length of 25 mm, a 
width of 6 mm, a thickness smaller than 6 mm and a radius fillet of 6 mm. An important 
requirement is that the gauge length to width should be maintained at a ratio of 4. To fit the 
WAAM experimental wall height (~85mm), the ASTM E8/E8M dimensions were scaled 
0.75:1 to maintain this ratio. The single-pass experimental walls were sized to 
accommodate the arrangement of three of these tensile samples in the horizontal direction 
and vertical direction, with repeat samples generated to allow any location effects to be 
established as well as provide an estimate of the variability of the mechanical properties. 
4.6.4.1 Archimedes density measurement 
The Archimedes method is used to evaluate the relative density of the WAAM 316L 
stainless steel. The Archimedes method involves the weighing of samples ‘dry’ and 
subsequently submerged in a fluid. In this instance, distilled water was used, and the 





) ∙ ρ𝑓 (4.7) 
Where 𝜌f is the density of distilled water at the recorded temperature, m𝑎 is the mass of the 
sample as measured in air, and mf is the mass of the sample as measured in distilled water.  
The samples tested consisted of the six tensile coupons extracted in horizontal and vertical 
orientations per single pass experimental wall as outlined in §4.6.4. The density of the 
tensile specimens was tested before the surface CNC machining required for tensile testing 
as shown in Fig 4.23. The testing of the tensile coupons implemented as the weight was 
more suited to the weight limit of the analytical balance scale compared to the full wall 
samples, and also allowed the investigation of location-based density effects. 




Figure 4.23 Pre-machined condition of the tensile samples for density measurement. 
To aid in the relative density measurement recording a Sartorius™ Balance Density 
Determination Kit was used with a Sartorius™ A120S Analytical Balance Scale (0.0001g 
precision, Max. 120g) as shown in Fig 4.24.  
 
Figure 4.24 A120S Analytical Balance Scale with Sartorius™ Balance Density Determination Kit b) Pre-
machined test condition of the tensile samples before CNC machining. 
Since the density of water varies with temperature, testing was conducted in a temperature-
controlled laboratory, and thermometer used to record the temperature. The weight of each 
tensile sample was measured three times and was recorded after the scale had reached 
equilibrium. Results could be affected by both microscopic air bubbles in the water as well 
as the infiltration of the water into any surface-breaking pores. To avoid this, the samples 
were wetted before submersion and any visible micro-bubbles were removed with a spatula. 
An advantage of the Archimedes approach compared to image-based density 
measurements is that the entire volume of each specimen is captured rather than a 2D 
cross-section. Besides, the high frequency of oxide inclusions introduces difficulty in 
identifying pores in image-based techniques.  
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4.6.4.2 Finish machining and tensile testing 
For tensile testing, each coupon is CNC machined flat to a uniform thickness of 2.6 – 3.3 
mm depending on the effective wall thickness of the as-built WAAM thin-wall as shown in 
Fig 4.25. 
 
Figure 4.25 Schematic of WAAM wall highlighting the effective wall width and total wall width. 
Uniaxial tensile tests were performed at room temperature using an Instron 3369, 50 kN 
load cell with a clip gauge extensometer as shown in Fig 4.26. The extension rate used was 
0.1 mm/s in the elastic deformation region, followed by 0.4 mms-1 upon transition to plastic 
deformation (strain rate of 0.00007 s-1 to 0.00024 s-1) (BS EN ISO 6892, 2016), which based 
on initial experiments, was triggered at 5000N.  
 
Figure 4.26 Experimental Instron 3369 load cell set up with clip-gauge extensometer attached. 
The experimental data is processed to determine σys, the UTS as shown in Fig 4.27 in 
accordance with BS EN ISO 6892 (2016). The uniform elongation was also calculated by 
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measuring the distance between the gauge length markings after fracture following BS EN 
ISO 6892 (2016).  
 
Figure 4.27 Experimental data extracted from the engineering stress vs. engineering strain curves 
E was determined considering the linear part of the stress-strain curve and the slope was 
estimated by a linear calculated as a ratio between the maximum loads reached during the 
test and the cross-sectional area. To ensure errors were minimised in the data analysis, the 
first 45 data points were disregarded and at least 100 data points are sampled for each 
strain increment of 0.1% (NPL, 2006), with any non-linear part of the stress-strain curve due 
to slip or bending removed from the analysis. 
4.6.4.3 Fractography 
A JEOL JSM-6480LV scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to image the fracture 
surfaces of the tensile specimens. Using customised Matlab code it was possible to map 
the fracture surface dimples to determine their frequency and size distribution. From a 
grayscale image, the “imextendedmin” function is used to identify the regional minima that 
are less than a specified threshold to allow the dimples to be easily identified. The original 
grayscale image (Fig 4.28a) is then modified by masking the minima regions and converting 
the masked area to black as shown by an example image in Fig 4.28b.  
The masked image is segmented using the watershed transform as shown in Fig 4.28c and 
processed using the Image Region Analyzer tool within the Matlab Image Processing 
Toolbox 10.3 as shown in Fig 4.28d, to omit edge dimples and extract data including dimple 
area, equivalent diameter, and major and minor axis lengths. The micro-graphs presented, 




Figure 4.28 a) Original greyscale image from SEM imaging b) with the mask applied on minima 
regions c) Segmented using the watershed transform showing the individual dimples with coloured 

















Results and analysis 





This chapter investigates the effects of interpass temperatures 60°C (LIT) and 150°C (HIT) 
and in-process cryogenic cooling localised to the melt-pool (CRYO) for deposition rates of 
0.75 kg/hr and 3.00 kg/hr in WAAM of Type 316L stainless steel. The effects of heat input 
are also characterised and reported in this chapter. For the 60°C and 150°C interpass 
temperatures only, the effects of silicon composition are evaluated through the analysis and 
characterisation of WAAM samples built using Type 316LSi and 316L stainless steel wires.  
As shown in Fig. 5.1, an initial study of the strengthening mechanisms of ODS and solid 
solution strengthening and an overview of the thermal profiles of each of the experimental 
builds is also provided. The material characteristics are then outlined for each deposition 
rate. As outlined within Chapter 4, this includes the following: 
• Microstructural characterisation of the layer interface and macrostructure 
• Determination of cooling rates based on the microstructural feature scale 
• A study of texture, grain size and δ-ferrite morphology 
• Measurement of δ-ferrite content 
• Identification of oxide size and distribution 
• Analysis of chemical composition 
• Density analysis and quantification of substrate distortion 
The materials characterisations for each deposition rate are subsequently compared and 
the mechanical properties for each experiment are outlined along with an analysis of the 
effect of the build parameters. Finally, the strengthening mechanisms present within the 
Type 316L material produced by WAAM in these experiments are predicted and related to 
the experimental mechanical results. The flow of information that enables subsequent 
analysis to be carried out i.e wire chemical composition to solid solution strengthening is 
shown by the dotted line arrows. 
This chapter also includes results published by Cunningham et al. (2019) reporting on the 
effects of heat input and interpass temperature control on microstructure and mechanical 




Figure 5.1 Flow chart of the order of results (solid lines) and information flow between sections (dotted line) 
5.2 Wire Chemical Composition and Size Analysis 
The Type 316L and Type 316LSi wire used in this research were manufactured to the ISO 
14343 standard specification. The wire chemical composition for the Type 316L wire and 
Type 316LSi from manufacturer cast analysis is presented in Table 5.1 with the nominal 
compositions according to BS EN ISO 14343 (2017). 
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Table 5.1 Summary of the OES chemical analysis for the Type 316L welding wire, manufacturer cast analysis 
for Type 316LSi with the ISO 14343 specifications shown for reference. 
 Chemical composition (wt.%)  
 Wire C Si Mn P S Cr Ni Mo N Cu 
 316L wire 
(Manufacturer 
cast analysis) 
0.016 0.408 1.602 0.014 0.007 18.437 12.249 2.553 0.034 0.069 
 316LSi wire 
(Manufacturer 
cast analysis) 
0.008 0.790 1.600 0.016 0.011 18.250 12.070 2.530 0.032 0.083 
 316L 





























The chemical analysis results presented in Table 5.1 allows the Creq and Nieq of the Type 
316L and Type 316LSi wire to be determined. According to WRC-1992 constitution 
equations, the Type 316L wire has Creq of 20.99 and Nieq of 12.82 (Creq/Nieq=1.64). The Type 
316LSi composition leads to a Creq of 20.78 and Nieq of 12.74 (Creq/Nieq=1.63). These values 
are illustrated in the WRC-1992 diagram in Fig. 5.2, which is also overlaid with the maximum 
and minimum Creq and Nieq according to the BS EN ISO 14343 (2017) specification. The 
compositions result in essentially the same FN prediction, with FA solidification mode and 
a ferrite number (FN) between 8-10 expected. The occurrence of weld solidification cracking 
is reported to increase for Creq/Nieq ratios slightly less than 1.5 according to WRC-1992 
calculations (ASM International, 1980) indicating that such defects are not expected to 
occur for either welding wire. 
 
Figure 5.2 WRC-1992 constitution diagram with the acceptable range of 316L according to ISO 14343 and the 
specific wire compositions used in this research highlighted (Kotecki and Siewer, 1992). 
 
i Minimum tolerance limit 





Chemical analysis using the LECO inert gas fusion method was carried out to determine 
the content of O, N and H of the wire used in this research. The results are presented in 
Table 5.2.  
Table 5.2 Summary of the O, N and H chemical composition measurements for the welding wire used in this 
research. Standard deviation values are based upon three samples per wire. 
Wire  
O (wt%) N (wt%) H(wt%) 
Average Std. dev. Average Std. dev. Average Std. dev. 
316L 0.00663 2.0 x 10-4 0.04380 5.9 x 10-4 0.00181 7.6 x 10-4 
316LSi 0.00674 1.8 x 10-4 0.06617 1.9 x 10-4 0.00150 0.6 x 10-4 
Wire diameter measurements were conducted using a Vernier calliper at several locations 
over a length of 1 m confirming the wire was of an average diameter of 0.99 mm with a 
standard deviation of 0.011 mm. This was within the +0.01,-0.04 mm tolerance limits 
provided by BS EN ISO 544 (2017) for welding wire. 
5.3 Initial Studies of the Strengthening Mechanisms 
This section provides background to the oxide inclusions within the experimental WAAM 
samples and estimates of solid solution strengthening due to the interstitial and 
substitutional solid solution strengthening elemental content of the wire.  
5.3.1 Oxide Dispersion Strengthening 
As discussed in §3.4.2, ODS can contribute to the strength of additively manufactured 
stainless steels. Throughout the etched microstructures of the Type 316L and Type 316LSi 
WAAM samples, circular particles were observed within the WAAM deposit. These were 
identified as possible sites of oxide inclusions and pits that remain from oxide inclusion pull-
out during metallurgical preparation polishing. A representative sample is shown in Fig. 5.3 
indicates that these inclusions are a feature of the WAAM deposit only and were not 
identified within the wrought substrate. 
An SEM equipped with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) system was used to 
investigate the relative elemental composition of these particles compared to the 
surrounding δ-ferrite dendrite. The EDS maps from the potential oxide inclusion and δ-ferrite 










Figure 5.3 Representative micrograph of the oxide inclusions within WAAM Type 316L and Type 316LSi 
material compared to the substrate. 
 
Figure 5.4 Regions investigated for Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) for a) potential oxide inclusion b) 










An increase in Si, Cr-Mn-O and Mn-Cr can be observed for the region enclosed by the 
circular particle compared to the δ-ferrite dendrite. This suggests that the particles are 
oxidizing impurities of the format (Crx, Mn, Si) O2 in agreement with other researchers (Wu 
et al., 2019a) and contrasts with previous suggestions that they are pits generated from the 
etching process (Sun et al., 2018b). The size and distribution of the oxide inclusions for 
deposition rates of 0.75 kg/hr and 3.00 kg/hr are presented in §5.5.2 and §5.6.2, 
respectively. predicted ODS by the Orowan dislocation bypassing mechanism and the 
correlation of the predicted ODS with the tested mechanical properties are presented in 
§5.8.2. 
5.3.2 Solid Solution Strengthening 
The solid solution strengthening provided by the Type 316L and Type 316LSi wire was 
calculated using the wire chemical composition and the empirical strengthening equations 
presented in §4.2 are shown in Table 5.3. A small increase in strength seen for the 316LSi 
wire because of the additional Si content. Note, however, that adsorption and vaporisation 
of elements may occur in-process as reported in §5.5.4 and §5.6.5 for the 0.75 kg/hr and 
3.00 kg/hr deposition rate experiments, respectively. 
Table 5.3 Predicted σys solid solution strengthening contribution as a result of wire alloy content. 
Wire Type  
Predicted σys due to solid-solution strengthening (MPa)  
(Pickering et al., 1969) 
316LSi 205.4 
316L 202.5 
The δ-ferrite dendrites identified within the WAAM experimental samples were enriched with 
Cr and depleted in Ni compared to the γ-austenite matrix as shown in Fig. 5.4. The micro-
segregation of elements that accompany the phase transformations results in chemical 
misfit and solid solution strengthening. High levels of α’-martensite were present in the wire 
due to the deformation during the wire drawing process, subsequently, the approximations 
in Table 5.3 do not include the solid solution strengthening due to δ-ferrite. 
  
Figure 5.5 EDS analysis of a) γ-austenite and b) δ-ferrite regions displaying the micro-segregation of 









5.4 Experimental Thermal Profiles  
5.4.1 Thermal Profiles of the 0.75 kg/hr Experiments  
The thermal profiles for the LHI and HHI 0.75 kg/hr experiments are illustrated in Fig. 5.6 
and Fig. 5.7, respectively. The stable start temperature at the interpass monitoring position, 
(Ts) for the LHI’s experiment, is approximately 25°C lower for the LIT than HIT. The 
difference in Ts is greater for the HHI experiments resulting in a difference of 75°C. As the 
TS and the travel distance are equal, the LIT-LHI samples display the highest cooling rate. 
 
Figure 5.6 Interpass temperature measurements for HIT and LIT, LHI 0.75 kg/hr experiments. 
The same trend occurs with the LIT-HHI and HIT-HHI experiments although the effect of 
cooling strategy on Ts is smaller. Table 5.4 summarises the average interpass dwell time 
and the total time per layer. 
  

























































ΔTs = 25°C 
ΔTs = 75°C 
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Table 5.4 Comparison of interpass dwell periods for 0.75 kg/hr interpass temperature conditions. 
 Heat Input HIT  LIT   
Interpass dwell (s) 
LHI 
52.8 174.2 
Total time per layer (s)  94.0 217.4 
Interpass dwell (s) 
HHI 
105.6 233.6 
Total time per layer (s)  168.6 311.8 
5.4.2 Thermal Profiles of the 3.00 kg/hr Experiments 
The thermal profiles for the 3.00 kg/hr HHI and LHI experiments are illustrated in Fig. 5.8 
and Fig. 5.9, respectively. For the CRYO experiments, the interpass temperature was not 
monitored to avoid thermal shock according to manufacturer recommendations. However, 
manual thermocouple checks indicated that the build temperature was less than 30°C 
immediately after deposition layer completion. 
The stable start temperature, Ts, at the interpass monitoring position for the LIT-HHI 
experiment is approximately 65°C lower than for HIT-HHI as illustrated in Fig. 5.9 indicating 
a higher cooling rate was achieved in this experiment. The LIT-LHI experiment also results 
in a lower Ts than for the HIT-LHI though the difference is smaller due to the lower overall 
heat input. Table 5.5 summarises the dwell time and total time per layer for each 3.00 kg/hr 
with interpass control. Note that any variation in interpass temperature for each layer is a 
result of the manual restart process and operator reaction time. 
 

































Figure 5.9 Interpass temperature measurements for HIT and LIT, HHI, 3.00 kg/hr. 
Table 5.5 Comparison of interpass dwell periods for 3.00 kg/hr interpass temperature conditions. 
 Heat input HIT  LIT   
Interpass dwell (s) 
HHI 
60.0 208.0 
Total time per layer (s) 139.2 234.4 
Interpass dwell (s) 
LHI 
55.1 142.0 
Total time per layer (s) 70.2 158.2 
5.5 Material Characterisation of 0.75 kg/hr Deposition Rate Experiments 
5.5.1 Microstructural Characterisation  
To characterise the layer interface, optical micrographs covering multiple layers were made. 
The micrographs showing the macrostructure of the Type 316L, 0.75 kg/hr samples are 
presented in Fig 5.10. Defined grain boundaries are difficult to identify from these 
micrographs; however, the dendritic structures appear coarser for the LIT samples for both 
heat input levels. For the CRYO-LHI samples, it was possible to identify grains with uneven 
grain boundary edges, indicating greater texture in this sample. Grains can be distinguished 
by differences in light reflectivity for surfaces of different grain growth directions, which 
results in lightening and darkening of grains depending on their orientation. These micro-
graphs complements the EBSD grain texture and size results presented in §5.5.1.2, which 

































ΔTs = 65°C 
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Figure 5.10 Macro-scale optical micrographs of the top sections of 0.75 kg/hr experimental walls (316L) 
Higher magnification micrographs of the HHI Type 316L lower and upper sections are 
shown in Fig 5.11 and Fig 5.12 respectively and for the lower and upper sections of the LHI 



































































A summary of the morphology and details of the δ-ferrite observed in the 3.00 kg/hr samples 
is shown in Table 5.6. All samples displayed microstructural periodicity in the build direction. 
Above the re-melt interface, primarily finer, lathy dendritic δ-ferrite morphology existed, 
whereas below the re-melt interface the microstructure featured coarser vermicular 
dendrites. The region was exposed to the maximum amount of re-heat from the super-
positioned layer without re-melting. As vermicular dendritic morphology coarsens before 
decomposition into γ-austenite the greater re-heat can result in greater coarsening in this 
region (Padilha and Rios, 2002). Additionally, minimum solidification rate, R, and thermal 
gradient, G also occurs in this region which forms the coarsest morphology, as discussed 
by Kou and Le (1986) and in §1.1.5. With increasing distance below the re-melt line, 
progressive refinement of the thicker dendritic microstructure occurred, transitioning to the 
fine lathy morphology once the previous layer re-melt interface is encountered. 
Table 5.6 Qualitative evaluation of the morphology present in the 0.75 kg/hr Type 316L samples. 
 HHI 0.75 kg/hr (lower section) HHI 0.75 kg/hr (upper section) 






















Thickness  thick  thin thin δ + very 
thick sec. γ 
thick thick (γ) thin δ + 
thick sec. γ 
Directionality low high low low high low 
δ SDAS low high low high high high 
 LHI 0.75 kg/hr (lower section) LHI 0.75 kg/hr (upper section) 



















Thickness  thin δ thin δ + thick 
sec. γ 
thin δ + very 
thick sec. γ 
thick δ thin δ + thick 
sec. γ 
thin δ 
Directionality Med High Low Med Low Low 
δ SDAS High Low Low High High  High 
Despite, the aforementioned periodicity in the build direction, differences in the morphology 
type, scale, and contrast was observed for each cooling strategy. The dendritic structures 
within the LHI samples are of smaller length scale and thickness than the HHI samples, 
which can be attributed to the higher cooling rates present. Similar trends with the cooling 
strategy were shown for the LHI compared to the HHI samples regarding the cooling 
strategy. For example, the highest contrast and most extensive dendritic δ-ferrite structures 
are found in the LIT samples, the upper sections displaying coarsening compared to the 
lower section. The LIT-HHI sample presented in Fig 5.11 and 5.12 displayed the thickest 
dendritic network with the highest contrast between phases, indicating the strongest solute 
segregation and distinctive etching behaviour. The HIT-HHI sample has dendrites of greater 
length scale, reduced thickness, and stronger alignment to the build direction with greater 
decomposition resulting in regions of inter-dendritic ferrite or secondary austenite. 
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In terms of differences in microstructure with build height, the dendrites of LIT-HHI samples 
are observed to become coarser with increasing build height between Fig 5.11 and Fig 5.12. 
This can be related to the reduced heat transfer with increasing build height as conduction 
through the baseplate becomes less effective. The HIT-HHI sample is effectively pre-heated 
as the interpass temperature maintained throughout the build. As the welding parameters 
are fixed, the deposition becomes more energetic with build height as the build temperature 
ramps up and conduction becomes less efficient. The HIT-LHI samples show greater 
alignment to the build direction in the lower section than upper section micrograph, showing 
a reduction in directional growth with build height with the higher interpass temperature. 
High volumes of inter-dendritic δ-ferrite/secondary γ are also observed particularly in the 
upper sections and the LHI of HIT and CRYO samples, showing areas where the δ-ferrite 
formed at primary solidification is decomposed to secondary austenite (Baeslack III et al., 
1979). 
For Type 316LSi wire, macro-scale optical micro-graphs covering multiple layers are 
presented in Fig 5.15. The LIT-LHI sample shows a strongly textured microstructure with 
high aspect ratio grains aligned with the build direction. The HIT-HHI sample also displays 
large grains with less directional feathered grain boundaries. 















The grain boundaries are difficult to identify in the LIT-HHI and HIT-LHI samples, although 
the general alignment of the grain texture to build direction remains visible. Micrographs of 
the re-melt interface for the Type 316LSi HHI and LHI samples are shown in Fig 5.16 and 
Fig 5.17.  
 
Figure 5.16 Micrographs of the microstructure for the HHI (316LSi) 
 


















As observed with the Type 316L samples, the LIT-HHI Type 316LSi sample contains an 
extensive dendritic network of δ-ferrite and HIT-HHI resulting in finer, more equiaxed 
dendrites. Further examination of the finer microstructures above the re-melt interface of 
the LIT-LHI Type 316LSi sample was undertaken with SEM. This identified fine primary 
dendrites δ-ferrite within the γ-austenite matrix as shown in Fig 5.18. 
 
Figure 5.18 SEM (BEI) micrograph of 85mm build height of LIT-LHI showing the lathy δ-ferrite within cellular 
austenite and a sub-grain boundary. 
5.5.1.1 Process Cooling Rates based on the Scale of Microstructural Features 
This section relates the microstructural features of primary dendrite arm spacing (PDAS) 
and primary cell arm spacing (PCAS) to the cooling rate. The PCAS or PDAS is related to 
the cooling rate, ?̇?, during solidification according to the following equation (Elmer et al., 
1989b):  
(𝑃𝐶𝐴𝑆 𝑜𝑟 𝑃𝐷𝐴𝑆) = 80?̇?−0.33 (5.1) 
Where the PCAS or PDAS depending on the microstructure is calculated as follows: 
𝑃𝐶𝐴𝑆 𝑜𝑟 𝑃𝐷𝐴𝑆 (𝜇𝑚) =
𝑑𝑐
𝑁𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 𝑜𝑟 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑠 
(5.2) 
Inspection of the microstructures showed that the 0.75 kg/hr samples primarily consisted of 
a mixture of lathy, columnar and equiaxed dendrites as outlined in §6.5.1, however, the 
CRYO-LHI sample also showed isolated regions of cellular primary austenitic solidification 
structures above the re-melt interface as shown in Fig 5.19. This location above the re-melt 




Figure 5.19 Grouping of cellular sub-structures identified at the centreline of the CRYO-LHI re-melt interface  
Cellular-dendritic FA structures were also observed at the edges of the HHI experiments 
(see Fig 5.20b, Fig 5.21b, Fig. 5.22b) and the CRYO-LHI sample (see Fig 5.20a).  
 
Figure 5.20 Micro-graph of the cellular and dendritic morphology of at the edge of a) CRYO-LHI b) CRYO-HHI 
Type 316L samples. 
 



























Figure 5.22 Micro-graph of the cellular and dendritic morphology of at the edge of a) HIT-LHI b) HIT-HHI Type 
316L samples. 
The darkened cell cores (δ-ferrite) and lightened cell boundaries (γ-austenite) represents a 
FA solidification mode that transitions to columnar dendritic morphology and finer equiaxed 
dendrites toward the deposition centreline. The LIT-LHI and HIT-LHI samples displayed a 
fine dendritic morphology that was extended to the edge of the thin-wall samples. 
The variation in microstructural feature scale and the cooling rates of the coarsest and finest 
microstructure at the deposit centreline were determined using equation 5.1 as shown in 
Fig. 5.23 and Fig. 5.24, respectively. This captures the periodicity in dendrite size that 
occurs along the build direction observed qualitatively within optical micrographs of §5.5.1.  
 
 









































Figure 5.24 Cooling rates derived from the finest dendritic and cellular regions along the deposit centreline. 
The microstructures of the HHI samples reflected the lower cooling rates experienced 
compared to the LHI experiments. This is related to higher arc energy per kilogram 
deposited and also the greater interaction time with the existing material. The LHI 
experiments displayed higher cooling rates, however, as shown in Fig. 5.23 and Fig. 5.24, 
the HIT-LHI sample resulted in a finer microstructure and higher cooling rates than the LIT-
LHI samples. In addition, the HIT-LHI coarse structures were finer than the LIT-LHI sample. 
This was notable as the thermal profiles outlined in §5.4 indicated that the higher interpass 
temperature would result in a slower cooling rate. The CRYO-LHI samples showed the 
greatest variation of local cooling rates (57- 25,340 K/s) throughout the sample, with areas 
of finer and coarser microstructural features than LIT-LHI.  
5.5.1.2 Evaluation of Texture and δ-ferrite Morphology by EBSD 
EBSD inverted pole figures (IPF’s) presented in Fig. 5.25 show the δ-ferrite within the γ-
austenite matrix at 2000x magnification. These images cover a small area of the overall 
sample size (62.3 x 48.3 µm), however, it can be seen that LHI samples generally have 
coarser δ-ferrite distributions. This is attributed to the reduced solidification time resulting in 
greater amounts of continuous vermicular retained δ-ferrite. Greater decomposition has 
occurred with the HHI samples with greater volume of globular and lathy δ-ferrites 
structures. The CRYO-HHI sample shows regions of fine globular and a continuous 
vermicular region in the lower-left corner indicative of local variation in cooling rates. 
The HIT-LHI the δ-ferrite network is more continuous and of greater length scale compared 
to LIT-LHI, which can be attributed to the slower cooling rate and greater re-heat aiding in 
the dissolution of secondary dendrite arms. The CRYO-LHI sample showed the coarsest 





































Figure 5.25 EBSD phase maps of the δ-ferrite within the γ-austenite matrix (x2000 mag.)  
Lower magnification (x100) IPFs allowed evaluation of the δ-ferrite distribution over a larger 
and more representative sample area (1.24x0.96 mm). Within the HIT-LHI and HIT-HHI 
images, it was possible to identify local areas of high δ-ferrite density which occurred 
periodically in the build direction as shown in Fig. 5.26 and Fig. 5.27, respectively. The δ-
ferrite occurs more frequently and is of higher aspect ratio in the LHI compared to the HHI 











Figure 5.26 IPF map highlighting δ-ferrite content in sample HIT-LHI (x100 mag.)  
 
Figure 5.27 IPF map highlighting δ-ferrite content in sample HIT-HHI (x100 mag.)  
To highlight the grain orientation and alignment, a texture map (presented in the top right-
hand corner of Fig. 5.28, 5.29, 5.30 and 5.31) was used to define the grain directions for 
the IPFs. The IPF maps show that the columnar grains are predominantly aligned parallel 
to the build direction <001>. The IPF map and texture scale of the grains of the LIT-HHI 
shown in Fig 5.29 shows a greater proportion of grains shifted to align to both the <101> 
and <111> directions. The grains were also of lower aspect ratio than that of the HIT sample, 






Figure 5.28 IPF map of HIT-HHI, 0.75 kg/hr. 
 
Figure 5.29 IPF map of LIT-HHI, 0.75 kg/hr. 
The IPFs for the HIT-LHI and LIT-LHI samples are shown in Fig. 5.30 and 5.31 respectively 
with both samples showing similar maximum strength of the texture. The LIT-LHI results in 
a slight increase in the proportion of grains aligned toward the <111> direction, which was 
also found for the LIT-HHI experiment. The grain size within each IPF is relatively large 





Figure 5.30 EBSD micrograph of HIT-LHI, 0.75 kg/hr. 
 
Figure 5.31 EBSD micrograph of LIT-LHI, 0.75 kg/hr. 
The grain size measured by the linear intercept method in the horizontal direction for the 
50x magnification IPFs revealed large grains of approximately 80 µm for the HIT-HHI, LIT-
HHI, HIT-LHI and LIT-LHI samples (see Appendix B). CRYO-LHI and CRYO-HHI samples 
were unable to be mapped at higher magnification, however, the IPF for 2000x 








Figure 5.32 IPFs of a) LIT-HHI b) LIT-LHI c) HIT-HHI d) HIT-LHI e) CRYO-HHI f) CRYO-LHI (x2000 mag.)  
Most of the CRYO-HHI sample is aligned toward the <111> direction, however, a trend for 
the greater microstructure cannot be assumed due to the small IPF area. This differs from 








showed a wide range of grain texture orientations within a small surface area indicating the 
development of an isotropic microstructure of finer grain size. 
It can be seen for both the LIT-LHI (Fig 5.32b), CRYO-HHI (Fig 5.32e) and CRYO-LHI (Fig 
5.32f) that the grains exhibited notable mosaicity (slight fluctuations in the colouration of IPF 
maps within potential individual grain locations). The mosaicity is indicative of strain within 
the grains accommodated by dislocations and crystallographic misorientation 
(Yanushkevich et al., 2017). The colour gradients across the larger regions in the centre 
portion of the maps indicate that the lattice orientation changes by tens of degrees over a 
distance of a few tens of microns (Smith et al., 2018). This can be caused in materials 
subjected to high levels of deformation, where the high levels of dislocation density result 
in distortion of the EBSD reflection pattern. 
5.5.2 Oxide Inclusion Size and Distribution 
The results of the image analysis to determine the mean oxide volume fraction and radius 
for each experiment are presented in Fig. 5.33. The oxide inclusion mean radius for the 
Type 316LSi and Type 316L samples were very similar at 0.243 µm ± 0.020 and 0.240 µm 
± 0.024, respectively. The mean volume fraction for the Type 316L experiments resulted in 
0.008 ± 0.0038 volume fraction, slightly higher than the 0.006 ±  0.001 for the Type 316LSi 
samples, however, this did not result in a significant difference according to a t-test 
(p=0.105, n=12). This data allowed a prediction of the contribution to strength due to ODS 
to be calculated for Type 316L and Type 316LSi in §5.8.2. Further details of oxide size and 
distribution can be found in Appendix A. 
 














































Mean volume fraction 316L Mean volume fraction 316LSi
Mean radius 316L Mean radius 316LSi
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The inert gas fusion method results for the oxygen wt.% are outlined in Table 5.7 and 
showed for the WAAM samples tested that there is an increase in oxygen wt.% by a factor 
of 5 to 6 compared to the wire sample. 
Table 5.7 Summary of the O, N and H chemical composition measurements for the welding wire used in this 
research. Standard deviation values are based upon three samples per wire. 
Sample  
O (wt.%) 
Average Std. dev. 
316L wire 0.00663 2.0 x 10-4 
HIT-HHI 0.037 - 
CRYO-HHI 0.034 - 
5.5.3 FeritscopeTM measurements 
The average ferrite content signal (Fe%) for the 0.75 kg/hr samples are shown in Fig 5.34. 
The data labels represent a 2σ standard deviation. The volume of ferrite Fe (%) is higher 
for the fractured tensile specimens compared to the metallurgical evaluation specimens, 
with a smaller difference observed for the CRYO experiments. 
 
Figure 5.34 Feritscope measurements for the metallurgical evaluation samples and tensile specimens. 
Data labels show the 2σ standard deviation of the groups. 
5.5.4 Relative Density 
The average relative density values reported were calculated from an average of the relative 


































Metallurgical evaluation samples (Type 316L) Tensile specimens (fractured, Type 316L)
Metallurgical evaluation samples (Type 316LSi) Tensile specimens (fractured, Type 316LSi)
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measurements with an average measurement standard deviation of 0.023% relative 
density. 
The 0.75 kg/hr deposition rate experiments resulted in high levels of sample density for all 
Type 316L test conditions, as shown by the average density of the six samples extracted 
from each wall presented in Table 5.8. Performing ANOVA to investigate the factors of heat 
input, cooling strategy and sample orientation showed that the heat input had a significant 
effect on relative density (p=0.001). The difference between deposition rate group means 
was < 0.05 % as illustrated in Fig 5.35.  





Average relative density 
of the experimental wall  
The standard deviation of the average 
relative density of the experimental wall 
(n=6) 
LIT LHI 99.40% 0.06% 
HIT LHI 99.38% 0.07% 
CRYO LHI 99.41% 0.10% 
LIT HHI 99.41% 0.04% 
HIT HHI 99.42% 0.06% 
CRYO HHI 99.51% 0.05% 
 
Figure 5.35 Interval plot of the effect of heat input on mean relative density. 
5.5.5 Chemical Analysis 
OES was used to quantify the percentage weight change in the alloying elements, with the 
results of this analysis shown relative to the wire analysis in Table 5.9. There was a small 
increase in nitrogen content in the WAAM samples compared to the wire, with more 
adsorption of nitrogen apparent for the LHI experiments. The carbon content of the WAAM 
samples was found to increase relative to the wire sample, however, remains below the 




Table 5.9 Summary of OES chemical analysis for the deposition samples with the wire and wire manufacturing 
standard ISO 14343 shown for reference.  
 Chemical composition (wt.%)iii 
  C Si Mn P S Cr Ni Mo N 
 Type 316L wire 0.016 0.408 1.602 0.014 0.007 18.437 12.249 2.553 0.034 
 HIT-HHI 0.026 0.39 1.51 0.016 0.008 18.3 12.1 2.64 0.049 
 % Change 69% -4% -6% 14% 14% -1% -1% 3% 44% 
 CRYO-HHI 0.027 0.41 1.55 0.015 0.007 18.3 12.1 2.63 0.044 
 % Change 69% 0% -3% 7% 0% -1% -1% 3% 29% 
 HIT-LHI 0.029 0.58 1.76 0.020 0.014 18.1 11.2 2.67 0.066 
 % Change 81% 42% 10% 43% 100% -2% -9% 5% 94% 
 CRYO-LHI 0.021 0.39 1.58 0.014 0.007 18.5 12.1 2.68 0.090 
 % Change 31% -4% -1% 0% 0% 0% -1% 5% 165% 
5.5.6 Substrate Distortion 
The plane of maximum substrate distortion in XZ and YZ captured using the Hexagon 
Romer 3D scanner, is presented in Fig 5.36 for the Type 316L samples and Fig 5.37 for the 




Figure 5.36 Maximum distortion planes for a) LHI XZ b) HHI XZ c) LHI YZ 
d) HHI YZ for the Type 316L, 0.75 kg/hr deposition rate experiments. 
 
iii Tolerances as follows C,S,P < 0.050% (± 0.005%), other elements < 0.050% (±0.015%) 






It can be seen in Fig 5.36 and Fig 5.37 that the HIT experiment conditions generally result 
in a reduction of distortion compared to the LIT and CRYO experiments. CRYO shows a 
similar level of distortion to the LIT experiments, however, the LHI experiments show a 
slightly higher level of distortion. Overall, the HHI experiments resulted in higher levels of 
distortion, which is particularly evident considering the distortion in the YZ plane in Fig 5.37c 
relative to Fig 5.37d. Higher overall levels of distortion are found for the Type 316LSi 
experiments which can be attributed to possible variation in deposition start location and/or 
contact tip distance. These results indicate that the LHI and HIT experimental conditions 
result in lower levels of residual stress, whilst CRYO could be expected to induce similar or 
slightly higher levels of residual stress. This correlates well with the results of GND’s present 
(§5.8.1), which provide another indication of residual stress. 
  
 
Figure 5.37 Maximum distortion planes for a) LHI XZ b) HHI XZ c) LHI  YZ 
d) HHI YZ for the Type 316LSi, 0.75 kg/hr deposition rate experiments. 
5.6 Material Characterisation of the 3.00 kg/hr Deposition Rate experiments 
This section includes the material characterisation of the 3.00 kg/hr Type 316L experiments 
with an investigation of microstructure at the layer interface, process cooling rate, oxide size 
and distribution, and δ-ferrite content. The results of the physical properties covering the 





5.6.1 Microstructural Characterisation  
The macrostructure of the 3.00 kg/hr Type 316L samples is presented in Fig. 5.38. The LHI 
samples show high aspect-ratio grains that cover multiple re-melt lines that are aligned 
toward the build direction are observed. The width of the grains appears to decrease for the 
LHI samples progressively from HIT→ LIT→ CRYO. The HIT-HHI and CRYO-HHI samples 
display a coarser dendritic microstructure. The grain structure is less distinct in the HHI 
samples, although those that can be seen appear smaller and of lower directionality than 
the LHI samples. 

















Figure 5.38 Macro-scale optical micrographs of the top sections of the 3.00 kg/hr samples. 
Higher magnification micrographs of the re-melt lines of the lower and upper sections of the 
LHI and HHI experimental samples are shown in Fig. 5.39 and Fig. 5.40, and Fig. 5.41 and 
Fig. 5.42, respectively. Using the Marble’s reagent etchant, the δ-ferrite are darkened, and 

























































The lower section LHI microstructures presented in Fig 5.39 show that large amounts of 
fine dark-etching retained dendritic δ-ferrite, with similar vermicular FA dendritic 
microstructures occurring independently of the cooling condition. Considering the 
microstructures of the LHI upper section in Fig 5.40, it can be seen for CRYO-LHI and LIT-
LHI that there is a transition from thick vermicular dendrites in the lower sections, to 
directional skeletal and lathy δ-ferrite dendrites in the upper section. However, the HIT-LHI 
sample showed finer, more equiaxed dendrites in the upper section. The lower section HHI 
microstructures presented in Fig 5.41 also shows a thick vermicular δ-ferrite network as in 
the LHI experiments in Fig 5.39, which also decreases in thickness in the upper section. In 
contrast to LHI, the dendrites remained strongly directional for both interpass temperatures 
micro-graph locations. The CRYO-HHI samples show more varied solidification structures 
including cellular γ-austenite at the lower and upper sections, with greater volumes of inter-
dendritic δ-ferrite/ secondary-γ. A summary of the morphology and details of the δ-ferrite 
observed in the 3.00 kg/hr samples is shown in Table 5.10. 
Table 5.10 Qualitative description of the morphology at the layer interface for 3.00 kg/hr Type 316L. 
 HHI 3.00kg/hr (lower section) HHI 3.00kg/hr (upper section) 
















δ thickness Thick Thick Thin Thin Thin Thin 
δ directionality Med High High High High Low 
δ scale Med Med High Med Med Low 
 LHI 3.00kg/hr (lower section) LHI 3.00kg/hr (upper section) 














δ thickness Thick Thick Thick Thin Thin Mixed 
δ directionality Med Med Med High Low Med 
δ scale Low Low Low Med Low High 
5.6.1.1 Process Cooling Rates based on the Scale of Microstructural Features 
Examination of the exterior edges of the top sections of the thin wall samples showed that 
the morphology transitioned from a coarser cellular/dendritic at the sample edge to a finer 
dendritic microstructure toward the centreline. The morphology of the solidification 
structures for the 3.00 kg/hr experiments at the edge is shown in Fig. 5.43. Cellular-dendritic 
structures can be observed at the surface edge of the WAAM deposits, which for CRYO-









Figure 5.43 Solidification structures for a) CRYO-HHI b) CRYO-LHI c) HIT-HHI and d) HIT-LHI. Cellular and 
dendritic AF solidification structures for e) LIT-HHI and f) LIT-LHI samples. 
γ cells with inter-dendritic δ 
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Primary δ 
Secondary γ 






Higher magnification micrographs of the cellular structures of the CRYO-HHI and CRYO-
LHI are shown in Fig. 5.44. These structures indicate a primary austenitic solidification 
mode. 
        
Figure 5.44 Cellular sub-grains present in a) CRYO-HHI b) CRYO-LHI samples. 
The variation in microstructural feature scale and the cooling rates of the coarsest and finest 
microstructure at the deposit centreline were determined using equation 6-3 as shown in 
Fig. 5.45 and Fig. 5.46, respectively. This captures the quantitatively the minimum and 
maximum dendrite size that occurs along the build direction, that was observed qualitatively 
by the periodicity evident within §5.6.1. The microstructures of the HHI samples reflected 
the lower cooling rates experienced compared to the LHI experiments.  
 

































Figure 5.46 Cooling rates calculated for the finest dendritic regions along the deposit centreline.  
5.6.2 Oxide inclusion size and distribution 
The oxide radius average and volume fraction for all 3.00 kg/hr samples were 0.230 ±0.014 
µm and 0.011±0.0023 µm, respectively. The mean oxide inclusion volume fraction and 
radius for the 3.00 kg/hr samples for each experiment are presented in Fig. 5.47. The error 
bars show the 2σ standard deviation of the mean oxide radius and volume fraction. Further 
details of oxide size and distribution can be found in Appendix A. 
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For the HHI experiments, there is a progressive increase in the volume fraction for HIT, LIT 
and CRYO, which subsequently results in a progressive increase in ODS as outlined in 
§5.8.2. In contrast, the mean radius for both heat input levels and the mean oxide spacing 
and radius for the LHI experiments is unaffected by cooling strategy.  
5.6.3 FeritscopeTM measurements  
The average ferrite content of the metallurgical samples and fractured tensile specimens 
are shown in Fig 5.48 based on Feritscope testing with the standard deviation of the results 
for each group mean presented. The results are based on the average of three readings 
along the gauge length of the tensile specimens and a minimum of five readings evenly 
spaced along the metallurgical sample length. The Feritscope signal was measured in the 
units of ferrite percentage Fe (%). 
 
Figure 5.48 Comparison of ferrite content measured in Fe(%) for the 3.00 kg/hr sample. 
(Data labels show the standard deviation). 
The 2σ standard deviation is relatively high for the LIT-LHI, CRYO-LHI and CRYO-HHI 
tensile specimens. Review of individual Fe (%) values shows for these samples only, the 
bottom horizontal samples have significantly lower Fe (%) than specimens extracted from 
other locations as illustrated in Fig 5.49. This contrasts with the general trend within the 





























Figure 5.49 Individual value plots of the repeat Feritscope measurements on the tensile specimens with the 
comparatively low regions in H1 samples highlighted.  
5.6.4 Relative Density  
The 3.00 kg/hr deposition rate experiments resulted in high levels of relative density for all 
test conditions, as presented in Table 5.11. ANOVA showed that the cooling strategy had 
no statistically significant effect on relative density (p=0.158). However, the heat input 
(p=0.002) and orientation (p=0.002) were shown to significantly affect the relative density 
as shown in Fig 5.50. The average relative density values reported were calculated from an 
average of the relative density for the six tensile samples before finish machining based on 
three repeat measurements with an average standard deviation of 0.019% relative density. 




Average relative density 
of the experimental wall  
The standard deviation of the 
average relative density 
of the experimental wall (n=6) 
LIT LHI 99.43% 0.04% 
HIT LHI 99.54% 0.06% 
CRYO LHI 99.53% 0.08% 
LIT HHI 99.44% 0.12% 
HIT HHI 99.41% 0.06% 
CRYO HHI 99.43% 0.06% 
 
In addition, a significant interaction effect was found for heat input and cooling strategy 
(p=0.023) as shown in Fig 5.51. HIT-LHI and CRYO-LHI showed a small improvement in 
relative density compared to the LIT condition, whereas for the HHI experiments no 
significant change was observed. This is confirmed by the results of Tukey’s Pairwise 




Figure 5.50 Interval plot of significant main effects on relative sample density for 3.00 kg/hr shown for a) heat 
input and b) specimen build orientation, horizontal and vertical. 
 
Figure 5.51 Interaction effect plot showing the effect of heat input and cooling strategy on relative density. 
Table  5.12 Results of Tukey’s Pairwise comparison testing for the effect of heat input and cooling strategy on 
relative density. Means that do not share a letter are significantly different. 
Heat input*Cooling strategy N Mean relative density Grouping 
LHI HIT 6 0.9954 A       
LHI Cryo 6 0.9952 A B    
HHI LIT 6 0.9944 A B C 
HHI Cryo 6 0.9943    B C 
LHI LIT 6 0.9942    B C 
HHI HIT 6 0.9941       C 
5.6.5 Chemical Analysis 
The result of the chemical analysis for the high deposition rate samples is presented in 
Table 5.13. The nitrogen content increases from that reported for the Type 316L wire, with 
greater adsorption occurring for the HHI compared to the LHI experiments, with no 




Table 5.13 Summary of OES chemical analysis for the deposition samples with the wire shown for reference. 
 Chemical composition (wt.%)iv 
  C Si Mn P S Cr Ni Mo N 
 Type 316L wire 0.016 0.408 1.602 0.014 0.007 18.437 12.249 2.553 0.034 
 HIT-HHI 0.023 0.37 1.48 0.013 0.007 18.4 12.1 2.68 0.100 
 Change % 44% -9% -8% -7% 0% 0% -1% 5% 194% 
 CRYO-HHI 0.024 0.41 1.56 0.014 0.007 18.3 12.0 2.63 0.065 
 Change % 50% 0% -3% 0% 0% -1% -2% 3% 91% 
 HIT-LHI 0.022 0.40 1.57 0.013 0.007 18.4 12.1 2.67 0.048 
 Change % 38% -2% -2% -7% 0% 0% -1% 5% 41% 
 CRYO-LHI 0.021 0.40 1.60 0.014 0.008 18.6 12.1 2.67 0.045 
 Change % 31% -2% 0% 0% 14% 1% -1% 5% 32% 
5.6.6 Substrate Distortion 
The plane of maximum substrate distortion in XZ and YZ captured using the Hexagon 
Romer 3D scanner is presented in Fig 5.52.  
 
 
Figure 5.52 Maximum distortion planes for a) LHI XZ b) HHI XZ c) LHI YZ d) HHI YZ for the Type 316L, 
3.00 kg/hr deposition rate experiments. 
 
iv Tolerances as follows C,S,P < 0.050% (± 0.005%), other elements < 0.050% (±0.015%) 
Other elements > 0.050% ± 0.040 x √ Conc. 
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In the XZ plane, the distortion is similar for all experiments and appears unaffected by the 
cooling strategy and heat input. Asymmetric distortion profiles occurred about the deposition 
centre-line for the YZ plane. indicates slight variation in YZ substrate positioning errors 
relative to the welding torch deposition start position and the substrate plate. Despite this 
uncertainty, the LHI experiments showed overall lower levels of distortion, and the cryogenic 
cooling did not appear to severely impact the resultant distortion in this plane. 
5.7 Mechanical Analysis  
The UTS, σys, uniform elongation and E for the deposition rates of 0.75 kg/hr and 3.00 kg/hr 
are shown in Fig. 5.53 – Fig 5.56 respectively, with error bars showing the standard 
deviation within each experimental group. The minimum requirements according to ASTM 
A240/A240M (2004) and BS EN 10088-1 (2014) are shown for reference. Detailed results 
for individual tensile bars are presented in Appendix C. 
The mean of the UTS (see Fig. 5.53) and σys (see Fig. 5.54) readily exceed the minimum  
for all experimental groups. In addition, the average E shown in Fig 5.55 fails to achieve 
specification for all experimental groups and displays a large amount of scatter. However, 
it can be seen in Fig. 5.56 that the average elongation only exceeds specification for four of 
the experimental groups. 
 
Figure 5.53 Ultimate tensile strength of the high and low heat input and deposition rate levels for low interpass 
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Figure 5.54 Yield strength of the high and low heat input and deposition rate levels for low interpass 
temperature, high interpass temperature and cryogenic cooling strategies. 
 
Figure 5.55 Young's modulus of the high and low heat input and deposition rate levels for low interpass 
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Figure 5.56 Uniform elongation of the high and low heat input and deposition rate levels for low interpass 
temperature, high interpass temperature and cryogenic cooling strategies. 
The anisotropy factor (the difference of the mean horizontal samples and mean of vertical 
samples as a percentage relative to the vertical mean) is shown in Fig 5.57 and Fig 5.58, 
respectively. 
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Figure 5.58 The anisotropy factor for a) E b) uniform elongation 
To identify the significant effects of the experimental factors investigated the Minitab v.18 
software package was used. A general linear statistical model was fitted to the data with the 
tensile properties under investigation UTS, σys, E and uniform elongation specified as 
responses and the specimen orientation, heat input, deposition rate and cooling strategy as 
factors in ANOVA.  
To ensure the assumptions of ANOVA regarding normality discussed in Chapter 4 were not 
violated, normality was tested and, where required, a Box-Cox transformation applied. 
Levene’s test and Grubb’s test was used to test for equal variances and significant outliers, 
respectively. The UTS, σys, E and elongation investigated here, were shown to be suitable 
for analysis by ANOVA with the tests for normality, equal variance and residual plots 
presented in Appendix D, alongside the detailed ANOVA results. 
5.7.1 Effects of varying wire composition on tensile properties at 0.75 kg/hr 
This section reports on the statistical analyses that test the effects of wire composition on 
the mechanical properties. The effects of heat input and interpass temperature are 
investigated for the 0.75 kg/hr Type 316L and Type 316LSi samples. 
i. Ultimate tensile stress 
Performing the ANOVA to test the effects of heat input, interpass temperature and silicon 
composition for UTS showed that only the wire composition significantly affected the UTS 
(p=0.0003). The Type 316LSi wire with additional silicon (wt.%) resulted in an increase in 
mean UTS as shown in the interval plot Fig 5.59 where standard deviations are used to 




Figure 5.59 Interval plot displaying the effect of the wire composition on the UTS.                                       
(Standard deviations are used to calculate the intervals). 
ii. Yield stress 
Significant effects on the σys were found for the wire composition (p=0.001) and interpass 
temperature (p=0.003). It can be seen in Fig 5.60, that as found for the UTS, the additional 
silicon content of the Type 316LSi wire results in higher values of σys with an average of 
307.2 MPa compared to 286.7 MPa.  
 
Figure 5.60 Interval plot displaying the effect of wire composition 
(Standard deviations are used to calculate the intervals). 
iii. Young’s Modulus 
The heat input (p=0.003) and wire composition (p<0.0001) was found to have statistically 
significant effects on the E. It can be seen in the interval plot presented in Fig 5.61, that the 
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wire composition with additional silicon results in an average E of 148.5 GPa compared to 
94.2 GPa for Type 316L.  
 
Figure 5.61 Interval plots displaying the effect of wire composition 
(Standard deviations are used to calculate the intervals). 
It can be seen in Fig. 5.62 that no correlation is observed for the oxide radius relative to 
Young’s modulus values, however, the oxide volume fraction reported for each experiment 
is slightly lower for the Type 316LSi and the lower Young Modulus values correspond to 
higher volume fractions for the Type 316L sample.  
 
Figure 5.62 Relation of oxide radius and volume fraction to Young’s Modulus 
(0.75 kg/hr and 3.00 kg/hr Type 316L). 
iv. Uniform Elongation 
The ANOVA results showed non-significant effects for wire composition (p=0.515) 











































5.7.2 Effects of heat input (HHI, LHI), cooling strategy (HIT, LIT, CRYO), sample 
orientation and varying deposition rate on tensile properties of Type 316L 
This section reports on the effect of heat input, cooling strategy and deposition rate on the 
mechanical properties of Type 316L. This considers the effects of LIT and HIT (60°C and 
150°C) and CRYO through testing of the cooling strategy factor, and 0.75 kg/hr and 3.00 
kg/hr deposition rates. The effect of sample orientation, horizontal (aligned to the travel 
direction) or vertical (aligned to the build direction) is also considered. 
i. Ultimate Tensile Stress 
Performing the ANOVA to test the effects of heat input, deposition rate and cooling strategy 
for UTS showed statically significant effects for the cooling strategy (p=0.004). The interval 
plot in Fig. 5.63 show the main effects of the cooling strategy. Tukey’s pairwise comparisons 
with a 95% confidence level shown in Table 5.14 confirm that the significant difference 
exists for CRYO compared to LIT and HIT. 
 
Figure 5.63 Interval plots displaying a) the effect of cooling strategy on the UTS. 
(Standard deviations are used to calculate the intervals). 
Table 5.14 Results of Tukey’s Pairwise comparison testing for the effect of cooling strategy on UTS. 
Means that do not share a letter are significantly different. 
Cooling strategy N UTS (MPa) Grouping 
CRYO 24 560.3 A    
HIT 23 543.5    B 





ii. Yield Stress 
Significant effects on the σys were found for the heat input (p=0.021), cooling strategy 
(p=0.0004) and deposition rate (p<0.0001). The interval plots presented in Fig 5.64a and 
Fig 5.64b show that that 3.00 kg/hr and LHI results in higher σys compared to the 0.75 kg/hr 
and HHI experiments, respectively. 
 
Figure 5.64 Interval plot displaying a) the effective deposition rate and b) the heat input on yield stress.   
(Standard deviations are used to calculate the intervals). 
It can be seen in Fig 5.65 that the CRYO and LIT cooling strategies result in higher mean 
σys compared to HIT. Tukey’s pairwise comparisons with a 95% confidence level shown in 
Table 5.15 confirm that the significant difference exists between these levels. 
 
Figure 5.65 Interval plot of the effect of cooling strategy on the yield stress.                                                






Table 5.15 Results of Tukey’s Pairwise comparison testing for the effect of cooling strategy on yield stress. 
Means that do not share a letter are significantly different. 
Cooling Strategy N 
Mean Yield Stress 
(MPa) Grouping 
CRYO 23 322.6 A  
LIT 23 312.1 A  
HIT 23 292.2  B 
A low to moderate positive correlation between σys and relative density was found (p=0.001) 
with a Pearson’s coefficient of 0.376 as shown in Fig 5.66. Despite the relatively small 
maximum variation of the relative density of ~0.3%, this corresponds to a 12 MPa per 0.001 
increase in relative density. A similar weaker trend is present for UTS (p=0.013, Pearson 
coefficient= 0.297). This is expected as the strength of a porous material is proportional to 
the amount of material available to bear load (Ronneberg et al., 2020). The highlighted data 
points in Fig. 5.66 refer to samples in which major pores were found on the fractured surface 
(§6.7.3).
 
Figure 5.66 Correlation of relative density to yield strength for the Type 316L samples. 
iii. Young’s Modulus 
To perform the ANOVA for E, a Box-Cox transformation (λ=0.5) was performed to obtain 
normal data. The cooling strategy was found to have a statistically significant effect on the 
E (p=0.013). The CRYO cooling strategy resulted in a higher mean E of 120 GPa when 
compared to HIT a 95 GPa or LIT at 96 GPa as shown in Fig 5.67. Statistical difference was 







Figure 5.67 Interval plot of the effect of cooling strategy on the Young’s Modulus.                                               
(Standard deviations are used to calculate the intervals). 
Table 5.16 Results of Tukey’s Pairwise comparison testing for the effect of cooling strategy on yield stress. 
Means that do not share a letter are significantly different. 
Cooling Strategy N Mean Grouping 
CRYO 24 119.9 A  
LIT 23 95.8  B 
HIT 23 95.4  B 
A significant effect was also found for sample orientation (p=0.43), alongside a significant 
interaction effect between heat input and cooling strategy (p=0.007) as shown in Fig 5.68. 
The CRYO cooling strategy results in a substantial increase in E for the LHI experiments 
compared to HHI. 
 
Figure 5.68 Interaction effects plot for heat input and cooling strategy for Young’s modulus.  
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The interaction effects of heat input, cooling strategy and deposition rate were also found 
to be significant (p=0.018). It can be seen in Fig.5.69 0.75 kg/hr - LHI that there is a 
significantly larger increase in E for the CRYO cooling strategy compared to 0.75 kg/hr - 
HHI. However, for 3.00 kg/hr, the CRYO cooling condition has a relatively small positive 
effect on E for both HHI and LHI. Statistical difference was confirmed with Tukey’s pairwise 
comparison method with a 95% confidence level shown in Table 5.17. 
 
Figure 5.69 Interaction effects of deposition rate, cooling strategy and heat input. 
Table 5.17 Results of Tukey’s Pairwise comparison testing for the interaction effect of heat input, cooling rate 
and deposition rate on Young’s Modulus. Means that do not share a letter are significantly different. 
Heat input*Cooling Strategy*Deposition Rate N Mean Grouping 
LHI CRYO 0.75 6 159.078 A       
LHI CRYO 3.00 6 132.148 A B    
HHI HIT 0.75 5 114.094 A B C 
LHI HIT 3.00 6 113.903 A B C 
HHI CRYO 0.75 6 107.654 A B C 
HHI LIT 3.00 6 106.251 A B C 
LHI LIT 0.75 5 105.446 A B C 
HHI LIT 0.75 6 89.125    B C 
HHI HIT 3.00 6 88.407    B C 
HHI CRYO 3.00 6 87.989    B C 
LHI LIT 3.00 6 82.262    B C 
LHI HIT 0.75 6 69.267       C 
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It can be seen in Fig. 5.70 that no correlation is observed for the oxide radius or oxide 
volume fraction relative to Young’s modulus values reported for each experiment.  
 
Figure 5.70 Relation of oxide radius and volume fraction to Young’s Modulus 
(0.75 kg/hr and 3.00 kg/hr Type 316L). 
Additionally, no correlation of Young’s Modulus relative part density was found as shown in 
Fig 5.71. 
 
Figure 5.71 Relation of oxide radius and volume fraction to Young’s Modulus. 
iv. Uniform Elongation 
The ANOVA results for uniform elongation identified that deposition rate had a significant 
effect (p=0.0003). The 0.75 kg/hr deposition rate resulted in a higher mean uniform 











































































Figure 5.72 Interval plot of the effect of deposition rate on the uniform elongation.                                                
(Standard deviations are used to calculate the intervals).  
Sample orientation is found to have a major effect (p=0.043) and the interaction effect 
between heat input and orientation (p=0.017) as shown in Fig 5.73. 
 
Figure 5.73 Main effects of orientation and interaction effects of heat input and orientation on elongation. 
Statistical difference was confirmed with Tukey’s pairwise comparison method with a 95% 
confidence level shown in Table 5.18. 
Table 5.18 Tukey pairwise comparisons for the interaction effect between orientation and heat input.            
Means that do not share a letter are significantly different. 
Orientation*Heat Input N Mean Grouping 
H-LHI 17 0.414 A  
V-LHI 18 0.367 A B 
H-HHI 17 0.399 A B 
V-HHI 18 0.402  B 
 
To further study the impact of orientation, an individual value plot of the elongation 
categorised by deposition rate, heat input, cooling strategy and orientation was generated 




Figure 5.74 Individual value plot of Elongation categorised by deposition rate, heat input, cooling strategy and 
orientation. 
The average uniform elongation can be related to the cooling rates and Fe(%) as shown in 
Fig. 5.75, with higher cooling rates correlating to lower ductility. 
 
Figure 5.75 Relation between uniform elongation and minimum local cooling rates estimated from the coarse 
PCAS/PDAS. 
The uniform elongation also showed correlation to the Fe(%) content of the metallurgical 
samples and a lesser extent the fractured tensile specimen Fe(%) shown in Fig. 5.76a and 
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Figure 5.76 Relation between metallurgical sample Fe(%) for a) metallurgical samples b) fractured tensile 
specimens and uniform elongation. 
Also, no significant correlation between relative density and uniform elongation was found 
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Figure 5.77 Correlation of relative density to uniform elongation for the Type 316L samples 
5.7.3 Fractography and effects of dimple distribution 
The fracture surfaces of the 316LSi tensile coupons were inspected by SEM and are shown 
in Fig. 5.78 and Fig. 5.79 for the HHI and LHI samples, respectively. These images were 
representative of for the 0.75 kg/hr and 3.00 kg/hr Type 316L samples shown in Appendix 
E showing mixtures of ductile fracture dimples, and cleavage fracture zones. The dimples 
across the fracture surface, which is consistent with the observed elongation properties 
described in §5.7. 
Mapping of the ductile dimple features was conducted using customised Matlab codes to 
identify any systematic differences in dimple size or frequency. The dimples measured were 
of 1.45 μm and 1.62 μm mean diameter for Type 316L samples and Type 316LSi samples, 
respectively. The dimples were visible throughout the surface with no observed orientation 















































Figure 5.79 Fractography SEM imaging of the tensile specimens produced with LHI process parameters 
(Type 316LSi) 
A relationship between the average of the top 5 dimple diameters and yield strength was 
found, with samples presenting larger dimples upon fracture shown to have lower σys  as 
shown in Fig 5.80. Larger dimple sizes represent larger stress concentration points, which 
can accelerate the failure of the specimen. The mean of the top 5 dimple diameters resulted 
in greater correlation compared to average dimple diameter indicating that the yield 







































behaviour is more strongly governed by the largest dimples present. It can be seen in Fig 
5.80 that the Type 316LSi wire provided higher σys with average top 5 dimple diameters. 
However, the E, uniform elongation and UTS correlated poorly to the dimple parameters 
investigated. 
 
Figure 5.80 Correlation of the average top 5 dimple diameter and the yield stress. 
The fracture dimples related to the oxide distribution, with larger dimples correlating to lower 
oxide number frequency and increased maximum oxide radii as shown in Fig 5.81a and Fig 
5.81b. It can be seen that the silicon composition results in reduced oxide frequency and 
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Figure 5.81 Correlation of average top 5 dimple diameter to a) oxide number frequency and 
b) maximum oxide radius. 
Fractography also revealed substantial pores at the fracture surfaces of the Type 316L 
samples, HIT-HHI H1 (3.00 kg/hr) and LIT-LHI V2 (3.00 kg/hr) respectively. The scale of 
the pores, compared to the micro-voids previously shown, are representative of trapped 
gases during the solidification. The large pores were in the region of 0.5 mm diameter shown 
in Fig 5.82a and Fig. 5.82b. 
 
Figure 5.82 Surface pores identified from the fractography for samples a) HIT-HHI H1 (3.00 kg/hr) Type 316L 
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e = 43.2 % 
σys =285.4 
UTS=518.7 
e = 35.20 % 
σys = 313.9 
UTS=608.0 
e = 41.52 % 






The σys, UTS and elongation appear to not be drastically affected by the large pores, 
suggesting a low sensitivity to porosity defects or damage tolerance, which is shown by the 
overall lack of trend relating uniform elongation to relative density in §5.7.2.  
5.7.4 Micro-hardness  
The results of the micro-hardness testing for the 0.75 kg/hr Type 316LSi and Type 316L 
experiments, and 3.00 kg/hr Type 316L  experiments are presented in Fig. 5.83 and Fig 
5.84, respectively. The results show an average of 25 microhardness indentation 
measurements spaced 1 mm apart within the top section of the thin wall with the error bars 
showing the 2σ standard deviation.  
 
Figure 5.83 Vickers micro-hardness and individual standard deviation for the 0.75 kg/hr experiments. 
 
Figure 5.84 Micro-hardness and individual standard deviation for the 3.00 kg/hr experiments. 
The micro-hardness shows a major increase with the application of CRYO cooling for the 
0.75 kg/hr samples. The CRYO-HHI sample shows greater hardness than the CRYO-LHI. 
This differs from the application of interpass cooling strategies, where the HHI reduced the 
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HHI sample, which is known to provide additional hardness (Pohl et al., 2020). Additionally, 
an unusual increase in microhardness for the HIT-LHI 0.75 kg/hr is observed considering 
the general trend of HIT appears to be a reduction in microhardness. This sample 
corresponded to a major increase in cooling rates (see §5.5.1.1) and is discussed later in 
§6.6.1.3. The 3.00 kg/hr showed more homogenous micro-hardness results, with a slight 
increase in micro-hardness observed for the LIT and CRYO cooling strategies. 
5.8 Evaluation of Strengthening Mechanisms  
5.8.1 Dislocation Strengthening 
Based on EBSD analysis in §5.5.1.2, it was possible to derive an approximation for the 
density of GNDs, an indication of strain hardening induced by the thermal stresses during 
the WAAM experiments. The square root of the stored GND’s varied linearly with the 
experimental σys as shown in Fig. 5.85, in agreement with the reported literature for 
conventional metal processing methods and L-DED (Smith et al., 2018, Roa et al., 2019). 
These dislocation density values are in the range of values estimated for L-DED Type 316L 
structures (Smith et al., 2019). 
  
Figure 5.85 Relationship between σys and the GND’s for each experimental condition (0.75 kg/hr). 
The Bailey-Hirsch relation shows that the yield strength varies in proportion to the square 
root of the dislocation density as follows (Bailey and Hirsch, 1960): 
𝜎𝑑𝑖𝑠 = 𝑀𝛼𝑏𝐺√𝜌𝐺𝑁𝐷  (6.3)   
Where M is the Taylors factor (2.449) relating the minimum value of the resolved shear 
stress needed to initiate slip to the σys based on <001> texture (Clausen, 1997), α is a 
constant (0.3) (Kubin and Mortensoen, 2003), b is the Burgers vector (0.254 nm) (El-












































Based on this relation, an estimate of the contribution to yield strength by dislocation 
strengthening was determined for each experiment as shown in Fig. 5.86. The difference 
between experimental yield strength for the experiments correlates closely with the 
difference in predicted σys contribution.  
 
Figure 5.86 The predicted contribution to yield strength from dislocation strengthening with the experimental 
yield strength. 
5.8.2 Oxide Dispersion Strengthening  
The mean ODS relative to the experimental mean σys is shown in Fig. 5.87 Type 316L and 
Type 316LSi wire, respectively. The HIT-HHI build parameter resulted in the lowest average 
ODS for all experiments, with a slight progressive increase in ODS when LIT and CRYO is 


















































































Predicted yield stress component





Figure 5.87 Mean experimental yield stress and predicted contribution to strength by oxide dispersion 
strengthening for a) Type 316LSi (0.75 kg/hr), Type 316L (0.75 kg/hr) and c) Type 316L (3.00 kg/hr). Error 
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5.8.2.1 Effects of heat input and interpass temperature control on ODS with varying wire 
composition for 0.75 kg/hr 
ANOVA was performed to evaluate the effect of wire composition on ODS with interpass 
temperature control and the heat input. For the Type 316L and Type 316LSi groups, the 
interpass temperature was demonstrated to have a significant effect on ODS (p=0.029) with 
the LIT samples showing a higher average ODS as shown in Fig 6.88a.  A small difference 
in ODS between the Type 316L and Type 316LSi alloy materials were identified as shown 
in Fig 6.89b, however, this was not significant (p=0.127).  
    
Figure 5.88 Interval plot and mean values for a) cooling strategy b) wire composition 
The interaction effect between interpass temperature and heat input was found to be 
significant (p=0.030). Reducing the build temperatures from HIT to LIT for the HHI test 
condition results in the largest increase in ODS from 12.17 MPa to 16.88 MPa as shown in 
Fig 6.89. 
  





The increase in strengthening that occurs with the LIT experiments can be attributed to the 
limitation of the Ostwald Ripening phenomena at lower temperatures, preventing the 
coarsening and coalescence larger inclusions and diffusion of smaller particles. This is 
displayed in Fig. 5.90, where it can be observed that the HIT results in a higher degree of 
negative skew compared to the LIT for the HHI experiments. 
 
Figure 5.90 Histogram and normal distribution of the oxide diameter for high and low interpass temperatures 
for HHI 0.75 kg/hr Type 316L. 
5.8.2.2 Effects of heat input, cooling strategy (interpass temperature control, cryogenic 
cooling) with varying deposition rate for Type 316L 
An ANOVA of the Type 316L samples found ODS is significantly affected by the heat input 
(p=0.004) and deposition rate (p=0.002) as shown in Fig 5.91a and Fig. 5.91b, respectively. 
The LHI heat input level resulted in higher ODS of 19.6 MPa compared to 16.6 MPa for 
HHI. 
   








































5.8.2.3 Relation to experimental mechanical analysis data  
The average σys for each test condition was proportional to the average oxide spacing and 
number frequency for Type 316L as shown in Fig 5.92a and Fig 5.92b, respectively.  
  
 
Figure 5.92 Correlation of yield stress with a) oxide spacing b) oxide number frequency. 
The yield strength also displays a negative correlation with maximum oxide diameter as 
shown in Fig 5.93a and elongation as shown in Fig 5.93b with a weaker positive trend, 
showing that with larger inclusions oxide pull-out can be more readily achieved. In Fig 5.93b 
the highlighted data-points represent samples extracted from the H1 location closest to the 
substrate and may be subject to higher levels of dislocation strengthening as discussed in 
§6.6.1.6. Removal of the two highlighted points results in a stronger fit of R2=29.2%. As the 
spacing decreases or number frequency increases, the maximum oxide diameter 
decreases. This suggests that increasing the ODS by reduction of oxide spacing or inclusion 







Figure 5.93 Correlation of maximum oxide radius with a) yield stress and b ) elongation. 
Mapping the oxide frequency and σys according to experiment as shown in Fig 5.94 allowed 
comparison to existing literature (Eo et al., 2018) and visualisation of the effect of the 
experimental build conditions. A higher oxide inclusion number density for the WAAM 
samples was found in comparison to L-DED, and the least-squares best-fit line for the 316L 
WAAM experimental groups showed a decreased rate of σys strengthening with oxide 
frequency. For each group, the HIT-HHI sample resulted in the least oxide number 
frequency. The cryogenic experiments deviated more strongly from the trendline indicating 
that the σys is not well mapped by oxide frequency for these samples. 
Also, the amount of strengthening between samples is greater than predicted by ODS in 
§5.8.2, other strengthening mechanism account for the increase in yield strength, whilst 







Figure 5.94 Average yield stress (σys) versus inclusion number density for each test condition investigated.   
Trend-line of linear best-fit shows the correlation between inclusion number density and yield stress.  
5.8.3 Solid Solution Strengthening 
Using the empirical relationships derived by Pickering et al. (1969) the change in 
composition as a result of WAAM and its effect on the solid solution strengthening can be 
determined. The analysis of WAAM samples revealed the presence δ-ferrite phase, and the 
Feritscope measurements were used to estimate wt.%. This research EBSD analysis did 
not identify σ-phase as shown in §5.5.1.2, therefore, this element was not included in solid 
solution strengthening calculation. The predicted solid solution strengthening based for the 
0.75 kg/hr and 3.00 kg/hr experiments are shown in Fig. 5.95, which allow comparison of 
these values to the σys determined experimentally in §5.7. 
The contribution to strength for each of the individual alloying elements are presented in 
Table 5.19, showing that the solid-solution strengthening between each experiment is 
















































Figure 5.95 Solid solution strengthening predicted by empirical equations compared to the average yield 
strength determined experimentally (0.75 kg/hr). 
Table 5.19 Contribution to strength from individual elements and δ-ferrite phase solid solution strengthening 
 
 
Contribution to strength by solid solution 
strengthening in WAAM samples relative to Type 
316L wire (MPa) 








C 3.89 3.89 1.77 4.60 
N 4.93 7.40 27.61 15.78 
Si 0.04 -0.36 -0.36 3.44 
Cr -0.51 -0.51 0.23 -1.25 
Mo 1.08 1.22 1.78 1.64 
δ-ferrite (obtained from §5.5.3) 19.38 16.97 17.05 17.28 








C 2.83 2.48 1.77 2.12 
N 15.28 32.54 5.42 6.90 
Si 0.04 -0.76 -0.16 -0.16 
Cr -0.51 -0.14 0.60 0.14 
Mo 1.078 1.78 1.638 1.64 
δ-ferrite (obtained from §5.6.3) 16.05 14.05 14.48 14.18 
 Total 34.78 50.35 23.75 24.54 
 
It can be seen in Fig. 5.96 that an increase in nitrogen results in an increase in σys as per 
the prediction empirical equation. The increase in strength varies depending on the 
deposition rate with 667 MPa/wt.% and 557 MPa/wt.% for 0.75 kg/hr and 3.00 kg/hr, 
respectively. This is slightly higher than the strengthening predicted by Pickering et al. 
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Figure 5.96 Relation between Nitrogen (wt.%) and experimental yield stress showing a trend of 667MPa/wt.% 
for 0.75 kg/hr and 557MPa/wt.% 3.00 kg/hr.  
The chemical composition of the Type 316LSi experiments were not obtained, however, the 
δ-ferrite content based on Feritscope measurements showed 17.25 MPa and 15.25 MPa 
strength contribution for HIT-HHI and HIT-LHI, respectively. 
5.8.4 Grain Boundary Strengthening 
Grain boundary strengthening is a common mechanism by which the strength of single-
phase wrought austenitic stainless steels may be enhanced for an otherwise annealed 
microstructure. The Hall-Petch relation indicates σys increases in proportion to the product 
of a material: 
𝜎𝑔𝑏 = 𝐾𝐻𝑃𝑑
1/2 (6.4) 
With 𝐾𝐻𝑃 of 154 MPa (Kashyap and Tangri, 1990) the grain size approximations (Appendix 
B) from the EBSD analysis in §6.5.1.2 can be used to determine the contribution to strength 
for grain boundary strengthening. The large average grain size for the samples with 
interpass temperature control results in a negligible contribution compared to the overall 
yield strength as shown in Table 5.20. Despite the small area studied by EBSD and the 
associated uncertainty, the grain boundary strengthening displayed low sensitivity to grain 
size with a ±50% variation of the interpass temperature control experiment group mean of 
94.7 µm, resulting in a contribution to strength fluctuation between 1.9 MPa-5.7MPa. 
Table 5.20 Contribution to strength from grain boundary strengthening (0.75 kg/hr Type 316L) 







y = 667x + 249



































The grain boundary strengthening for the CRYO samples according to this relationship is 
much higher than those with interpass temperature control. The predictions of grain 
boundary strengthening for the CRYO correlate poorly with the experimental yield strength 
results. This suggests that Hall-Petch relation does not support the physical mechanisms 
of strengthening in WAAM, which has been suggested previously for L-PBF and L-DED with 
sub-grain cell boundaries also shown to have much more significant effect on strength and 
high-temperature properties (Zhong, 2017).  
5.8.5 Summary of Strengthening Effects 
A summary of the individual strengthening components outlined within the previous sections 
is presented in Table 5.21. This shows that dislocation strengthening comprises a major 
portion of the difference in yield strength found between experimental test conditions for 
0.75 kg/hr. A graph comparing the sum of predicted components of strength to the 
experimental yield strengths is presented in Fig 5.97. For solid solution strengthening 
component for the LIT samples where OES chemical analysis was not performed, an 
average of the CRYO and HIT samples have been used for each heat input level. Grain 
boundary strengthening was omitted, as the impact was negligible for the interpass control 
samples and over-predicted for the CRYO samples as shown in §6.8.4. Accounting for solid 
solution strengthening, dislocation strengthening and ODS results in an over-prediction of 
σys ranging from 2.5 % to 12.2 %. However, only considering the dislocation and solid 
solution strengthening, results in a reduction of the error to a maximum of 6.4 %. 
Table 5.21 Summary of strengthening components for WAAM (0.75 kg/hr Type 316L samples) 
Strengthening component (MPa) 
Predicted Strengthening (MPa) 
HIT-HHI LIT-HHI CRYO-HHI HIT-LHI LIT-LHI CRYO-LHI 
Dislocation 49.2 61.6 66.9 57.2 64.2 70.5 
ODS 12.8 17.4 14.4 16.8 16.9 20.5 
Solid solution 231.1 231.2 231.3 244.0 247.3 250.6 
Experimental 269.6 297.5 304.9 294.0 292.8 309.2 
Total (Dislocation + ODS + Solid Sol.) 293.1 310.2 312.7 318.0 328.4 341.6 
Error (Dislocation +ODS + Solid Sol.) 8.7% 4.3% 2.5% 8.2% 12.2% 10.5% 
Total (Dislocation + Solid Sol.) 280.3 292.8 298.3 301.2 311.5 321.1 





































Predicted Yield Stress (Dislocation Strengthening + Solid Solution Strengthening)




















In this chapter, a discussion of the research presented is provided. This evaluates the 
research with respect to the research aim and objectives outlined in Chapter 1. 
6.2 Review of the process selections, build strategies and additional processes 
in WAAM 
This literature review investigated the range of process selections, the state-of-the-art in 
build strategies and additional processes that may be employed in WAAM. This allowed the 
techniques that may be adopted to address the heat-related material processing challenges 
introduced in Chapter 1, to be identified. The literature review identified the following 
findings, themes, and research gaps: 
i. The primary process selections in WAAM were identified to consist of welding 
technology, welding process parameters, shielding gas, wire, motion system, fume 
extraction and the substrate and fixtures. This configuration was used to define the 
specification for the WAAM research machine used in this research. Whilst the 
primary process selections can influence the steady-state dynamics of the WAAM 
process, their influence on the heat-related material processing challenges 
concerning the mechanical properties, residual stresses and anisotropy are limited. 
Besides the welding parameters and shielding gas, the primary process selections 
regarding the substrate or wire, cannot be practically varied in-process resulting in 
a discrete, rather than a continuous change to the WAAM heat transfer dynamics. 
Additionally, the adjustment of welding process parameters is constrained by the 
maintenance of weld bead geometry (Geng et al., 2017), which may be insufficient 
where more significant adjustments are required to achieve satisfactory material 
properties.  
ii. Review of the build strategies with respect to the management of the heat-related 
materials processing challenges in WAAM showed that time-based or temperature-
based interlayer dwells are employed to manage heat accumulation and control the 
thermal boundary condition. As passive cooling techniques, they can have 
limitations regarding productivity, particularly for smaller components where 
interpass cooling comprises a larger proportion of process time. Also, the 
temperature decay to room temperature limits the cooling rate that may be applied.  
iii. Additional processes were found to have been employed to elevate the material 
properties above the primary process selections. The range of additional processes 
that can be employed to improve aspects of WAAM part quality were classified by 
the timing of their application namely, in-process or inter/intra-layer, and the 
operative mechanism employed. This led to the categories including oscillation-
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based, subtraction-based, deformation based, and heat transfer-based additional 
processes that can be used to improve WAAM quality as outlined in Fig 2.2. 
iv. The capabilities of the additional processes were evaluated with those applied in-
process able to affect the melt-pool dynamics directly, offering greater ability to 
modify grain nucleation rate, solute segregation, and the morphology. In-process 
cooling localised to the melt-pool can simultaneously affect melt-pool dynamics and 
the heat accumulation during the build. In-process cooling has been investigated by 
a limited number of researchers for WAAM, with efforts centred on inter-layer cooling 
(Henckell et al., 2017, Li et al., 2018a).  Additionally, reduction in residual stress 
levels was reported by van der Aa (2007) for in-process cryogenic cooling in single-
pass butt-welding, however, the effects of such a process had not yet been 
investigated for WAAM. 
6.3 Review of welding metallurgy and WAAM of Type 316L stainless steel 
This review provided a critical assessment of the current state-of-the-art in WAAM of Type 
316L stainless steel. It presented the relevant aspects of welding metallurgy, reported 
WAAM material properties and the current understanding of the effects of the processing 
parameters. The findings were identified as follows: 
i. Aspects of the welding metallurgy that affect the mechanical properties of WAAM  of 
Type 316L stainless steel were outlined. Adsorption and vaporisation of oxygen and 
nitrogen affected the ODS and solid-solution strengthening. The δ-ferrite phase 
transformations δ-ferrite affected the solid solution strengthening. The stability of γ-
austenite and processing temperature influence the occurrence of TRIP generating 
α’-martensite, whereas the stacking fault energy, texture and dislocation density 
influences the occurrence of the TWIP mechanism both of which act to increase the 
strength and ductility. Texture also affects the mechanical properties of Type 316L 
stainless steel, with competitive grain growth leading to anisotropic material 
properties.  
ii. The existing literature for WAAM showed that the σys and UTS requirements can be 
readily surpassed by WAAM (Rodriguez et al., 2018, Chen et al., 2017b). However, 
the ductility and E were shown to have unsatisfactory performance relative to 
conventionally produced material. The mechanical properties displayed scatter 
within the results, and the source of the strength and ductility to date had not been 
related to the processing parameters or microstructural properties. Previously the 
higher microstructural refinement has been cited as the cause of the additional 
strengthening for L-PBF, however, WAAM Type 316L, large epitaxial grain growth 
was observed. This is problematic for use of WAAM for end-use Type 316L parts, 
where mechanical properties are required to be repeatable for qualification and 
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certification purposes. Also, for topological and generative design to be used in 
WAAM to exploit the design freedom provided by AM, accurate mechanical 
properties, and an understanding of the directionality relative to the build direction 
is required. 
iii. The primary process selections and additional processes that have been 
investigated for Type 316L were reviewed. Whilst Wang et al. (2019a) investigated 
two different heat input levels, and Wu et al. (2019a)  varied the interpass dwell 
period between 0-15 s. For both investigations, the levels only differed by a small 
amount, not reflecting the true variation that may occur for stable bead deposition in 
WAAM or the differences in microstructural development that might occur. There 
has been a drive to increase deposition rates in WAAM to improve production 
efficiency for large components (Martina et al., 2019), however, there has been no 
systematic comparison of the difference in material properties as a result for Type 
316L. Furthermore, no studies had focused on additional cooling for Type 316L, 
despite the possibility of interrupting large epitaxial grain growth and the production 
efficiency benefits. These areas were identified as major research gaps,  with the 
effect of heat input, deposition rate, interpass temperature control and additional 
cooling comprising the focus of this research. 
6.4 The design, specification, and assembly of a WAAM research machine  
From a review of the literature in §2.5, a WAAM research machine requirement specification 
was generated. The priorities that guided the design process was the ability to produce 
single-pass wall geometries, monitor the interpass temperature and provision of additional 
cryogenic cooling behind the arc. The welding technology utilised in the WAAM research 
machine was an ESAB Aristo 4004i MIG machine employing pulse technology typical of 
state-of-the-art power supplies and the co-axial wire feed provided by the MIG set-up is the 
most readily manipulated set up for producing complex, freeform structures. The WAAM 
research machine enabled the experiments to be carried out and is the first research 
machine reported to employ in-process cryogenic cooling localised to the melt-pool for 
WAAM. 
6.5 Research methodology: Validity and Limitations 
6.5.1 Experimental design, factors, and levels 
i. The experiments were designed and carried out to establish the range of material 
characteristics and the mechanical performance of Type 316L stainless steel 
components produced using WAAM. The primary process parameters of heat input, 
deposition rate and wire composition were investigated alongside the cooling 
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strategies of additional in-process cryogenic cooling localised to the melt-pool and 
interpass temperature control.  
ii. This research aimed to determine the effects of the investigated parameters rather 
than optimisation. The process parameter levels were specified to represent the 
widest possible range of process parameters. The upper interpass temperature level 
(150°C) was extracted from the maximum temperature passively achieved by 
continuous deposition for the LHI 0.75 kg/hr experiments. The lower interpass 
temperature level (60°C) represented a comparatively cool build strategy, more 
likely to be adopted for larger parts that have longer tool paths between layers. The 
deposition rate was selected from the existing literature, whereas the heat input was 
determined from the upper and lower travels speeds that were possible, whilst 
maintaining steady deposition bead geometry. It can be seen in Fig 6.1a that the 
power in watts (related to the heat input in kJ/mm) and TS’s investigated covers the 
average and upper limit relative to previous research. Besides, Fig 7.2b shows that 
the lower deposition rate 0.75 kg/hr reflects approximately an average of the 
currently investigated studies in the literature with the 3.00 kg/hr falling slightly 
higher than the deposition rates currently investigated for Type 316L. Due to the 
complex interactions, for example, regarding surface homogenisation, TRIP and 
TWIP, assumptions of linear effects on mechanical properties between the levels 












Figure 6.1 Power and scanning speeds of several investigations into AM of Type 316L stainless steel in the 
literature. Adapted from (Mukherjee et al., 2016). 
6.5.2 Materials characterisation 
i. Image analysis 
The results qualitatively analysed the macrostructure and microstructure of the 
experimental samples at the layer interface, and quantitative analysis was performed using 
EBSD and measurement of oxide inclusions and feature size to derive cooling rates. To 
retrieve the results the stages of sample preparation, image collection and image analysis 
were followed. The samples were sectioned, mounted and polished according to standard 
procedures described in ASTM E3 (2011). Micro-etching was carried out according to 
(ASTM E407, 2007). The specified etching time of <15 seconds and manual etch procedure 
led to a high relative error in exposure time. Additionally, differences in corrosion resistance 
can be expected between the samples, affecting the reactivity of the metal to the etchant. 
Despite these differences the etch allowed the δ-ferrite and γ-austenite was distinguishable 
in all samples. 
For measurement of oxide inclusions, pixel resolution presented a limitation the minimum 
particle size that can be measured. For the 4000x magnification with the Keyence VHX600 
microscope resulted in a distance of 0.01 µm/pixel. The minimum particle size to be 
identified was specified upon the analysis in ImageJ as 0.058 µm for all micro-graphs, 
ensuring that that the smallest particles were approximated by more than 5 pixels. As shown 
in the typical example of oxide distribution in Fig. 6.2 a small number of inclusions (<40) are 
in the bin 0.06 - 0.12 µm. It can be inferred that an even smaller number of oxides fall below 
the particle size limit. However, as the overall count of particles was over 1000, the smaller 









particles that were not captured have a negligible impact on the mean oxide radius, volume 
fraction and subsequent ODS calculation.  
 
Figure 6.2 Histogram of oxide inclusion diameter distribution highlighting the bin above the minimum size 
threshold specified in this research. 
ii. Tensile specimen location and sizes 
For each experiment, a single wall sample of 150 mm length and 100 mm height, with 
variable width depending on the experiment was built. The sample height was limited by the 
Z-Axis range on the WAAM research equipment. Based on the ASTM E8 sub-size specimen 
ratios, and available sample height of 100 mm, miniaturized tensile specimens of 75 mm 
height and 3.30 mm thickness were produced. Tensile properties and deformation 
mechanisms may not be representative of larger structures if any dimension is in the order 
of its microstructural features (Strnadel and Brumek, 2013), so this was considered when 
specifying tensile coupon thickness.  It is known that size effects on tensile properties are 
negligible for a critical thickness of 6 - 10 times the average grain size (Koyama et al., 1991). 
Grains of size 150 - 200 µm were also reported by Chakkravarthy and Jerome (2020). 
Assuming similar grain sizes in this research, with 3.3 mm tensile coupon thickness, grain 
size effects were expected not to be significant. This was confirmed later in the EBSD 
analysis in §5.5.1.2.  
6.5.3 Mechanical testing  
It is known that E has the highest levels of uncertainty when determined by uniaxial testing 
compared to UTS and σys (Lord and Morrell, 2010). However, the Instron 2630-106 clip 
gauge extensometer used to record strain in this research was classified as class 0.5 
according to BS EN ISO 9513 (2012), which is recommended according to the National 
Physical Laboratory Guidance for E measurement (NPL, 2006). The typical uncertainty for 
the strain measurement for this class of extensometer is limited to ±0.3%. For the range of 
E values reported (34.3 GPa-237.3 GPa), this variation in strain equates to an error of 
approximately ± 0.3 GPa to ± 0.7 GPa. Whilst this error was not accounted for in mechanical 
analysis error bars it represents a small proportion of error compared to the between-
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sample error. Other sources of uncertainty in mechanical testing include force and strain 
measurement at the load cell, specimen dimension measurement, bending and 
misalignment of the sample during testing and data analysis. 
6.5.4 Prediction of strengthening mechanisms  
i. Use of empirical equations for predicting solid solution strengthening 
The solid solution strengthening can be calculated analytically according to the equations 
developed by Fleischer (1961). However, the lack of reported data for the rate of change in 
unit cell spacing to the fraction of elements in solid solution required for the use of Fleischer 
(1961) equation within the literature for the alloying elements stainless steel, has led to 
multiple authors to develop empirical equations for solid solution strengthening. Sieurin et 
al. (2006) demonstrated high levels of correlation for Pickering’s equation (equation 4.1) (p-
value <5×10−16 and R2 of 0.95 for the hundreds of stainless steel compositions studied. This 
shows that the accuracy of empirical formulas can capture the effects of alloy content on 
the solid solution strengthening.  
i. Orowan bypassing mechanism for calculating ODS  
The inclusions were assumed to be amorphous based on results for oxide inclusions for L-
PBF (Krakhmalev et al., 2018). Therefore, as explained in §4.6.3.1, the operative 
mechanism on deformation can be assumed to be based on either Orowan dislocation 
bypassing mechanism or dislocation shearing. The radius of the particles reported in the 
results used with Fig 4.21, identified the Orowan bypassing mechanism, rather than the 
particle shearing mechanism as the operative mechanism (Ma et al., 2014). This allowed 
the ODS to be determined, following the same methodology as other authors (Smith et al., 
2019, Ma, 2011). The Taylor factor, used in the calculation of ODS was assumed to be 
M=2.45 to account for the strongly textured microstructure, rather than the M=3.06 for a 
randomly textured material which has been used previously and might over-estimated 
results for directional additive manufactured material. To determine the ODS the size and 
volume fraction of the oxide inclusions was required. The micrograph size and the number 
of repeats used to obtain these parameters represent a significant increase in the number 
of inclusions mapped compared to the existing literature that has studied oxide inclusions 
in AM Type 316L material (Eo et al., 2018, Lou et al., 2018, Yan et al., 2018, Saeidi et al., 
2015). 
6.6 Discussion of the results  
This section discusses the major findings regarding the effects of heat input, cooling 
strategy for each deposition rate on the microstructural characterisation, the mechanical 
properties and strengthening effects. The effect of wire composition based on the use of 
Type 316LSi wire with interpass temperature control is also discussed.  
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6.6.1 Effect of processing parameters on microstructural characterisation  
This research qualitatively evaluated the macrostructure and microstructure at the layer 
interfaces. The microstructural morphology, texture, scale were found to vary with heat 
input, cooling strategy, and deposition rate. 
6.6.1.1 Phase morphology 
Through the wide-ranging build parameters explored in this research, several features that 
have not previously been identified in WAAM of Type 316L were found. Large volumes of 
speckled black-brown etching features were observed (see Fig 5.11-5.14 and Fig 5.39-
5.42), which in this research were identified as regions of inter-dendritic δ-ferrite or 
secondary γ-austenite with the colour indicative of some δ-ferrite content. Similar features 
have been visible in the several studies of stainless steel (Wu et al., 2015, Fredriksson, 
1972, Saied, 2016, David, 1981, Farshidianfar et al., 2016) several of which are shown in 
Fig. 6.3, alongside the inter-dendritic structures identified in this research (Fig 6.3d). 
  
 
Figure 6.3 Inter-dendritic δ-ferrite identified within the literature a) L-DED (Farshidianfar et al., 2015)  
b) Quenched directional solidification (Fredriksson, 1972) c) AF lathy solidification (David, 1981) 






In particular, Fig 6.3b shows similar cellular formations at the edge of the deposit and Fig. 
6.3c shows the primary γ formation. Saied (2016) reasoned that this was the result of 
peritectic solidification, where the remaining δ-ferrite is supplanted by the more thermo-
dynamically stable secondary-γ phase, the extent to which determines the speckled effect. 
Due to increased chemical stability caused by early solute segregation, the enriched 
primary δ-ferrite dendrites remain stable to room temperature. This effect is supported by 
several authors, who refer to the phase as a divorced eutectic (Inoue and Koseki, 2007, 
Lippold and Savage, 1979). The white-etched dendrites were identified as primary γ from 
the FA lathy ferrite solidification mode as shown in Fig. 6.3c. The consistency of the white 
colouring contrasts to the inter-dendritic/secondary-γ, which developed later during the 
solidification process from unstable δ-ferrite. The difference in dendrite thickness compared 
to the dark etching δ-ferrite in the same local regions supports the identification as different 
decomposition rates as would be expected for stable γ-austenite dendrites compared to the 
metastable δ-ferrite.  
The peak melt-pool temperatures can be expected to be similar for 0.75 kg/hr CRYO-HHI 
in comparison the 0.75 kg/hr LIT-HHI. However, the LIT-HHI sample displayed a thick 
continuous dark etching δ-ferrite whereas thin, the CRYO-HHI samples had thin δ-ferrite 
dendrites large volumes inter-dendritic features present. Due to the cryogenic processing 
temperatures, there is even more limited opportunity for solid-state transformation of δ-
ferrite dissolution in the CRYO-HHI experiment, confirming that the CRYO cooling was able 
to stifle the δ-ferrite network development during solidification. The greater volumes of 
secondary γ can be attributed to the melt reaching the γ-austenite transformation 
temperature more rapidly. 
Austenitic cellular sub-grains and dendrites were also identified within limited areas of the 
WAAM Type 316L samples as presented in §5.5.1.1 and §5.6.1.1, particularly for the 
CRYO-LHI sample. Similar sub-grain structures have only previously been shown for L-
DED or E- DED at lower deposition rates (Liu et al., 2018, Yang et al., 2016). This is notable, 
as the cellular sub-grain structures are cited to be responsible for the high levels of strength 
and ductility in L-PBF of Type 316L stainless steel (Wang et al., 2018c, Shamsujjoha et al., 
2018). The presence of cellular sub-grain structures in this research, even in small amounts 
shows potential for future developments to capture these effects for WAAM.  
The micro-graphs also showed a change in the solidification structure size and amount of 
δ-ferrite dissolution for lower and upper sections of the build height studied in this research. 
This showed that even with interpass temperature control implemented to maintain a 
consistent thermal profile, the thermal boundary conditions vary with build height enough 
and impact the microstructural feature development, with greater δ-ferrite dissolution in the 
upper regions. The HIT samples also displayed less extensive δ-ferrite networks compared 
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to the LIT samples. These results indicate that with lower cooling rates, the δ-ferrite 
dissolution increases with greater time spent within the L + δ + γ phase zone provides more 
time for the decomposition of δ-ferrite once γ-austenite becomes stable leaving partially 
decomposed inter-dendritic δ-ferrite. This is supported by several authors state that higher 
cooling rates result in more retained δ-ferrite (Martorano et al., 2012, Sriba et al., 2018, 
AghaAli et al., 2014). This is a different mechanism to reported results or power beam 
processes and L-PBF, where δ-ferrite decreases due to a change in solidification mode to 
primary austenite.  
The δ-ferrite shape was also observed in the EBSD analysis of §5.5.1.2, becoming 
rectangular and long-slender with a greater directionality in the thin lathy microstructures 
and more roundish for the thick vermicular structures in agreement with (Kokawa et al., 
1989). The morphology of the phases developed can be used to make inferences about the 
corrosion resistance, and impact toughness, however, with solute strengthening occurring 
but captured in the overall δ-ferrite wt. (%) used to determine the solid solution 
strengthening. The 0.75 kg/hr CRYO-HHI displayed the widest variety of δ-ferrite shapes 
which can be attributed to the cryogenic coolant effectively removing heat toward the 
surface, but with low thermal conductivity of Type, 316L preserves heat further below the 
surface and resulting in variable dendrite formations. 
6.6.1.2 Texture  
The texture and grain size for the interpass temperature control experiments are in 
agreement with Chakkravarthy and Jerome (2020) with strong alignment to the build 
direction with grains of approximately 150-200 µm length. Substantially different texture 
strength was observed for the cryogenically cooled experiments. In particular, the 0.75 kg/hr 
CRYO-LHI showed low texture with much smaller grains approaching random texture. 
Additionally, the CRYO-HHI sample showed strong alignment to the <111> direction. The 
same effect was previously shown by increasing the heat input by adjusting the torch angle 
(Chakkravarthy and Jerome, 2020). This plane offers the greatest passivity to chemical 
attack and producing WAAM parts with this alignment may be preferred application where 
the surface is exposed to corrosive media. Besides, the texture can have a major impact on 
the resultant mechanical properties and is discussed further in § 6.6.2.2.  
Whilst the EBSD analysis was performed for the 0.75 kg/hr samples, the increase in power 
and travel means that increased texture toward the heat source can be expected for the 
3.00 kg/hr samples. This can be visualised by the schematic of the melt-pool shape in Fig. 
6.4 with grain growth following the contours of the high power/high-speed melt pool. This 
was confirmed qualitatively with the higher number of elongated macro-grains evident in Fig 
5.39 (3.00 kg/hr) compared to Fig 5.10 (0.75 kg/hr samples) and also the greater dendritic 
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alignment to the build direction in the optical micrographs of the 3.00 kg/hr sample layer 
interface. 
 
Figure 6.4 Schematic of the melt-pool shape with travel speed and power, adapted from (Carter et al., 2012) 
6.6.1.3 Cooling rates 
By studying the microstructure length scale for the 3.00 kg/hr experiments, higher cooling 
rates were found compared to 0.75 kg/hr experiments. This was supported by thermal 
profile results in §5.4, which showed the greater drop in temperature with time and reduced 
the dwell period required to achieve interpass temperature for the 3.00 kg/hr experiments 
for the same heat input levels in kJ/mm. The cooling rates reported were less than the 106 
K/s in L-PBF but similar to the level of 104 K/s - 102 K/s found for L-DED as shown in Fig 6.5 
with the cooling rate for 3.00 kg/hr CRYO for the fine dendrite zone exceeds the cooling 
rates found by Ma et al. (2017). Note that the offset of some of the coarse 0.75 kg/hr data 
points is due to use of SDAS as opposed to PDAS or PCAS which has a slightly different 
relation of spacing to cooling rate (Yin and Felicelli, 2010). 
However, many of the 3.00 kg/hr coarse regions also overlapping with L-DED. The 
interaction time with existing material is reduced with 3.00 kg/hr experiments due to the 
much higher TS’s used leading to less heat absorption and greater cooling rates despite 
equivalent linear heat input. Additionally, the wire is introduced into the arc at a much faster 
rate resulting in a chilling effect (Adebayo et al., 2014).  The CRYO-LHI 0.75 kg/hr samples 
showed the greatest variation of local cooling rates throughout the sample, supporting the 
EBSD analysis (§5.5.2.1, Fig 5.25), and heterogeneous distribution of δ-ferrite with both 






Figure 6.5 Cooling rates and PDAS/PCAS for the experimental samples compared to existing literature. 
Unusually, the HIT-LHI 0.75 kg/hr sample displayed much finer δ-ferrite dendrites than the 
LIT-LHI sample as illustrated in Fig 6.5. As higher interpass temperatures typically result in 
coarsening of the morphology (Solomon and Solomon, 2010) and lower cooling rates are 
expected according to the thermal profiles outlined in §5.4. The refined microstructure also 
corresponded to high levels of micro-hardness of up to 245 HV. To check this result, several 
repeats of Vickers’ Micro-hardness test were performed, and previously measured regions 
from other samples repeat tested to confirm the result. A possible mechanism of the 
significant refinement of the microstructure within the HIT-LHI sample is a replication of the 
conditions of surface homogenisation techniques for this build parameter. This is where 
refines the microstructure by the melting of the surface with overlapping weld passes, 
without depositing additional material. This can result in significant refinement as outlined 
by Elmer et al. (1989b) where a large PDAS and secondary dendrite arm spacing of 35 μm, 
was refined to a PDAS of 10 μm to a depth of 1.5 mm. The HIT-HHI microstructure also 
shows some refinement in coarse regions relative to the LIT-HHI indicating that surface 
homogenisation may also be active within the HHI experiments. 
6.6.1.4 Oxide size and distribution 
The results in  §5.5.2 and  §5.6.2 showed that mean volume fraction for the 0.75 kg/hr 
experiments (0. 006 ±0.001, Type 316LSi and 0.008 ± 0.004, Type 316L) was slightly lower 































higher for the 0.75 kg/hr experiments  (0.243 µm ± 0.020  Type 316LSi and , 0.240 µm ± 
0.024 Type 316L) compared to 3.00 kg/hr (Type 316L, 0.188 µm). The oxygen wt. (%) was 
slightly lower than that reported by Elmer and Gibbs (2019) also for WAAM (0.032% 
compared to 0.041%).  
The values for oxide radius and volume fraction were similar to that reported by Weisheit et 
al. (2016) for a sample of  5 layers of 4 weld beads beside each other by arc welding without 
any shielding gas (0.008, 0.205 µm). For powder L-DED, oxides of radii 0.05-0.075 μm were 
identified with a volume fraction ~0.002 (Smith et al., 2019). The oxide inclusions identified 
in this research were larger, however, the inclusions were of higher volume fraction. The 
radius is magnitude ~10 larger than L-PBF where radii of 0.023 μm have been reported 
(Lou et al., 2018). Due to the relatively high volume fraction across all experimental 
samples, the ODS was predicted to be higher than that reported in the literature for L-PBF 
(Saboori et al., 2020) and L-DED (Smith et al., 2019), contributing up to 10 % of σys in this 
research. This is somewhat expected due to the lower cooling rates in WAAM, as well as 
reliance on through-torch inert shielding rather than a controlled atmospheric chamber.  
This research was the first to investigate oxide inclusion size and distribution with variation 
in wire composition, heat input, deposition rate and cooling strategy for WAAM. The 
additional silicon in Type 316LSi resulted in fewer, slightly larger oxides within the WAAM 
material. This is likely due to its role as an oxidiser, protecting the melt-pool from oxidation, 
a theory supported by Eo et al. (2018). However, the heat input had more of a significant 
effect than wire composition. The LHI experiments resulted in higher ODS, which can be 
attributed to the limitation of the Ostwald Ripening phenomena at lower temperatures 
(Suzuki et al., 2001), preventing the coarsening and coalescence larger inclusions and 
diffusion of smaller particles shown in Fig 5.90. As discussed in § 5.8.2.2 the deposition rate 
had a minor, but significant effect on the ODS for WAAM. This is in agreement with findings 
by Eo et al. (2018), where higher power energy source resulted in greater ODS for powder 
L-DED. 
6.6.1.5 Chemical analysis 
The chemical analysis allowed the effect of the processing parameters on alloy composition 
to be evaluated. The N content, which strongly affects solid solution strengthening and δ-
ferrite to γ-austenite ratio was influenced by the deposition rate. The CRYO strategy with 
LN2 showed no direct increase in N content in the deposition material except for the CRYO-
LHI 0.75 kg/hr sample which showed up to 0.09 wt%, however, this was less than the 0.1 
wt.% identified for HIT-HHI 3.00 kg/hr without LN2. For all instances, the N wt.% remained 
below 0.1%, which is a fairly low level of adsorption relative to the wire (0.034 wt%) and 
translates to a relatively small amount of solid solution strengthening as presented in §5.8.3. 
This suggests that despite the proximity of the cryogenic cooling gas to the arc in this 
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research and the additional nitrogen within the atmosphere for the CRYO experiments, the 
shielding gas column remained an effective barrier to atmospheric gases. Weisheit et al. 
(2016) found N of up to 0.6 wt.% for multiple welding passes of Type 316L with no shielding 
gas. That the shielding gas remained relatively undisturbed is notable as several authors 
(van der Aa, 2007) have previously remarked on arc disruption with cryogenic cooling to be 
a major obstacle to cooling locally to the welding arc, consequently required a greater 
distance between the cooling nozzle and the arc. 
As the most volatile element in Type 316L (Taparli et al., 2020) a change in Mn wt.% was 
noted between experiments. Previously, up to 0.0060 wt.% change has been predicted for 
WAAM (Mukherjee and DebRoy, 2019).  The LHI and LIT/CRYO experiments were 
generally within this expected loss range relative to the wire feedstock, however, losses for 
the 3.00 kg/hr HIT-HHI and all HHI 0.75 kg/hr samples in this research were greater (up to 
0.122 wt.%). This indicated that the higher interpass temperature and greater heat 
adsorption with the slower TS’s for 0.75 kg/hr can lead to additional Mn losses. As an 
austenite stabliser, it improves the stability of γ-austenite under thermomechanical cycling 
with respect to strain induced martensitic transformation. 
6.6.1.6 Phase composition 
The ferrite content of the experimental samples was reported in Fe% was presented in 
(§5.5.3 and §5.6.3 for 0.75 kg/hr and 3.00 kg/hr respectively). The Fe(%) is an important 
measure with regards to the as-built phase composition and also the phase composition of 
deformed samples, as it aids in the understanding of the deformation mechanisms that may 
occur. The relationship of Fe(%) with the mechanical properties is discussed in §6.6.2.  
The reported average Fe(%) for all experiments was 6.5±0.8 Fe(%) for all experiments was 
above the 3 % recommended by Brooks and Thompson (1991) to avoid hot cracking, and 
no cracking defects were observed in any of the experimental samples.  This research found 
that the Fe(%) of the fractured tensile specimens was higher than the reported Fe(%) of the 
metallurgical specimens extracted from the same locations. Strain can shift martensitic γ-
austenite → α’-martensite transformation start temperature toward room temperature (Sitko 
et al., 2010). This transformation occurs for the TRIP class of steels and the transformation 
induces high levels of strength and ductility as discussed in §3.6.2. As α’-martensite is a 
magnetic phase and cannot be distinguished from the δ-ferrite by the Feritscope, this can 
account for the increase the Fe(%) observed post-fracture. This transformation has been 
demonstrated in L-PBF Type 316L material at low temperatures (Hong et al., 2019) and it 
is known to also occur in deformed wrought austenitic stainless steels (Xiong et al., 2015, 
Liu, 2016). As deformation also significantly increases the dissolution rate of the metastable 
δ-ferrite phase (Liu et al., 2017b, Mataya et al., 2003) the growth in Fe (%) for the fractured 
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tensile specimens can be attributed to a strain-induced α’-martensite transformation 
exceeding the amount of δ-ferrite dissolution.  
The difference in Fe(%) between metallurgical and tensile specimens, however, was not 
maintained for the CRYO (0.75 kg/hr) specimens (see Fig 5.34) where the fractured tensile 
specimens had similar Fe(%) values to the metallurgical samples. The temperature at which 
50% of the α’-martensite is produced after 30% true deformation under the tensile condition 
and is calculated as -27.3°C according to the equation by (Eichelman and Hull, 1953). This 
temperature could be expected to be readily achieved with the LN2 with a boiling point of 
−195.8 °C, although the exact surface temperatures were not recorded. Therefore, a 
possible cause of this behaviour is the inducement of metastable α’-martensite in-process 
by the cryogenic processing temperatures. This may be found for the CRYO-0.75 kg/hr 
samples due to the greater interaction time at the TS’s compared to 3.00 kg/hr. However, 
for TRIP to be effective the onset of α’martensite occurs at the later stages of deformation. 
The α’-martensite reversion process may occur explaining the reduction in Fe(%) for the 
CRYO-LHI specimen post-fracture. 
The LIT-LHI, CRYO-LHI and CRYO-HHI (3.00 kg/hr) experiments displayed large amounts 
of scatter with the H1 samples showing much lower Fe(%) values close to the experimental 
mean (See Fig 5.48). This shows that the δ/α’ phase decomposition in the H1 samples 
occurs during the tensile loading. Residual stresses are maximised at the H1 location 
(Mukherjee and DebRoy, 2019). The LIT-LHI, CRYO-LHI and CRYO-HHI 3.00 kg/hr 
samples also appeared to have higher levels of distortion due to the lower processing 
temperatures (see §6.5.6 and §6.6.6) in agreement with Denlinger and Michaleris (2015). 
The greater stored energy in these samples, as a result, would promote higher levels of 
dissolution of δ-ferrite and reversion of any metastable α’-martensite generated in-process. 
Whilst variation in N content is another possible explanation for the variation in Fe(%) as 
additional N leads to the reduction in δ-ferrite (Mosa et al., 2017), no relation between Fe(%) 
and N wt.% was found with the results in §5.5.3 and §5.6.3.  
6.6.1.7 Relative density 
Investigation of the relative density in §5.5.4 and §5.6.4 showed that the relative density 
was significantly affected by the heat input for 0.75 kg/hr and 3.00 kg/hr experiments. The 
LHI experiments reduced relative density for 0.75 kg/hr, however, the opposite occurred in 
the 3.00 kg/hr samples. The additional density provided by the HHI for the 0.75 kg/hr 
experiments can be attributed to the lower cooling rate, which provides more time before 
solidification completion for trapped gases to be released from the melt-pool. However, the 
LHI experiments, on average improved relative density for the 3.00 kg/hr experiments. 
Significant improvements were identified for the CRYO and HIT cooling strategy for the LHI 
experiments showing they can provide more stable heat transfer, whereas the HHI 
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experiments remained consistent relative density regardless of cooling strategy applied. 
The presence of major pores (~500 µm) on the fracture surface confirmed that WAAM is 
relatively insensitive to process-induced porosity, a finding supported by Gordon et al. 
(2019). However, a weak-moderate relation with σys was found corresponding to 
approximately +12 MPa per 0.001 increase in relative density.  
6.6.2 Effect of processing parameters and wire composition on WAAM mechanical 
properties  
This section discusses the effect of wire composition, heat input, cooling strategy, and 
deposition rate on the WAAM mechanical properties. Table 6.1 summarises the factors and 
levels that resulted in a statistically significant improvement to UTS, σys, E and uniform 
elongation. 
Table 6.1 Summary of the levels that resulted in a statistically significant improvement to the mechanical 
properties. 
Factors                             
Responses 
UTS σys E 
Uniform 
elongation 
Wire composition 316LSi ↑ 316LSi 316LSi  ↑ - 
Cooling strategy CRYO ↑ 
CRYO ↑ 
LIT ↑ 
CRYO  ↑ - 
Heat Input LHI ↑ LHI ↑ - - 
Deposition rate - 3.00 kg/hr ↑ - 0.75 kg/hr  ↑ 
Orientation - - H ↑ H ↑ 
Interaction effects - - 
CRYO+LIT  ↑ 
CRYO+LIT+0.75 kg/hr  ↑ 
H + LHI  ↑ 
The anisotropy of the mechanical properties was reported in Fig 5.57 and Fig 5.58. The 
levels of anisotropy were found to be lower for the UTS and σys and varied much more 
widely for E, and uniform elongation. 
6.6.2.1 Yield Strength and Ultimate Tensile Strength 
The results found that σys and UTS exceeded wrought specification of 200 MPa and 485 
MPa respectively, in agreement with results for several authors studying WAAM of Type 
316L stainless steel shown in Table 3.3 (Chen et al., 2017b, Rodriguez et al., 2018, 
Queguineur et al., 2017, Wang et al., 2019a, Wu et al., 2019a). The ductility provided was 
in the same region as previously reported,  below the ASTM A240/A240M (2004) 
requirement, but showed a wider range due to the varied process parameters employed. 
Compared to the wrought mechanical properties, this research has shown that the strongest 
material properties can be obtained with the CRYO/LIT and LHI process parameters. At 
0.75 kg/hr CRYO cooling provides a small  increase to σys with improved ductility, however, 
this is compromised at higher deposition rates. The LHI and CRYO/LIT parameters typically 
acted to increase the cooling rate compared to the HIT and HHI conditions, which were 
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associated with greater δ-ferrite refinement. Several authors also found that improvements 
to yield and tensile strength could be achieved with reduced laser power or scanning speed 
by producing finer dendrites (Liu et al., 2020, Yang et al., 2016, Wang et al., 2016b).  
The 3.00 kg/hr experiments also resulted in a statistically significant increase in σys with an 
increase in deposition rate increasing the cooling rate. Possible causes of the additional 
strengthening for the higher cooling rate experiments (CRYO/LIT and 3.00 kg/hr) involve 
the refinement of microstructure. Strain hardening significantly affects σys and elongation, 
but not UTS (Mehmanparast et al., 2016). Additional strain hardening evidenced by 
dislocation strengthening and additional distortion in the higher deposition rate samples 
(CRYO/LIT and 3.00 kg/hr) was shown to contribute to the additional strengthening in 
§5.8.1. The strong correlation of the dislocation strengthening to experimental yield stress 
(Fig 5.85) indicates that the dislocation strengthening is a major component of the additional 
strengthening in these samples. Also, the α′ martensitic transformation occurred in the 
WAAM experiments, as evidenced in the increase in Fe(%) for the fractured tensile 
specimens tested in §5.5.3 and §5.6.3.  
This research, also allowed systematic evaluation of the effects of wire silicon composition. 
As shown in Table 6.1, the wire composition with additional silicon content (Type 316LSi) 
wire had a significant effect on the tensile properties resulting in σys of 307.2 MPa compared 
to 286.7 MPa for the Type 316L wire. The additional silicon composition provided negligible 
solid solution strengthening in the wire due to additional silicon (§5.3.2) or samples due to 
δ-ferrite content (§5.8.3). Besides, the wire composition did not have any significant effect 
on the ODS (§5.8.2.1). However, the Type 316LSi samples had lower values of oxide 
frequency compared to the Type 316L (see Fig 6.95), which provides fewer sites for the 
initiation of ductile fracture in the form of voids. This has been cited by several authors as 
the cause of reduced strength and ductility in Type 316L material as the micro-voids more 
readily enlarge and coalesce with the increase of the applied tensile stress (Cooper et al., 
2018, Lou et al., 2018). The Type 316LSi samples also had higher top five average dimple 
diameters for a given yield strength (Fig 5.80), which is indicative of greater ductility. Due 
to lower oxygen volume fraction, larger oxide inclusions were shown to be acceptable 
allowing greater dimple growth before fracture and, consequently, higher strength and 
ductility. 
Within each experimental group, however, higher oxide inclusion frequencies and smaller 
oxide radii resulted in higher yield strength as shown in Fig. 5.93 and Fig 5.94, respectively, 
indicating that for a given volume fraction higher frequencies and smaller oxide radii should 
be present for enhanced ODS. In addition, the additional silicon content is expected to 
elevate the nitrogen adsorption, which may indirectly affect the strength increment by solid 
solution strengthening (Eo et al., 2018). The maximum oxide radii were also linked to the 
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average of the top five fracture dimple diameters in §5.7.3. Oxide radii were present within 
the fracture dimples showing micro-void initiation sites.  
6.6.2.2 Young’s Modulus  
This research showed a large variation in E for experimental repeats and between 
experiments, with the majority of the results falling below the BS EN 10088-1 (2014) 
specification. This can severely affect the applicability in industrial applications as discussed 
in §3.9. 
Previous research for WAAM Type 316L found slightly higher, but also variable values for 
E (100-200 GPa), attributing variation in results to extensometer accuracy (Joosten, 2015). 
However, with the use of a class 0.5 extensometer, this research showed that the results 
are more likely a representative of the true material characteristics. Within the literature, the 
presence of oxide inclusions have been cited to cause early tear at the necks during the 
elastic phase of tensile testing or porosity is also commonly favoured as an explanation 
(Straffelini et al., 1999, Zheng and Collins, 1998).  In this research, the use of wire 
composition with additional silicon resulted in an average E of 148.5 GPa compared to 94.2 
GPa compared to Type 316L, showing content of Si, as an oxidising element can have a 
significant impact on E. Pham et al. (2017) found higher values for E of 183 GPa±12 GPa 
for L-PBF, with the shortfall relative to conventionally produced material attributed to the 
presence of porosity in the AM sample. Pores and cracks were also cited as the cause for 
L-DED values averaging 3.5 GPa, significantly lower E than previously reported (de Lima 
and Sankaré, 2014). However, in this research relative density, oxide fraction and size were 
found to have no significant correlation to E (see Fig 5.70-5.71). 
A substantial increase in E was found for the 0.75 kg/hr CRYO-LHI experiment. This 
coincided with this sample possessing a relatively isotropic texture, showing interruption of 
epitaxial grain growth in contrast to the other 0.75 kg/hr experiments. This suggested that 
the E for WAAM of type 316L is driven by the crystallographic texture, which is known to 
have a major effect on E in conventionally produced material (Turley and Sines, 1971). 
Young’s modulus is a function of direction within a single crystallite. For example, in single-
crystal nickel, E001 = 130 GPa, E011 = 202 GPa, and E111 = 219 GPa (Cantwell et al., 2012). 
The 0.75 kg/hr CRYO-HHI appears to have generated an <111> aligned microstructure, 
which may have benefits to corrosion resistance, however, further evaluation covering a 
greater imaging area would be required to confirm this, especially as the E is lower than the 
CRYO-LHI result indicating content of lower stiffness <001>. Whilst the 3.00 kg/hr CRYO 
microstructures were not evaluated with EBSD as discussed in §6.6.1.2, greater 
directionality in <001> is expected. Therefore, reduced average E due to the texture  as 
confirmed by the experimental results in Figure 5.55 are generated, for the high deposition 
rate experiments.  
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The scatter in E for samples extracted from the same thin-wall, can be attributed to 
differences in the local grain texture, which due to the large grain sizes for the non-
cryogenically cooled specimens can be highly variable. Inhomogeneous deformation of test 
specimens may result from the relatively large grains or preferred crystallographic texture 
associated with columnar grain structure can contribute to the scatter in the results (Mataya 
et al., 2003).   Penn (2017) also found comparatively high levels of E for L-DED of Type 
316L >180 MPa in multiple test directions, for an isotropic microstructure achieved with a 
rotation of the baseplate by 67° after each layer. This supports the claim that the reduced 
E compared to conventionally produced material is caused by texture. Tensor averages 
based on texture have been proposed for many physical properties,  including dielectric 
constant,  diffusivity,  electrical conductivity,  magnetic permeability,  magneto restriction,  
piezoelectric constants, and thermal conductivity (Levy et al., 2000). Therefore, a similar 
variation in these properties can be expected in textured WAAM of type 316L. 
6.6.2.3 Elongation 
The ANOVA results for elongation did not identify any statistically significant effects for wire 
composition (p=0.515), heat input (p=0.460) or interpass temperature (p=0.690). The 
deposition rate, however, had a significant effect on the uniform elongation, with 0.75 kg/hr 
providing 41.9 % compared to 37.7% for 3.00 kg/hr. The deposition rate increased the 
cooling rate. The cooling rate based on the calculation of the coarse dendrites shown in Fig. 
5.75 had a strong negative correlation to the uniform elongation. This can be attributed to 
the microstructural refinement. Higher deposition rate also correlated to the lower Fe(%) 
content in the pre-strained state of the metallurgical samples (Fig 5.76). Stainless steels 
containing greater volumes of α’-martensite or δ-ferrite as dispersed precipitates usually 
have greater strengthening performance after yield, but lower deformation capability (Liu et 
al., 2017a, Yan et al., 2012). However, the opposite occurs in the WAAM samples indicating 
additional Fe(%) before deformation can be beneficial for enhanced ductility.  
The horizontal specimens aligned to the travel direction provided slightly higher levels of 
ductility than vertical specimens aligned to the build direction, in agreement with several 
authors (Rodriguez et al., 2018, Akbari and Kovacevic, 2018, Alsalla et al., 2018). This 
research showed that, excluding the highest values of elongation closest to the build plate, 
elongation showed a moderately positive trend with oxide maximum radius and Fe(%).  
Possible causes of the anisotropy include periodic variation in oxide inclusion radius or 
Fe(%) with build height. As the gauge length of the vertical specimens covers a larger 
fraction of the build height, areas of smaller oxide inclusion radius/lower Fe(%)   
encountered could lower the total uniform elongation in the sample.  The H1 specimens of 
the HIT-LHI (3.00 kg/hr), CRYO-LHI (0.75 kg/hr) tensile specimens provided the highest 
levels of elongation as shown in Fig.5.74. Yadollahi et al. (2015) and Smith et al. (2019), in 
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contrast, found increased strength in similar areas close to the baseplate in for L-DED of 
Type 316LSi and Type 316LSi. This was related to the additional dislocation strengthening, 
which is usually accompanied by a reduction in ductility for conventionally produced 
materials. For L-PBF such behaviour has been explained by the sub-grain cellular structure 
(Sun et al., 2018b), however, this morphology is relatively was found within isolated regions 
of WAAM microstructures. Due to the increased elongation with similar levels of strength 
provided, mechanisms that do not follow the typical strength, ductility trade-off may be 
active. Possible mechanisms include TWIP and TRIP covered in §3.6.1 and §3.6.2 with the 
possibility of TRIP supported by the typical increase in Fe(%) composition post-fracture as 
outlined in §6.6.1.6. In addition, a trend was identified with higher Fe(%) prior to fracture 
resulted in higher levels of uniform elongation (see Fig 5.76). However, it should be noted 
that high levels of δ-ferrite negatively affects fracture toughness as outlined in §3.3.1. Heat 
treatment may be required to reduce the δ-ferrite content or fully eliminate the δ-ferrite 
required for cryogenic applications (Dalder and Juhas, 1985). 
A significant relationship between relative density and elongation was not identified in this 
research (see Fig. 5.77), indicating that pores and residual defects do not affect ductility in 
WAAM of Type 316L. This was also confirmed by the identification of large pores on the 
fracture surface with no apparent significant decrease in elongation or tensile strength. This 
contrasted to results for L-PBF for where the highest level of ductility was achieved through 












This chapter outlines the conclusions of this research based on the literature review, 
methodology, and results and analysis. The contribution to knowledge is stated together 
with future work directions. 
7.2 Conclusions 
i. A review of the welding metallurgy and WAAM of Type 316L showed that systematic 
study of the processing parameters of deposition rate, heat input and cooling 
strategies had not previously been conducted. A review of processes and strategies 
for WAAM showed that additional processes can be used to improve the quality of 
WAAM parts. In-process additional cooling was found to be especially useful due to 
its potential for modifying the microstructural development and residual stresses, 
whilst preventing heat accumulation that usually requires interpass cooling. 
ii. A structured methodology has been designed and implemented to enable the 
material characterisation and evaluation of the mechanical properties of WAAM of 
Type 316L stainless steel. This evaluation references the relevant international 
standards where relevant and is generically applicable for the evaluation of other 
materials using the WAAM process. A WAAM system has been specified and 
integrated for generating the experimental thin walls for the evaluation for 316L 
stainless steel. The WAAM system specification provides the capability for 
evaluation of different materials via the WAAM process. 
iii. The effect of wire composition at 0.75 kg/hr, and the effects of heat input, deposition 
rate, cooling strategy (low and high interpass temperature and in-process cryogenic 
cooling localised to the melt-pool) process parameters on the materials 
characterisation and mechanical properties of Type 316L stainless steel was 
investigated: 
a.  The process parameters affected the solidification mode, morphology, δ-
ferrite content, texture, grain size, oxide inclusion size and distribution, 
relative density, and substrate distortion. The microstructure varied 
significantly with between lower and upper sections, even with interpass 
control implemented. Primary austenite and FA cellular-dendritic formations 
were identified 
The use of cryogenic cooling significantly changed the grain size and texture 
of the low linear heat input, 0.75 kg/hr 316L samples, which were otherwise 
large grains of size >80 µm strongly aligned to the <001> direction. Higher 
Fe(%) was found in the as-built samples at lower deposition rates and an 
increase in Fe(%) was identified in plastically deformed tensile specimens 
indicating a strain-induced α’-martensite transformation. 
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b. A major finding of the research was that the application of higher cooling 
rates either by higher deposition rates of 3.00 kg/hr, LHI or a LIT or CRYO 
cooling strategy can improve the yield strength of Type 316L WAAM 
samples. For the range of process, parameter investigated, however, the 
yield strength and UTS readily exceeded that of the wrought material based 
on ASTM A240/A240M (2004). However, the ductility of the WAAM Type 
316L material was often below that of the wrought material and dependent 
on having a lower deposition rate. The source of the loss of ductility at higher 
deposition rates can be linked to the microstructure refinement, however, 
TRIP and TWIP mechanisms may also take place as evidenced by the 
increase in Fe(%) in plastically deformed tensile samples and the greater 
strength and ductility in the location closest to the build plate.  
c. The relative part density was shown to have a small weak-moderate positive 
effect on the yield strength over the range of relative density produced in the 
experiments (99.30 %-99.60 %) with ductility unaffected. The presence of 
pores up to 500 µm at fracture surfaces, with no significant decrease in 
strength or ductility indicated high levels of damage tolerance.  
d. To enhance productivity whilst maintaining ASTM A240/A240M (2004) 
requirements, CRYO or HIT cooling strategy is recommended at low heat 
input and lower deposition rates. The CRYO-LHI 0.75 kg/hr sample also had 
the advantage of a relatively isotropic microstructure of the provided major 
benefits to the anisotropy factor and mean E, which for the majority of the 
experiments was significantly lower than the specification for wrought 
material. These findings are important as higher deposition rates or interpass 
temperatures can improve productivity and the cost-effectiveness of the 
WAAM process.  
e. The investigation of the effect of wire composition with the use of Type 
316LSi wire showed that it can offer higher tensile strength and Young’s 
Modulus than the Type 316L wire composition. This behaviour was attributed 
to the stronger oxidising effect with higher Si content, which reduced the 
number of micro-void initiation sites. The use of this grade is particularly 
beneficial for through-torch shielding gas WAAM set-up where oxygen 
exposure can be more extensive than for enclosed controlled atmosphere 
systems. 
iv. The source of the strengthening for WAAM of Type 316L compared to wrought 
equivalent was related to solid solution strengthening, dislocation strengthening and 
ODS. The δ-ferrite content and the adsorption of nitrogen had the greatest effect on 
the solid solution strengthening, with more adsorption for the LHI condition at 0.75 
kg/hr and greater adsorption for the HHI at 3.00 kg/hr. The use of CRYO, with 
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additional pressurised N2 within the WAAM machine, did not increase nitrogen 
adsorption significantly. For the 0.75 kg/hr samples where the GND density was 
examined, the more rapidly cooled samples (CRYO, LIT, LHI) had higher dislocation 
strengthening. The sum of the predicted contributions to strength by these 
mechanisms was found to fit the experimental results of yield strength with a 
maximum of 12.2% error. 
7.3 Contribution to Knowledge 
This research has for the first time investigated the effects of silicon composition, deposition 
rate, heat input and cooling strategy on the mechanical properties and physical properties 
of Type 316L stainless steel generated by WAAM. It was found that an increase in 
deposition rate increases tensile strength, however, at the expense of ductility. It has also 
demonstrated that in-process cryogenic cooling localised to the melt-pool can be used to 
improve the overall mechanical properties of the WAAM material, in particular with regards 
to E, tensile strength and ductility. This provides benefits to industrial applications of WAAM 
of Type 316L, where a balance between repeatable satisfactory material properties and 
productivity is required. 
7.4  Future Work 
As WAAM matures and industrial confidence grows, advancement in the capability will be 
required. To do so, long-term research efforts are required in the areas of: 
• Reliability and resilience for remote operation and defect avoidance 
• Accurate prediction of deposition shape, material properties and key production 
resource requirements (wire, energy, and consumables and total build time) 
• Optimisation of set-up and additional process selection based on production 
priorities i.e (minimisation of total energy requirement/build time/production cost) 
• New feedstock production methods and materials for AM based on local resources, 
AM processability and demand for greater performance. 
• Advanced structures with generatively designed and functionally graded properties 
based on microstructure and multi-material combinations 
This will require full integration of computer aided engineering simulation, design and 
computer aided manufacture, security, and verification tools, as well as development of new 
hardware for deposition and process monitoring. Applications such as the space industry 
will evolve specialist solutions based on demanding environmental conditions and local 
resource restraints. 
This research also highlighted topics for which short-term future work may be conducted to 
further understand WAAM of Type 316L: 
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• Evaluation of mechanical properties post-heat treatment 
Dislocation strengthening was found to be a major component of the yield strength. Several 
authors have investigated how Type 316L L-PBF responds to heat treatment with the sub-
grain structure requiring higher temperatures and longer holding times to anneal the 
microstructure. However, this has been understood from the sub-grain trapping mechanism, 
and this hierarchical microstructure is relatively uncommon in WAAM. Subsequently, it is of 
interest to identify the annealing rate of WAAM samples and at how high temperatures that 
the strength can be maintained for high-temperature application. 
• Exploration of intermittent and post-deformation microstructures 
This research showed an average increase in Fe(%) in the fractured tensile samples 
indicating small amounts of TRIP occurring during plastic deformation which can enhance 
strength and ductility. However, there are inconsistencies in this result, for example in the 
samples closest to the baseplate. A study of the deformation behaviour is required to 
evaluate the dislocation structures and α-martensite formation by TEM. Also, a short period 
of annealing would allow the CRYO microstructures to be evaluated at lower magnification 
using EBSD to identify grain refinement by α’-martensite reversion or TWIP. Further 
understanding of these effects is required to understand the scatter within tensile and 
elongation results. 
The following topics also require short-term further work to advance WAAM processing 
capability: 
• Optimisation of in-process cryogenic cooling  
The use of in-process cryogenic cooling localised to the melt-pool in WAAM presents 
several avenues for further research. The impressive results of van der Aa (2007) in 
eliminating distortion in butt-welding of thin sheets were not reproduced in this research, 
although the distortion results did not indicate any increase in residual stress severity. 
However, residual stresses pose a major problem in WAAM, requiring large fixtures and 
expensive tooling, and unexpected distortion cannot always be corrected by heat treatment 
for large parts making this finding worthy of further investigation. Variation of fluid flow rate, 
pressure, and positioning of the jet relative to the melt-pool may help in addressing this 
issue. In-situ alloying by designing and implementing new shielding gases may allow more 
significant nitrogen to be alloyed to the material enhancing the material properties. Also, the 
cost-effectiveness of the LN2 at the flow rates used in this research requires further 
investigation. 
• Simulation tools for predicting additive manufacturing material properties 
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The prediction of the mechanical properties in this research, was accurate to within 9%, 
however, this required destructive testing of parts to determine solid solution strengthening, 
dislocation strengthening and oxide dispersion strengthening effects. Thermo-mechanical 
and metallurgical models are required to be able to predict material properties a-priori. This 
is especially important for the full exploitation of the design freedom of WAAM, as 
topological and generative software commonly assume isotropic mechanical properties, 
(Chiu et al., 2018), which this research showed is not always the case. 
• WAAM for repair and hybrid manufacture 
Whilst this research has focussed on the material properties for new parts produced by 
WAAM, future work should also focus on the use of WAAM systems to add features to parts 
produced by alternative manufacturing routes, repair and remanufacture. This may require 
new path planning techniques and require the joining of dissimilar materials, or similar 
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Appendix A  Oxide Inclusion and Fractography Dimple Sizes and Distribution 
This section presents the oxide inclusions and fractography dimple results for individual 
location, group mean and standard deviation. The results for Type 316L 0.75 kg/hr 
experiments, 3.00 kg/hr Type 316L experiments and 316LSi 0.75 kg/hr experiments are 














































HIT-HHI bottom 4.9 0.239 0.00629 29,590 14.2 1.43 0.42 3.59 545,603 
HIT-HHI middle 5.6 0.254 0.00538 20,951 12.3 1.72 0.40 5.58 323,550 
HIT-HHI top 5.8 0.251 0.00506 20,004 12.0 1.27 0.00 4.02 510,000 
Average 5.4 0.248 0.00558 23,515 12.8 1.47 0.27 4.40 459,718 
Std. Dev 0.5 0.008 0.00064 5,282 1.2 0.22 0.24 1.05 119,261 
LIT-HHI bottom 6.0 0.255 0.00487 20,297 11.6 1.69 0.26 4.21 370,384 
LIT-HHI middle 3.9 0.203 0.00713 44,479 17.5 1.57 0.43 3.82 436,299 
LIT-HHI top 2.9 0.211 0.01253 76,887 23.2 1.20 0.41 2.96 778,582 
Average 4.3 0.223 0.00818 47,221 17.4 1.49 0.36 3.66 528,422 
Std. Dev 1.6 0.028 0.00393 28,394 5.8 0.26 0.09 0.64 219,138 
CRYO-HHI bottom 4.8 0.238 0.00633 28,897 14.3 1.91 0.50 3.93 305,852 
CRYO-HHI middle 4.0 0.208 0.00705 42,755 17.1 1.15 0.54 2.29 856,470 
CRYO-HHI top 5.9 0.277 0.00586 20,433 12.0 1.44 0.39 3.87 540,495 
Average 4.9 0.241 0.00642 30,695 14.4 1.50 0.48 3.36 567,606 
Std. Dev 0.9 0.035 0.00060 11,269 2.5 0.38 0.08 0.93 276,308 
HIT-LHI bottom 4.3 0.247 0.00833 40,166 16.1 1.63 0.37 4.96 405,328 
HIT-LHI middle 4.2 0.227 0.00757 42,096 16.4 1.43 0.37 3.60 534,192 
HIT-LHI top 3.8 0.241 0.00976 48,702 18.0 1.28 0.43 2.86 1,531,167 
Average 4.1 0.238 0.00856 43,655 16.8 1.45 0.39 3.80 823,563 
Std. Dev 0.2 0.010 0.00111 4,476 1.0 0.18 0.03 1.07 616,181 
LIT-LHI bottom 5.4 0.258 0.00590 24,763 12.8 1.65 0.33 4.79 380,586 
LIT-LHI middle 3.6 0.204 0.00816 55,602 18.8 1.45 0.40 2.80 544,508 
LIT-LHI top 3.7 0.283 0.01400 45,016 19.2 * * * * 
Average 4.2 0.248 0.00935 41,794 16.9 1.55 0.37 3.80 462,547 
Std. Dev 1.0 0.041 0.00418 15,670 3.6 0.14 0.05 1.40 115,910 
CRYO-LHI bottom 3.2 0.198 0.00965 59,446 21.1 1.38 0.35 3.60 597,628 
CRYO-LHI middle 3.6 0.232 0.01025 51,447 19.1 1.32 0.33 3.59 629,729 
CRYO-LHI Top 3.2 0.227 0.01189 65,792 21.2 1.19 0.54 2.21 7,804,108 
Average 3.3 0.219 0.01060 58,895 20.5 1.30 0.41 3.13 3,010,488 
Std. Dev 0.2 0.018 0.00116 7,188 1.2 0.10 0.12 0.80 4,151,427 
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HIT-HHI bottom 4.2 0.233 0.00783 37,052 16.3 1.65 0.41 3.50 407,687 
HIT-HHI middle 3.5 0.200 0.00824 54,005 19.2 1.59 0.36 3.30 439,039 
HIT-HHI top 4.9 0.253 0.00696 33,143 14.2 1.45 0.41 3.73 522,801 
Average 4.2 0.229 0.00768 41,400 16.6 1.56 0.39 3.51 456,509 
Std. Dev 0.7 0.027 0.00066 11,090 2.5 0.10 0.03 0.21 59,512 
LIT-HHI bottom 4.0 0.240 0.00916 49,019 17.4 1.53 0.38 4.34 471,168 
LIT-HHI middle 3.6 0.208 0.00830 47,721 18.6 1.24 0.58 2.23 771,444 
LIT-HHI top 3.6 0.236 0.01072 57,025 19.2 1.74 0.41 5.40 335,453 
Average 3.7 0.228 0.00940 51,255 18.4 1.50 0.46 3.99 526,022 
Std. Dev 0.2 0.017 0.00123 5,039 0.9 0.25 0.11 1.61 223,112 
CRYO-HHI bottom 3.4 0.247 0.01292 70,603 20.6 1.29 0.46 3.07 684,031 
CRYO-HHI middle 3.3 0.234 0.01207 64,319 20.8 1.43 0.37 3.60 534,192 
CRYO-HHI top 3.6 0.244 0.01107 55,052 19.1 1.96 0.38 4.60 273,405 
Average 3.4 0.242 0.01202 63,325 20.2 1.56 0.40 3.76 497,209 
Std. Dev 0.2 0.007 0.00093 7,823 0.9 0.35 0.05 0.78 207,796 
HIT-LHI bottom 3.0 0.225 0.01310 77,269 22.6 1.26 0.54 2.55 715,601 
HIT-LHI middle 3.3 0.222 0.01097 67,129 20.6 1.27 0.45 2.54 683,084 
HIT-LHI top 3.2 0.232 0.01241 67,987 21.3 1.19 0.47 2.36 803,513 
Average 3.2 0.226 0.01216 70,795 21.5 1.24 0.49 2.48 734,066 
Std. Dev 0.1 0.005 0.00109 5,623 1.0 0.05 0.05 0.10 62,302 
LIT-LHI bottom 4.0 0.239 0.00901 46,690 17.3 1.50 0.45 4.31 479,161 
LIT-LHI middle 2.5 0.212 0.01591 98,378 26.6 1.72 0.59 3.55 372,373 
LIT-LHI top 3.6 0.234 0.01056 57,166 19.2 1.43 0.32 3.46 549,685 
Average 3.4 0.228 0.01183 67,411 21.0 1.55 0.45 3.77 467,073 
Std. Dev 0.7 0.015 0.00362 27,324 4.9 0.15 0.14 0.47 89,272 
CRYO-LHI bottom 3.2 0.222 0.01197 71,545 21.6 1.55 0.45 3.77 451,937 
CRYO-LHI middle 3.6 0.234 0.01031 55,779 19.0 0.15 0.14 0.47 858,072 
CRYO-LHI top 3.1 0.225 0.01238 73,978 21.8 1.54 0.51 3.86 7,578,425 
Average 3.3 0.227 0.01155 67,101 20.8 1.15 0.46 2.62 2,962,811 
Std. Dev 0.3 0.006 0.00110 9,880 1.6 1.11 0.62 2.00 4,002,394 
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HIT-HHI bottom 5.7 0.267 0.00580 22,599 12.3 1.81 0.41 4.95 308,925 
HIT-HHI middle 6.5 0.270 0.00458 16,263 10.7 1.49 0.14 4.12 463,185 
HIT-HHI top 6.1 0.267 0.00508 14,422 11.5 1.68 0.33 5.31 337,187 
Average 6.1 0.268 0.00515 17,762 11.5 1.66 0.29 4.79 369,766 
Std. Dev 0.4 0.002 0.00061 4,290 0.8 0.16 0.14 0.62 82,128 
LIT-HHI bottom 3.6 0.206 0.00833 58,046 18.8 1.95 0.44 4.95 389,685 
LIT-HHI middle 4.2 0.218 0.00706 39,370 16.4 1.12 0.06 3.85 710,418 
LIT-HHI top 4.9 0.226 0.00548 31,919 13.8 1.38 0.39 3.87 586,508 
Average 4.2 0.216 0.00696 43,112 16.3 1.48 0.30 4.22 562,204 
Std. Dev 0.7 0.010 0.00142 13,460 2.5 0.43 0.21 0.63 161,742 
HIT-LHI bottom 4.6 0.240 0.00702 35,875 15.0 1.76 0.35 4.70 332,605 
HIT-LHI middle 4.9 0.245 0.00649 29,836 14.1 1.26 0.06 3.89 582,605 
HIT-LHI top 5.2 0.240 0.00557 27,973 13.2 1.55 0.50 3.46 478,513 
Average 4.9 0.242 0.00636 31,228 14.1 1.52 0.30 4.02 464,574 
Std. Dev 0.3 0.003 0.00074 4,130 0.9 0.25 0.22 0.63 125,582 
LIT-LHI bottom 5.0 0.254 0.00676 29,244 14.0 1.89 0.38 5.44 279,420 
LIT-LHI middle 4.5 0.235 0.00702 33,912 15.3 1.57 0.42 3.62 461,554 
LIT-LHI top 4.4 0.245 0.00801 37,753 15.8 1.94 0.54 4.68 286,893 
Average 4.6 0.245 0.00727 33,636 15.0 1.80 0.44 4.58 342,622 
Std. Dev 0.3 0.010 0.00066 4,261 1.0 0.20 0.08 0.92 103,066 
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Appendix B  Grain Size extracted from EBSD data 
The linear intercept (LI) grain size obtained from EBSD of the 0.75 kg/hr Type 316L 
experiments is presented in Table B.1. The linear intercept method was used as 
recommended by ASTM E112 (2013) for non-equiaxed samples. The relatively high 
standard deviation indicated much larger grain relative to the mean were present. As 
specimens showed less than 3:1 aspect ratio in grain size from horizontal to vertical, a 
reasonable estimate of the grain size can be made using the imaged (XZ) plane only (ASTM 
E112, 2013). 






Std. Dev. (µm) 
Vertical 
LI (µm) 




HIT-HHI (x 50) 89.6 111.2 100.1 197.8 489 
LIT-HHI (x 50) 115.8 170.6 108.8 212.8 915 
LIT-LHI (x 50) 90.8 122.7 89.5 205.0 753 
HIT-LHI (x 50) 82.6 129.5 92.1 196.3 687 
CRYO-HHI (x 
500) 
3.5 6.1 2.8 5.1 722 
CRYO-LHI (x 
1000) 
2.1 2.7 1.4 1.6 2363 
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Appendix C  Mechanical Data 
This section details the individual specimen  E, σys, UTS and uniform elongation (El) and 
the group averages and standard deviations. The results for the 0.75 kg/hr Type 316LSi 
and Type 316L are shown in Table C.1 and Table C.2, respectively. The 3.00 kg/hr Type 










Table C.1 Individual specimen  E, σys, UTS and uniform elongation and group averages and standard deviations 
















H3 172.3 363.5 606.1 41.6% 132.8 310.7 567.5 41.0% 
H2 153.2 333.8 575.6 45.2% 134.7 307.0 574.9 47.2% 
H1 207.4 295.4 565.0 39.4% 220.5 286.7 587.6 52.7% 
V1 168.5 292.2 539.1 43.3% 147.9 265.4 533.5 44.7% 
V2 204.4 311.0 577.8 43.7% 156.6 305.2 585.4 40.2% 
V3 130.8 325.2 561.8 39.7% 146.3 342.3 625.2 39.0% 
Group Std. Dev. 30 27 22.1 2.3% 32.6 25.7 29.9 5.2% 
Group Av. 173 320 570.9 42.1% 156.5 302.9 579.0 44.1% 
Horizontal Av. 177.6 330.9 582.2 42.0% 162.7 301.5 576.7 47.0% 
Horizontal Std. Dev. 27.5 34.1 21.4 2.9% 50.1 12.9 10.1 5.9% 
Vertical Av. 167.9 309.4 559.6 42.2% 150.2 304.3 581.4 41.3% 
Vertical Std. Dev. 36.8 16.6 19.5 2.2% 5.5 38.5 46.0 3.0% 
Anisotropy factor 5.8% 6.9% 4.0% -0.4% 8.3% -0.9% -0.8% 13.8% 
LIT-LHI HIT-LHI 
H3 133.2 330.0 571.2 45.2% 133.4 304.1 562.5 49.8% 
H2 111.4 299.3 551.9  167.3 297.8 551.0 38.8% 
H1 137.4 303.6 567.5 56.7% 136.4 292.3 542.2 44.6% 
V1 104.8 279.5 543.9 32.7% 174.2 295.2 555.5 44.7% 
V2 107.5 313.9 608.0 35.2% 108.5 304.6 607.4 41.5% 
V3 120.2 317.7 566.9 38.5% 154.6 297.1 572.4 36.5% 
Group Std. Dev. 13.7 17.4 22.1 9.6% 24.4 4.9 23.1 4.8% 
Group Av. 119.1 307.3 568.2 41.7% 145.7 298.5 565.2 42.7% 
Horizontal Av. 127.3 311.0 563.5 51.0% 145.7 298.1 551.9 44.4% 
Horizontal Std. Dev. 13.9 16.7 10.3 8.1% 18.8 5.9 10.2 5.5% 
Vertical Av. 110.8 303.7 572.9 35.5% 145.8 299.0 578.4 40.9% 
Vertical Std. Dev. 8.2 21.0 32.5 2.9% 33.7 4.9 26.5 4.1% 





Table C.2 Individual specimen  E, σys, UTS and uniform elongation and group averages and standard deviations 
















H3 122.6 322.5 517.0 39.0% 71.7 299.7 544.6 40.1% 
H2 132.2 323.5 527.0 34.7% 88.0 332.7 550.8 37.2% 
H1 129.4 306.7 530.4 37.5% 43.9 285.4 518.7 43.2% 
V1 67.4 303.9 532.4 41.9% 146.9 332.2 554.1 36.0% 
V2 102.4 307.2 559.6 37.1% 93.0 309.8 577.6 37.4% 
V3 99.6 376.1 569.4 38.9% 103.5 275.3 526.4 39.3% 
Group Std. Dev. 24.5 27.19 20.5 2.4% 34.3 23.73 21.0 2.6% 
Group Av. 108.9 323.3 539.3 38.2% 91.2 305.8 545.4 38.8% 
Horizontal Av. 128.1 318 525 37.0% 67.9 306 538 40.2% 
Horizontal Std. Dev. 4.9 9 7 2.2% 22.3 24 17 3.0% 
Vertical Av. 89.8 329 554 39.3% 114.5 306 553 37.5% 
Vertical Std. Dev. 19.5 41 19 2.4% 28.5 29 26 1.7% 
Anisotropy factor 43% -4% -5% -5.8% -41% 0% -3% 7.0% 
CRYO-HHI LIT-LHI 
H3 86.0 338.0 566.1 29.6% 117.6 316.4 537.4 32.2% 
H2 139.6 358.7 534.6 39.0% 58.1 332.7 542.7 41.0% 
H1 53.3 307.3 573.4 38.3% 96.8 307.9 532.9 43.5% 
V1 118.3 273.3 529.0 42.0% 39.6 372.2 526.2 26.6% 
V2 53.9 339.1 594.0 38.1% 106.3 309.2 552.4 34.9% 
V3 93.6 309.9 565.2 35.4% 90.4 345.2 557.6 39.5% 
Group Std. Dev. 34.5 30.40 24.5 4.2% 29.9 24.99 11.9 6.3% 
Group Av. 90.8 321.0 560.4 37.1% 84.8 330.6 541.5 36.3% 
Horizontal Av. 92.9 335 558 35.6% 90.8 319 538 38.9% 
Horizontal Std. Dev. 43.6 26 21 5.2% 30.2 13 5 6.0% 
Vertical Av. 88.6 307 563 38.5% 78.8 342 545 33.7% 
Vertical Std. Dev. 32.5 33 33 3.3% 34.8 32 17 6.6% 
Anisotropy factor 5% 9% -1% -7.4% 15% -7% -1% 15.5% 
HIT-LHI CRYO-LHI 
H3 156.0 285.9 548.2 37.5% 103.0 358.6 533.0 34.1% 
H2 81.0 346.1 528.8 39.7% 159.4 335.4 577.2 38.9% 
H1 173.5 286.2 525.9 56.6% 210.3 365.7 616.3 35.2% 
V1 91.7 342.6 554.4 33.9% 117.1 363.4 571.9 34.7% 
V2 72.4 301.0 598.9 39.1% 128.3 341.9 583.0 35.1% 
V3 127.4 344.3 572.7 31.5% 91.2 336.5 593.6 38.6% 
Group Std. Dev. 41.8 29.73 27.6 8.8% 43.8 13.88 27.5 2.1% 
Group Av. 117.0 317.7 554.8 39.7% 134.9 350.3 579.2 36.1% 
Horizontal Av. 136.8 306 534 44.6% 157.6 353 575 36.1% 
Horizontal Std. Dev. 49.1 35 12 10.4% 53.7 16 42 2.5% 
Vertical Av. 97.2 329 575 34.8% 112.2 347 583 36.1% 
Vertical Std. Dev. 27.9 25 22 3.8% 19.0 14 11 2.2% 





Table C.3 Individual specimen  E, σys, UTS and uniform elongation and group averages and standard deviations 
















H3 87.2 307.8 549.2 48.67% 120.5 278.3 521.9 41.81% 
H2 95.9 276.4 499.4 39.81% - - - - 
H1 105.5 281.6 542.1 46.21% 120.6 279.7 554.0 39.47% 
V1 74.6 315.0 548.1 38.56% 97.7 235.8 547.3 34.25% 
V2 81.4 303.0 542.8 44.98% 114.5 250.7 531.5 41.03% 
V3 91.8 309.5 538.0 42.13% 118.0 265.2 525.0 42.26% 
Group Std. Dev. 10.9 16.0 18.7 3.9% 9.6 18.7 14.0 3.3% 
Group Av. 89.4 298.9 536.6 43.4% 114.3 262.0 535.9 39.8% 
Horizontal Av. 96.2 288.6 530.2 44.9% 120.6 279.0 537.9 40.6% 
Horizontal Std. Dev. 9.2 16.9 26.9 4.6% 0.1 1.0 22.7 1.7% 
Vertical Av. 82.6 309.2 543.0 41.9% 110.1 250.6 534.6 39.2% 
Vertical Std. Dev. 8.7 6.0 5.0 3.2% 10.9 14.7 11.4 4.3% 
Anisotropy factor 16.4% -6.7% -2.3% 7.2% 9.5% 11.3% 0.6% 3.7% 
CRYO-HHI LIT-LHI 
H3 141.6 297.4 554.6 40.04% - - - - 
H2 90.5 330.2 562.9 39.82% 109.8 308.2 529 41.06% 
H1 144.4 300.0 569.0 45.69% 137.7 286.8 548 41.62% 
V1 83.9 265.1 511.5 39.91% 72.8 300.2 571 35.83% 
V2 113.8 317.4 532.9 46.65% 108.0 298.9 569 40.81% 
V3 73.9 316.2 553.5 51.79% 104.1 284.5 565 40.67% 
Group Std. Dev. 30.1 22.8 21.4 4.9% 23.0 9.9 18 2.4% 
Group Av. 108.0 304.4 547.4 44.0% 106.5 295.7 556 40.0% 
Horizontal Av. 125.5 309.2 562.2 41.9% 123.7 297.5 538 41.3% 
Horizontal Std. Dev. 30.3 18.3 7.2 3.3% 19.8 15.2 13 0.4% 
Vertical Av. 90.5 299.6 532.6 46.1% 95.0 294.5 568 39.1% 
Vertical Std. Dev. 20.8 29.9 21.0 6.0% 19.3 8.7 3 2.8% 
Anisotropy factor 38.6% 3.2% 5.5% -9.2% 30.2% 1.0% -5.2% 5.7% 
HIT-LHI CRYO-LHI 
H3 98.9 298.6 527 44.88% 142.8 310.1 555.6 38.12% 
H2 56.7 284.6 542 46.81% 114.1 306.4 550.5 43.12% 
H1 94.3 279.0 543 44.28% 223.8 309.9 570.7 51.17% 
V1 100.7 261.8 513 39.14% 103.4 307.5 529.1 37.50% 
V2 34.3 324.7 560 36.99% 237.3 307.5 551.1 40.64% 
V3 47.2 277.8 543 41.07% 156.6 346.3 568.6 38.07% 
Group Std. Dev. 29.4 21.7 16 3.8% 55.9 15.6 15.1 5.2% 
Group Av. 72.0 287.7 538 42.2% 163.0 314.6 554.3 41.4% 
Horizontal Av. 83.3 287.4 537 45.3% 160.2 308.8 558.9 44.1% 
Horizontal Std. Dev. 23.1 10.1 9 1.3% 56.9 2.1 10.5 6.6% 
Vertical Av. 60.7 288.1 538 39.1% 165.8 320.4 549.6 38.7% 
Vertical Std. Dev. 35.2 32.7 24 2.0% 67.4 22.4 19.8 1.7% 




Appendix D  ANOVA test statistics and assumption violation checks 
The validity of results of the ANOVA’s performed in this research depend on the robustness 
of assumptions regarding outliers, equal variance, and normality of the data. Table D.1 
outlines the p-values for the Grubb’s, Levenes and Anderson-Darling tests used to 
determine the validity of each assumption for each ANOVA in this research detailed by its 
section number within chapter 6.  If the p-value is less than 0.05, it was assumed that there 
is no statistically significant result and the assumptions are not violated. The section number 
within the appendix where the ANOVA test statistics and the residual plots can be found 
are highlighted for each ANOVA.  
Table D.1 Outline of the p-values for the outlier, equal variance and normality tests and the associated  
ANOVA test statistics & residual plot section. 
Section in Chapter 6 











6.5.5 Relative Density (0.75 kg/hr) 0.271 0.870 0.563 §D.1 
6.6.4 Relative Density (3.00 kg/hr) 1.00 0.956 0.105 §D.2 
6.7.1 Effects of heat input, sample 
orientation, interpass temperature 
control with varying wire composition 
on mechanical properties at 0.75 kg/hr 
   §D.3 
i) UTS 0.240 0.949 0.228  
ii) Yield strength 0.149 0.372 0.466  
iii) Young’s Modulus 0.473 0.276 0.442  
iv) Uniform elongation 0.038 0.370 0.647  
6.7.2 Effects of heat input, sample 
orientation and cooling strategy 
(interpass temperature control, 
cryogenic cooling) with varying 
deposition rate on mechanical 
properties for Type 316L. 
   §D.4 
i) UTS 0.137 0.951 0.341  
ii) Yield strength 0.697 0.327 0.255  
iii) Young’s Modulus 0.256 0.179 
0.011 Box-Cox Trans. 
λ=0.5 → p=0.150 
 
iv) Uniform elongation 0.064 0.301 
0.021 Box-Cox Trans.    
λ=0 → p=0.68 
 
6.8.2.1 Effects of heat input and 
interpass temperature control with 
varying wire composition on ODS at 
0.75 kg/hr 
 0.346 0.461 §D.5 
6.8.2.2 Effects of heat input and 
cooling strategy (interpass 
temperature control, cryogenic 
cooling) with varying deposition rate 
on ODS for Type 316L. 





D.1 Relative part density 0.75 kg/hr 
 
Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-Value P-Value 
  Cooling Strategy 2 0.000003 0.000001 2.82 0.079 
  Heat input 1 0.000002 0.000002 4.62 0.042 
  Orientation 1 0.000001 0.000001 1.71 0.204 
  Orientation*Heat input 1 0.000000 0.000000 0.22 0.645 
  Orientation*Cooling Strategy 2 0.000001 0.000001 1.11 0.346 
  Heat input*Cooling Strategy 2 0.000001 0.000001 1.51 0.242 
  Orientation*Heat input*Cooling 
Strategy 
2 0.000000 0.000000 0.42 0.660 
Error 24 0.000011 0.000000       




D.2 Relative part density 3.00 kg/hr  
 
Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-Value P-Value 
  Cooling strategy 2 0.000002 0.000001 1.99 0.158 
  Heat input 1 0.000005 0.000005 11.76 0.002 
  Heat input*Cooling strategy 2 0.000004 0.000002 4.43 0.023 
  Orientation 1 0.000005 0.000005 11.79 0.002 
  Heat input*Orientation 1 0.000001 0.000001 1.52 0.229 
  Cooling strategy*Orientation 2 0.000000 0.000000 0.41 0.670 
  Heat input*Cooling strategy*Orientation 2 0.000001 0.000000 1.07 0.358 
Error 24 0.000010 0.000000       





D.3 Effects of wire composition, heat input and interpass temperature on the 
mechanical properties - (0.75 kg/hr, Type 316L/Type 316LSi) 
This section reports the results of the statistical analyses testing the effects of wire 
composition, heat input, and interpass temperature on the mechanical properties 
i. UTS 
 
Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-Value P-Value 
  Heat input 1 3.7 3.7 0.01 0.92901 
  Cooling strategy 1 86.9 86.9 0.19 0.66445 
  Material 1 10015.1 10015.1 22.00 0.00003 
Error 42 19120.9 455.3       
  Lack-of-Fit 4 1998.2 499.6 1.11 0.36664 
  Pure Error 38 17122.7 450.6       
Total 45 29225.1          




Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-Value P-Value 
Heat input 1 21.3 21.27 0.06 0.811 
Cooling strategy 1 3599.0 3598.96 9.82 0.003 
Material 1 5111.9 5111.87 13.95 0.001 
Heat input*Cooling strategy 1 1000.4 1000.43 2.73 0.107 
Heat input*Material 1 1130.0 1130.00 3.08 0.087 
Cooling strategy*Material 1 251.4 251.38 0.69 0.413 
Heat input*Cooling strategy*Material 1 298.7 298.67 0.81 0.372 
Error 38 13926.6 366.49   
Total 45 24678.7    
 
iii. Young’s Modulus 
 
Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-Value P-Value 
Heat input 1 5735.2 5735.2 10.39 0.003 
Interpass temperature 1 0.3 0.3 0.00 0.981 
Wire composition 1 32076.8 32076.8 58.10 0.000 
Heat input* Interpass temperature 1 192.1 192.1 0.35 0.559 
Heat input* Wire composition 1 1099.2 1099.2 1.99 0.166 
Interpass temperature *Material 1 284.4 284.4 0.52 0.477 
Heat input* Interpass temperature * Wire 
composition 
1 7479.1 7479.1 13.55 0.001 
Error 38 20981.3 552.1       
Total 45 69878.4          
iv. Uniform Elongation 
The ANOVA results for elongation did not identify any statistically significant effects for wire 
composition (p=0.515), heat input (p=0.460) or interpass temperature (p=0.690) on the 




Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-Value P-Value 
  Heat input 1 0.002994 0.002994 1.87 0.180 
  Cooling strategy 1 0.001920 0.001920 1.20 0.281 
  Material 1 0.000141 0.000141 0.09 0.769 
  Heat input*Cooling strategy 1 0.004971 0.004971 3.11 0.087 
  Heat input*Material 1 0.001515 0.001515 0.95 0.337 
  Cooling strategy*Material 1 0.004532 0.004532 2.83 0.101 
  Heat input*Cooling strategy*Material 1 0.000634 0.000634 0.40 0.533 
Error 36 0.057625 0.001601       
Total 43 0.072789          
 
D.4 Effects of heat input, deposition rate, and cooling strategy for Type 316L wire 











  Cooling strategy 2 4627.5 2313.73 6.23 0.004 
  Heat input 1 1484.4 1484.35 4.00 0.052 
  Deposition rate 1 1441.5 1441.46 3.88 0.055 
  Orientation 1 1337.5 1337.54 3.60 0.064 
  Cooling strategy*Heat input 2 152.2 76.12 0.20 0.815 
  Cooling strategy*Deposition rate 2 1714.2 857.11 2.31 0.111 
  Cooling strategy*Orientation 2 2237.3 1118.64 3.01 0.059 
  Heat input*Deposition rate 1 13.0 13.03 0.04 0.852 
  Heat input*Orientation 1 290.4 290.38 0.78 0.381 
  Deposition rate*Orientation 1 1283.6 1283.55 3.46 0.069 
  Cooling strategy*Heat input*Deposition rate 2 573.6 286.82 0.77 0.468 
  Cooling strategy*Heat input*Orientation 2 241.0 120.48 0.32 0.725 
  Cooling strategy*Deposition rate*Orientation 2 864.5 432.25 1.16 0.321 
  Heat input*Deposition rate*Orientation 1 135.5 135.55 0.36 0.549 
  Cooling strategy*Heat input*Deposition rate*Orientation 2 662.0 330.98 0.89 0.417 
Error 46 17089.1 371.50     
Total 69 34516.0        





Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-Value P-Value 
  Cooling strategy 2 9660.5 4830.2 9.29 0.0004092 
  Heat input 1 2968.6 2968.6 5.71 0.0210439 
  Deposition rate 1 15962.7 15962.7 30.69 0.0000014 
  Orientation 1 32.4 32.4 0.06 0.8039016 
  Cooling strategy*Heat input 2 1036.8 518.4 1.00 0.3769038 
  Cooling strategy*Deposition rate 2 259.6 129.8 0.25 0.7801969 
  Cooling strategy*Orientation 2 1317.8 658.9 1.27 0.2913394 
  Heat input*Deposition rate 1 156.8 156.8 0.30 0.5856028 
  Heat input*Orientation 1 830.0 830.0 1.60 0.2128390 
  Deposition rate*Orientation 1 128.5 128.5 0.25 0.6214507 
  Cooling strategy*Heat input*Deposition 
rate 
2 687.9 344.0 0.66 0.5209833 
  Cooling strategy*Heat input*Orientation 2 850.5 425.2 0.82 0.4477833 
  Cooling strategy*Deposition 
rate*Orientation 
2 1372.2 686.1 1.32 0.2772522 
  Heat input*Deposition rate*Orientation 1 103.7 103.7 0.20 0.6573562 
  Cooling strategy*Heat input*Deposition 
rate*Orientation 
2 348.8 174.4 0.34 0.7168187 
Error 46 23923.2 520.1   












Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-Value P-Value 
  Cooling strategy 2 10329 5164.44 4.76 0.013 
  Heat input 1 2878 2877.80 2.65 0.110 
  Deposition rate 1 417 416.67 0.38 0.539 
  Orientation 1 4699 4699.02 4.33 0.043 
  Cooling strategy*Heat input 2 11961 5980.35 5.51 0.007 
  Cooling strategy*Deposition rate 2 3251 1625.31 1.50 0.235 
  Cooling strategy*Orientation 2 876 438.04 0.40 0.670 
  Heat input*Deposition rate 1 97 96.53 0.09 0.767 
  Heat input*Orientation 1 925 924.64 0.85 0.361 
  Deposition rate*Orientation 1 16 16.43 0.02 0.903 
  Cooling strategy*Heat input*Deposition 
rate 
2 9589 4794.48 4.41 0.018 
  Cooling strategy*Heat input*Orientation 2 2568 1283.92 1.18 0.316 
  Cooling strategy*Deposition 
rate*Orientation 
2 729 364.55 0.34 0.717 
  Heat input*Deposition rate*Orientation 1 1568 1567.81 1.44 0.236 
  Cooling strategy*Heat input*Deposition 
rate*Orientation 
2 3395 1697.65 1.56 0.220 
Error 46 49960 1086.08   
Total 69 104752    








Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-Value P-Value 
Cooling strategy 2 0.00362 0.001808 0.15 0.857 
Heat input 1 0.01207 0.012071 1.03 0.315 
Deposition rate 1 0.20139 0.201391 17.21 0.000 
Orientation 1 0.05076 0.050762 4.34 0.043 
Cooling strategy*Heat input 2 0.02962 0.014811 1.27 0.292 
Cooling strategy*Deposition rate 2 0.03135 0.015676 1.34 0.272 
Cooling strategy*Orientation 2 0.05366 0.026828 2.29 0.112 
Heat input*Deposition rate 1 0.00000 0.000000 0.00 0.997 
Heat input*Orientation 1 0.07150 0.071498 6.11 0.017 
Deposition rate*Orientation 1 0.00019 0.000193 0.02 0.898 
Cooling strategy*Heat input*Deposition rate 2 0.00573 0.002866 0.24 0.784 
Cooling strategy*Heat input*Orientation 2 0.00195 0.000975 0.08 0.920 
Cooling strategy*Deposition 
rate*Orientation 
2 0.00943 0.004713 0.40 0.671 
Heat input*Deposition rate*Orientation 1 0.00238 0.002384 0.20 0.654 
Cooling strategy*Heat input*Deposition 
rate*Orientation 
2 0.02319 0.011594 0.99 0.379 
Error 46 0.53835 0.011703   
Total 69 1.05252    
D.5 Oxide dispersion strengthening – (0.75 kg/hr, Type 316L/Type 316LSi) 
 
Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-Value P-Value 
Heat input 1 8.511 8.5114 1.19 0.291 
Cooling strategy 1 40.869 40.8689 5.73 0.029 
Material 1 18.466 18.4661 2.59 0.127 
Heat input*Cooling strategy 1 26.335 26.3347 3.69 0.073 
Heat input*Material 1 1.700 1.6996 0.24 0.632 
Cooling strategy*Material 1 0.437 0.4373 0.06 0.808 
Heat input*Cooling strategy*Material 1 0.124 0.1240 0.02 0.897 
Error 16 114.082 7.1301   
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D.6 Oxide dispersion strengthening – (0.75 kg/hr/3.00 kg/hr, Type 316L) 
 
Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-Value P-Value 
  Heat input 1 77.733 77.7334 10.19 0.004 
  Cooling strategy 2 26.958 13.4788 1.77 0.192 
  Dep rate 1 96.100 96.1004 12.59 0.002 
  Heat input*Cooling strategy 2 17.897 8.9484 1.17 0.327 
  Heat input*Dep rate 1 0.431 0.4307 0.06 0.814 
  Cooling strategy*Dep rate 2 4.235 2.1175 0.28 0.760 
  Heat input*Cooling strategy*Dep rate 2 29.245 14.6225 1.92 0.169 
Error 24 183.142 7.6309       
Total 35 435.741          
 
Appendix E  Fractography 
The fractography SEM images of the tensile bars for Type 316L 0.75 kg/hr and Type 316L 
3.00 kg/hr are shown in Fig. E.1-4, and Fig. E.5-8, respectively. 
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Table E.1  Fractography SEM micrographs for Type 316L 0.75 kg/hr, HHI, H3. 
























Table E.2  Fractography SEM micrographs for Type 316L 0.75 kg/hr, HHI, H1. 






















Table E.3  Fractography SEM micrographs for Type 316L 0.75 kg/hr, LHI, H3. 























Table E.4  Fractography SEM micrographs for Type 316L, 0.75 kg/hr LHI, H1. 























Table E.5  Fractography SEM micrographs for Type 316L 3.00 kg/hr, HHI, H3. 
























Table E.6  Fractography SEM micrographs for Type 316L 3.00 kg/hr, HHI, H1. 






















Table E.7  Fractography SEM micrographs for Type 316L 3.00 kg/hr, LHI, H3. 























Table E.8  Fractography SEM micrographs for Type 316L, 3.00 kg/hr LHI, H1. 


















   
 
